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Announcements and News

• Security Advisories: Security and Integrity Maintenance
Broadcom offers Security and Integrity maintenance that addresses a security or integrity exposure. We categorize this
maintenance as a “SECINT” or “Security or Integrity” fix type using our mainframe software packaging system. This
maintenance lets you quickly identify security or integrity maintenance among all published maintenance.
– With each Security or Integrity fix, Broadcom also offers access to Security Advisory articles that include additional

details and context about a security or integrity exposure. Each article details the CVSS score, the CVSS Vector
String, the affected components, and the CVE numbers, if applicable. This central resource offers self-service
information and an email subscription service to be alerted about new security advisories.

– To apply Security and Integrity fixes and sign up for our vulnerability subscription service, see Maintain Security and
Integrity Fixes documentation. To review vulnerabilities, see Broadcom’s Security Advisories portal.

• Mainframe Technical Exchange Digital Experience
If you missed the Mainframe Technical Exchange Digital Experience, or perhaps you want to review a session that
you attended, you can access the recorded content by clicking on this link. To access the slides shared in sessions,
select More under the session description in the session page, and a pdf version of the slides is posted under
Documents. The recorded sessions are available until January 7, 2022.
The Mainframe Technical Exchange Digital Experience is designed to provide you technical education and updates on
your Broadcom Mainframe products and enable all participants to exchange best practices and insights.
We are already planning the 2022 Mainframe Technical Exchanges.Bookmark the event homepage for the latest
updates. If you have any questions or issues, contact us at mftech.exchange@broadcom.com.
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https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/ca-mainframe-software/traditional-management/mainframe-common-maintenance-procedures/1-0/maintain-your-products/apply-maintenance/maintain-security-and-integrity-fixes.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/ca-mainframe-software/traditional-management/mainframe-common-maintenance-procedures/1-0/maintain-your-products/apply-maintenance/maintain-security-and-integrity-fixes.html
https://support.broadcom.com/security-advisory/security-advisories-list.html?segment=MF
https://hubbauth.hubb.me/OAuth/Login?ReturnUrl=https%253a%252f%252fhubbauth.hubb.me%252fOAuth%252fauthorize%253fclient_id%253d96E84187-ADFC-4934-BE4D-C944AD54371A%2526response_type%253dcode%2526scope%253d3490A6EF-9E0E-4EB7-9BCB-9EFCBEC09E17%2526redirect_uri%253dhttps%253a%252f%252fmftechexchange.hubb.me%252fAuth%252fAuthorizationCodeCallback%2526state%253dhttps%253a%252f%252fmftechexchange.hubb.me%252ffe%252fschedule-builder%252fsessions%253fsession-date%253dno-time&eventId=3490A6EF-9E0E-4EB7-9BCB-9EFCBEC09E17
https://mainframe.broadcom.com/mainframe-technical-exchange-digital-experience-2021?utm_campaign=2021%2520MF%2520Technical%2520Exchange&utm_medium=email&_hsmi=169539891&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-_bKxoiVhhgnJRVCWbU6NPgNijdxeSMM_RNKjRCk4B7AlLf9hMAWn-0FG4U0q8mSrqrmhU_Qx5A9TJnm8pZ1v4bOWu3I6zbukEuXS1iyThs2MIEVvg&utm_content=169539891&utm_source=hs_email
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Product Names and Abbreviations

This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:

• CA 1
• Common Components and Services
• Copycat
• Disk
• Earl
• Tape Encryption
• TLMS
• Vtape
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Using

Copycat Utility
The Copycat Utility is designed to copy data from tape to tape while retaining the information in the CA 1 Tape
Management Catalog (TMC) or in the TLMS Volume Master File (VMF) regarding data set attributes and the creation
information of the original data set.

  

Tape Conversions

Copycat Utility enables you to convert from one tape medium or format to another. Automated data set copy methods
expedite the conversion process and significantly reduce the resource requirements demanded by manual conversions
using JCL.

Media Consolidation/Stacking

Copycat Utility permits you to consolidate active data sets from multiple tape volumes onto fewer volumes, resulting in a
larger scratch pool. By using Earl, the standard report writer, you can identify the control information that Copycat Utility
needs to effectively improve the utilization of the entire tape library.

Migration to Virtual Tape

Copycat Utility facilitates the migration to virtual tape systems by copying physical media to virtual media. If you want the
virtual tape system to handle the file stacking, you can unstack the previously stacked tapes into the virtual system. The
virtual system would then assign a unique volume to each file copied.

Media Replacement

Copycat Utility provides facilities to retrieve data from old or faulty media with the functionality to copy a tape volume, in its
entirety, to a new replacement volume. Volume labels can be included in the copy function, if desired.

Volume/Data Set Backup

Copycat Utility allows you to copy volumes or data sets onto other tapes without requiring the cataloging of the backup
volume. The backup volume, as any other CA 1 or TLMS controlled volume, is recorded in the TMC or VMF for tracking
and management purposes. If required, a new high-level data set name qualifier can be specified for all files on the
backup volume.

Electronic Vaulting

Copycat Utility reduces the overhead of vaulting tapes to off-site locations. By copying volumes or data sets to devices or
tape volume pools at specific off-site locations, the data center minimizes the tasks of pulling the vaulting list, packaging
the tapes and transporting them.

Foreign Tape Copying

Copycat Utility can also be used to copy all files from a foreign tape onto a CA 1 or TLMS controlled volume. This can be
used to copy from an old physical tape that is not defined to your Tape Management System onto a new physical or virtual
volume defined to your Tape Management System.
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Tape Analysis

Copycat Utility allows you to map a tape volume to help verify its contents. Detailed information is provided for each file
residing on the tape volume.

Functions

Copycat Utility furnishes tape copy and file copy functions that are compatible with CA 1 and TLMS operations. Major
functions allow you to perform the following:

• Copy an entire volume
• Copy selected data set(s)
• Copy all data sets on specified volume(s)
• Map an entire volume

Copycat Utility is driven by control statements that you supply as SYSIN with the execution JCL. The functions provided
with Copycat Utility are initiated by the specification of a function code and one or more function control statements. The
functions, described in subsequent sections, include the following:

• FILECOPY
Copies one or more files from one tape volume set to a different tape volume set

• TAPECOPY
Copies an entire tape volume onto a different tape volume

• TAPEMAP
Maps an entire tape volume

Interfaces and Integration Points
This section explains interfaces and integration points required to manage tapes using Copycat Utility.

Use Earl for Generation of Volume Selection Lists

Use the Earl report writer utility to create Copycat input statements from eligible TMC or VMF records. Earl is the standard
user-customizable reporting utility used by CA 1, TLMS, and many other Broadcom products.

By using Earl report writer utility to create Copycat input statements from eligible TMC or VMF records, you can:

• Have a powerful and flexible way to select data sets to be copied
• Test any TMC or VMF field

Sample programs are available in the Copycat Utility CTAPJCL library in the members CTSJEL1C and CTSJEL2C.

The layout of the Common Tape data base record can be found in member CTEARLCM of your CAISRC source library.

All fields of the Common Tape data base record can be used as selection criteria for Copycat applications. In particular,
the following fields may be useful to select or exclude volumes:

• VOLSER 
Volume serial number (range)

• VOLSEQ 
Volume sequence

• DSN 
Data set name (qualifier)

• FILECNT 
File count

• CDATE 
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Creation date
• CJOB 

Creation job
• CREATE_PROGRAM 

Creation program
• CLOSE_IND 

Close / abend indicator
• USER_DATA 

User accounting data
• OWNER 

Volume owner / External Data Manager
• VOL_PERCENTAGE 

Percent of volume in use
• BLKCNT 

File block count
• PERM_WRITE_INIT 

Permanent write errors
• LDATE 

Date last used
• USECNT 

Total use count
• EXPDT 

Expiration date
• ROBOT_TYPE 

Robot type
• OUTLOC 

Offsite location / vault

For example, an Earl program can select all volumes created by a certain job since last week, which are currently in the
data center and show a volume sequence of one.

As Copycat Utility retrieves all secondary files and volumes of a chain automatically, one input statement only should be
generated for each volume set to be processed (unless all files to be copied are listed explicitly with FILES=SPECIFIC).

Copy Files
This section covers the following subtopics:

Copy Files

Use the FILECOPY function control statements to copy one or more files from one tape volume set to another. The
following restrictions apply to the FILECOPY function:

• The maximum number of files that can be copied per program execution is 65,535.

When using the Copycat Utility to copy files, because standard OPEN processing is performed, the user submitting the
job must have ALTER/CREATE authority to the file name(s) being created or copied. However, users can bypass this
security validation if they have access to a security resource called COPYCAT defined in the CATAPE (CA@APE or CAT)
class. This special COPYCAT resource allows the Copycat utility to bypass external security IF the PREFIX and PREFIX2
control statements were NOT included (see below) and this is a FILECOPY operation.

For CA 1 users, see CA 1 Profiles and Security for more information about defining the COPYCAT resource.
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Due to the post processing of COPYCAT's FILECOPY operation, COPYCAT should not be executed when TMSXTEND is
running to add VOLUMES(s) and/or DSNB records. If COPYCAT detects a TMSXTEND is in progress, COPYCAT will wait
until TMSXTEND completes.

Alternatively, TMSXTEND will also wait for COPYCAT to complete before processing continues.

For TLMS users, see TLMS Security System Interface for more information about defining the COPYCAT resource.

WARNING
The FILECOPY function requires standard label (SL) tapes.

Code FILECOPY Control Statements

When coding FILECOPY control statements, the first statement identifies the function as FILECOPY. It is followed by
control statements which allow you to indicate the position number in the input file where the data set name and/or volume
serial number fields are located. Additionally, a file sequence number (binary or character) can be provided. Other optional
control statements allow you to propagate creation information from the original data set to the copy, recatalog the data
set to the new volume(s)/device type, and specify the retention of the output and input files. Comment statements may be
included, and are identified as comments by coding an asterisk (*) in position 1.

Copycat Utility control statements are constructed using keyword parameters. Statements may be coded as one keyword
per statement, or as multiple keywords which are separated by a comma. Keywords specified in a multiple keyword
statement are not positional, and continuation characters are not required.

NOTE
Copycat Utility opens input and output files based on the following dispositions: DISP=(SHR,KEEP,KEEP) for
input and DISP=(NEW,KEEP,KEEP) for output.

The formats for the FILECOPY control statements are shown in the following diagrams.

├── FILECOPY ─┬────────────────┬─┬────────────────┬───────────────────────────►

              └─ DSN=position ─┘ └─ VOL=position ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬─ INUNIT=unit ─ OUTUNIT=unit ───────────────────────►

   ├─ FILESEQB=position ─┤

   ├─ FILESEQC=position ─┤

   └─ FILESEQD=position ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────►

   └─ BUFFER= ─┬─ SINGLE ◄──┬─┘ └─ COMP= ─┬─ YES ─┬─┘

               └─ MULTIPLE ─┘             └─ NO ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────┬─┬───────────────────┬──────────►

   └─ COMP2= ─┬─ YES ─┬─┘ └─ CTLFILE=dsname ─┘ └─ CTLFILE2=dsname ─┘

              └─ NO ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ COPYEDM= ─┬─ YES ─┬─┘ 

                └─ NO ──┘              

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

   └─ DATACLAS= ─ dataclas ─┘ └─ DATACLA2= ─ dataclas ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►

   └─ DUPLEX= ─┬─ YES ──┬─┘ └─ ERASE= ─┬─ YES ──┬─┘

               └─ NO ◄ ─┘              └─ NO ◄ ─┘
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 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────►

   └─ FILES= ─┬─ SPECIFIC ─┬─┘ └─ INDISP= ─┬─ RETPD=nnnn ─┬─┘

              └─ ALL  ◄────┘               ├─ EXPDT=date ─┤

              └─ ACTIVE  ──┘               └─ SAME ◄ ─────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬─┬───────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►

   └─ FOREIGN= ─┬─ YES ─┬─┘ └─ FORPFX= ── prefix ───┘

                └─ NO ◄─┘               

 ►─┬────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►

   └─ MAXFILES= ─ nnnn ─┘ └─ MERGE= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─┘

                                     ├─ NO ────┤

                                     └─ MOD ───┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

   └─ MGMTCLAS= ─ mgmtclas ─┘ └─ MGMTCLA2= ─ mgmtclas ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────┬───────────────────►

   └─ MODHLQ= ─ dsn.qualifier ─┘ └─ MODVOL= ─┬─ volser ─┬─┘

                                             └─ SCRTCH ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬─┬───────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ MODVOL2= ─┬─ volser ─┬─┘ └─ NOMERGE ─┘

                └─ SCRTCH ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────►

   └─ OUTDISP= ─┬─ RETPD=nnnn ─┬─┘ └─ OUTDISP2= ─┬─ RETPD=nnnn ─┬─┘

                ├─ EXPDT=date ─┤                 ├─ EXPDT=date ─┤

                └─ SAME ◄ ─────┘                 └─ SAME ◄ ─────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────┬─┬──────────────────┬─┬─────────────────┬───────────────►

   └─ OUTSER=volume ─┘ └─ OUTSER2=volume ─┘ └─ OUTUNIT2=unit ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────┬─┬──────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────┬───────►

   └─ PREFIX=prefix ─┘ └─ PREFIX2=prefix ─┘ └─ RECATLG= ─┬─ ALL ────┬─┘

                                                         ├─ PREV ───┤

                                                         └─ NONE ◄ ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────┬────────────────────►

   └─ RECATLG2= ─┬─ ALL ────┬─┘ └─ SAVEINFO= ─┬─ YES ──┬─┘

                 ├─ PREV ───┤                 └─ NO ◄ ─┘

                 └─ NONE ◄ ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►

   └─ SORT= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ STORCLAS ─ storclas ─┘

             └─ NO ────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬─┬───────────┬─┬────────────────────────┬─────────►

   └─ STORCLA2 ─ storclas ─┘ └─ UNSTACK ─┘ └─ USEREXIT= ─┬─ YES ──┬─┘

                                                         └─ NO ◄ ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────►
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   └─ VOLCHAIN= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ WAITTIME= ─┬─ 5 ◄ ─┬─┘

                 └─ NO ────┘                 └─ n ───┘

 ►─ INPUT= ─┬─ ddname ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

            └─ * ──────┘

Required Control Statement Definitions

FILECOPY

Identifies this as a file copy operation. This must be the first noncomment control statement, contain no other parameters,
and must begin in position 1.

INPUT

(Required.) Specified as one of the following:

• INPUT=ddname
Specifies the ddname of the input data set containing the data set or volume selection list.

• INPUT=*
Indicates that the data set or volume selection list immediately follows this INPUT control statement. If any other
control statements are coded, they must be placed before the INPUT=* control statement.

VOL

Specifies the starting position within the input data set where the 6-character volume serial number is found. (See rules
following FILESEQD parameter definition.) The default is Vol=1.

INUNIT

(Required.) Specifies the unit name for the input tape device. The JCL equivalent is UNIT= on the DD statement.

OUTUNIT

(Required.) Specifies the unit name for the output tape device. The JCL equivalent is UNIT= on the DD statement. As an
alternative, the STORCLAS keyword may be specified. Either OUTUNIT or STORCLAS is required.

Optional Control Statement Definitions

BUFFER

Specifies whether the channel programs should process single blocks or multiple blocks of tape data in one I/O execution.

• SINGLE
One data block at a time is copied from input to output tape. This is the default.

• MULTIPLE
Multiple-block buffering will be used for all data sets with a block up to 32760. The number of blocks being buffered
depends on the block size and ranges between 1 and 2048. Specifying BUFFER=MULTIPLE can significantly reduce
the EXCP count of FILECOPY jobs. The actual saving rate depends on data structure and DCB attributes. At least half
of the number of tape EXCPs will be reduced according to the buffering factor.
BUFFER=MULTIPLE cannot be used for tapes created in proprietary format. All data sets must have standard labels
with valid DCB information. In particular, the actual block length must not exceed the maximum block size documented
in the tape label. Otherwise, data may be truncated when copied with BUFFER=MULTIPLE specified.

NOTE
The setting of the BUFFER option has an impact on the processing logic of duplex tapes. See option
DUPLEX for further information.

COMP
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Specifies whether compaction is to be specifically turned on for the output tape device. The JCL equivalent is
DCB=(TRTCH=COMP) on the DD statement. If COMP is not specified, the compaction is set to be the same as detected
for the input tape.

• YES
Compaction is specifically turned on.

• NO
Compaction is specifically turned off.

COMP2

Specifies whether compaction is to be specifically turned on for the secondary output tape device. The JCL equivalent
is DCB=(TRTCH=COMP) on the DD statement. COMP2 is only valid if DUPLEX=YES is also specified. If COMP2 is not
specified, the compaction is set to be the same as detected for the input tape.

• YES
Compaction is specifically turned on.

• NO
Compaction is specifically turned off.

COPYEDM

Specifies whether EDM owned volumes can be copied or not. Please refer to the Copycat and External Data Manager
Tapes section of Copycat Utility Best Practices if setting this option to YES. This option is set to NO by default.

• YES
EDM volumes can be copied.

• NO
EDM volumes cannot be copied. This is the default.

CTLFILE

Specifies the 1- to 44-character data set name which identifies a dummy file that is created as the first file on the tape.
Files that match this data set name will not be copied if ALL is specified by the FILES parameter.

If DUPLEX=YES is specified, the duplex copy will also have a control file with this same name, unless CTLFILE2 is
specified.

NOTE
This data set name is not affected by PREFIX or PREFIX2. When you use the UNSTACK control statement, the
CTLFILE control statement is ignored.

CTLFILE2

Specifies the 1- to 44-character data set name which identifies a dummy file that is created as the first file on the duplex
tape. Files that match this data set name will not be copied if ALL is specified by the FILES parameter. To use CTLFILE2,
DUPLEX=YES and CTLFILE must also be specified.

NOTE
This data set name is not affected by PREFIX or PREFIX2. When you use the UNSTACK control statement, the
CTLFILE control statement is ignored.

DATACLAS

Specifies a 1 to 8 character name of a valid SMS Data Class to be used for the dynamic allocation of all primary output
tape data sets.

DATACLA2

Specifies a 1 to 8 character name of a valid SMS Data Class to be used for the dynamic allocation of all duplex output
tape data sets. DATACLA2 is only valid if DUPLEX=YES is also specified.
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DSN

Specifies the starting position within the input data set where the 44-character data set name is found. (See rules following
FILESEQD parameter definition.)

DUPLEX

Specifies whether a second output tape is to be created.

• YES
Create a secondary output tape. Allows specification of optional parameters CTLFILE2, COMP2, OUTDISP2,
OUTUNIT2, PREFIX2 and RECATLG2.

NOTE
The logic of multivolume output processing depends on the BUFFER option. With BUFFER=SINGLE, end-
of-volume is always forced simultaneously on both output tapes. For each volume sequence, the data on
the primary and the secondary volume is identical, even if the tapes are of different length or on different
device types. With BUFFER=MULTIPLE, end-of-volume is processed asynchronously on the output tapes,
according to their capacity. While the entire output data sets are the same, single tapes of the output chains
are usually not identical and cannot be exchanged.

• NO
Do not create a secondary output tape. This is the default.

ERASE

Specifies whether the remainder of a tape is to be erased after the copy has finished.

• YES
Erases any remaining data that may exist on an output tape upon completion of a copy operation.

• NO
No erase of remaining data is done. This is the default.

FILES

Determines which files are copied.

• SPECIFIC
The data set name parameter (DSN) must be supplied. Only those data sets specified are copied.

• ACTIVE
All active (nonexpired) data sets on the specified volume(s), and on any volume chained to it, are copied.

NOTE
FILES=ACTIVE is valid with CA 1 only.

• ALL
All data sets on the specified volume(s), and on any volumes chained to it, are copied. This is the default.

FILESEQB

Specifies the starting position within the input data set where the two-byte binary file sequence number is found.
FILESEQB, FILESEQC and FILESEQD are mutually exclusive. Supply only one of these. (See rules following the
FILESEQD parameter definition.)

FILESEQC

Specifies the starting position within the input data set where the four-character numeric file sequence number is found.
FILESEQB, FILESEQC, and FILESEQD are mutually exclusive. Supply only one of these. (See rules following the
FILESEQD parameter definition.)

FILESEQD
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NOTE
Specifies the starting position within the input data set where the one to five character, delimited, numeric file
sequence number is found. Up to six positions are scanned. Leading blanks are accepted. The last digit of the
file sequence number must be followed by a blank or a comma. FILESEQB, FILESEQC, and FILESEQD are
mutually exclusive. Supply only one of these.

The following rules apply when using the DSN, VOL, FILESEQB, FILESEQC, and FILESEQD parameters:

• position is a numeric value. If INPUT=ddname is used, it is in the range of 1-255. If INPUT=* is used, it is in the range
of 1-80.

• The position number specified is relative to 1 for example, if the volume serial number starts in position 2, VOL=2
would be specified.

• If DSN is specified without the VOL parameter, all data sets listed must be cataloged data sets.
• Coding the FILESEQB, FILESEQC, or FILESEQD parameter requires that the DSN and VOL parameters also be

supplied.
• If neither DSN, VOL, FILESEQB, FILESEQC, nor FILESEQD is specified, VOL=1 is assumed.

FOREIGN

Specifies whether you can use a non-CA 1 or non-TLMS managed tape. The default of No signifies that the input tape
must be a CA 1 or TLMS managed tape. If Yes, the input tape can be a non-CA 1 or non-TLMS managed tape.

FORPFX

For foreign output tapes only, specifies 1-25 characters that are used as the new high-level qualifier(s) for all files being
copied. If the current data set name in the HDR1 record (maximum 17-characters) begins with a numeric value a letter
"F" (for Foreign) is added in addition to the FORPFX. 

INDISP

Determines the retention for the input file.

• RETPD
Assign the retention specified.

• EXPDT
Assign the specified expiration date to the input file. Tape keyword expiration dates may be used. For example, if
permanent retention is required, INDISP=EXPDT=PERM can be coded. See CA 1 or TLMS documentation for a list of
valid JCL expiration date keywords. Specification of non-keyword dates should be in the same format as that specified
in the DATEFMT parameter if it is present in the JCL.

NOTE
Do not use the Julian numeric equivalents for keyword dates here. For example, use the keyword CATLG,
not 99000 and not 1999/000.

• SAME
The disposition on the input file will not be modified upon completion of the copy operation. This is the default.

MAXFILES

Specifies the maximum number of files that can be processed in a file set. This analysis is performed before any tapes are
mounted. The input volumes are analyzed and all secondary files are taken into consideration. The default is 9999. Values
from 1 to 65535 are accepted.

MERGE

Specifies whether each input volume set is processed individually. "Set" refers to all volumes chained to the same first
volume when applied to a multi-file, multivolume data set.

In the examples shown below, assume that volumes 123456 and 123555 are chained together with four files between
them. Volumes 122323 and 112332 are chained together with a single large file.
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• YES
Used for combining (merging) all of the input files into a single set. This is the default.
For example, performing a FILECOPY on volumes 123456 and 122323 would result in all five files being merged
together onto a single large multivolume set.

• NO
Produces the same result as executing multiple Copycat Utility jobs (with a single volume set processed in each job)
as a single task. All files from each volume set will be processed in the normal fashion. However, once EOF has been
reached for the last file on the first volume set, a scratch request is issued to start a new output volume set for the next
input volume set.
For example, performing a FILECOPY on volumes 123456 and 122323 would cause the four files starting on volume
123456 to be copied to one output volume set and the single large file starting on volume 122323 to be copied to a
different output volume set. This produces a basic copy of volume sets, without the merging of files, in a single job.

NOTE

If multiple files are being copied from the same physical volume with MERGE=NO specified, the input volume
is dismounted after each file is copied. Use the UNSTACK control statement instead of the MERGE control
statement if you want to copy multiple files from a physical volume and allow the volume to remain mounted
between each copy operation.

• MOD
Causes all input files to be merged into a single output set, like MERGE=YES. However, instead of starting a new
output chain on a scratch tape, Copycat Utility will try to resume stacking on an existing output volume which was
created in a previous execution. If no appropriate active volume is found, a scratch tape is requested. Option MODVOL
can be used to specify an active output volume explicitly. Option MODHLQ can be used to maintain a catalog entry
pointing to the last file created by a specific job. Any subsequent Filecopy job using the same jobname and the same
MODHLQ specification will then automatically be directed to the output volume that was used last by the preceding job.
If neither MODVOL nor MODHLQ is specified, MERGE=MOD operates exactly like MERGE=YES.
When MERGE=MOD is used to continue stacking on an existing Copycat Utility volume, the use of CTLFILE and
OUTDISP must match the previous specification. If CTLFILE is used, the specified value must match the DSN of the
first data set on the output volume set. If the default of OUTDISP=SAME is not used, the specified EXPDT or RETPD
value must match the EXPDTs of the existing files on the volume set. The new date must be equal to or higher than all
existing dates, and the date type must be the same. If the OUTDISP date is higher than the previous volume retention,
the EXPDT of the first file is increased accordingly.
If MERGE=MOD is used with DUPLEX=YES, the primary and duplex output chains must be kept in sync. When active
volumes are to be used for output, a pair of matching output volumes from a previous Filecopy execution must be
selected.

MGMTCLAS

Specifies a 1 to 8 character name of a valid SMS Management Class to be used for the dynamic allocation of all primary
output tape data sets.

MGMTCLA2

Specifies a 1 to 8 character name of a valid SMS ManagementClass to be used for the dynamic allocation of all duplex
output tape data sets. MGMTCLA2 is only valid if DUPLEX=YES is also specified.

MODHLQ

Specifies a 1- to 24-character DSN high level qualifier, used to establish a dummy catalog entry for MERGE=MOD
processing. MODHLQ is valid with MERGE=MOD only.

If MODHLQ is specified, Copycat Utility builds the following data set names: "modhlq.COPYCAT.jobname" for primary
output and "modhlq.COPYCAT2.jobname for duplex output, where "modhlq" is the specified option value, and "jobname"
is the name of the executing Copycat Utility job.

If MODVOL is not specified (or if MODVOL2 is not specified for duplex processing), the above data set name is located
in the system catalog. If an entry is found, the cataloged volser and file sequence are validated on the tape system. If the
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tape represents a valid Copycat Utility volume, it is used for output, and the Filecopy job starts stacking files behind the
existing files on the tape.

Copycat Utility maintains the pointer to the last volume and the last file sequence of the output chain by deleting the
catalog entry whenever a new output data set is opened and by recataloging it upon successful close. The catalog entry
is always maintained when the MODHLQ option is specified, but any previously existing catalog entry matching high level
qualifier and jobname is not necessarily used to determine the active output volume. Option MODVOL can be used to
override the volser retrieved from the catalog entry.

MODVOL

Specifies the primary output volume to be used for MERGE=MOD processing. MODVOL is valid with MERGE=MOD only.
MODVOL overrides any volser determined from a catalog entry via option MODHLQ.

• volser
Specifies the volser of a Filecopy output volume created in a previous Copycat Utility execution. Copycat Utility will
continue stacking files on this volume, behind the existing data sets.

• SCRTCH
Indicates that a scratch tape should be requested for the primary Filecopy output, though MERGE=MOD was
specified.

MODVOL2

Specifies the duplex output volume to be used for MERGE=MOD processing. MODVOL2 is valid only with MERGE=MOD
and DUPLEX=YES. MODVOL2 overrides any duplex volser determined from a catalog entry via option MODHLQ.

• volser
Specifies the volser of a Filecopy output volume created in a previous Copycat Utility execution. Copycat Utility will
continue stacking files on this volume, behind the existing data sets.

• SCRTCH
Indicates that a scratch tape should be requested for the duplex Filecopy output, though MERGE=MOD was specified.

NOMERGE

This option is identical to the MERGE=NO parameter, described above. It is provided for compatibility with Version 1.0 of
this product.

OUTDISP

Determines the retention for the output file.

• RETPD
Assign the retention specified.

• EXPDT
Assign the specified expiration date to the output file. Tape keyword expiration dates may be used. For example, if
permanent retention is required, OUTDISP=EXPDT=PERM can be coded. See CA 1 or TLMS documentation for a
list of valid JCL expiration date keywords. Specification of non-keyword dates should be in the same format as that
specified in the DATEFMT parameter if it is present in the JCL.

NOTE
Do not use the Julian numeric equivalents for keyword dates here. For example, use CATLG not 99000.

• SAME
Assign the same retention on the output file that was on the input file. This is the default.

OUTDISP2

Determines the retention for the secondary output file. This parameter only applies if DUPLEX=YES is also specified.

• RETPD
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Assign the retention specified.
• EXPDT

Assign the specified expiration date to the secondary output file. Tape keyword expiration dates may be used.
For example, if permanent retention is required, OUTDISP2=EXPDT=PERM can be coded. See CA 1 or TLMS
documentation for a list of valid JCL expiration date keywords. Specification of non-keyword dates should be in the
same format as that specified in the DATEFMT if it is present in the JCL.

• SAME
Assign the same retention on the secondary output file that was on the input file. This is the default.

NOTE
Do not use the Julian numeric equivalents for keyword dates here. For example, use CATLG not 99000.

OUTSER

Specifies a volser to be allocated specifically as primary output tape. If more volumes are required for the primary output,
all subsequent mounts will be non-specific and request PRIVAT tapes.

OUTSER2

Specifies a volser to be allocated specifically as secondary output tape (only valid with DUPLEX=YES). If more volumes
are required for the duplex output, all subsequent mounts will be non-specific and request PRIVAT tapes.

OUTUNIT2

Specifies the unit name for the secondary output tape device. The JCL equivalent is UNIT= on the DD statement.
OUTUNIT2 is only valid when DUPLEX=YES is also specified. Either OUTUNIT2 or STORCLA2 must be specified with
DUPLEX=YES.

(Required if DUPLEX=YES is specified.) Specifies the unit name for the secondary output tape device. The JCL
equivalent is UNIT= on the DD statement.

PREFIX

Specifies 1-8 characters that are used as the new high-level qualifier for all files being copied. If the current data set name
exceeds 35 characters, truncation may occur.

PREFIX2

The same as PREFIX except that it applies to the output volumes created on OUTUNIT2. If the current data set name
exceeds 35 characters, truncation may occur. The default is the same as PREFIX.

RECATLG

Determines the MVS catalog action to be performed for the output volumes created on OUTUNIT.

NOTE
If DUPLEX=YES, the cataloging of the secondary output data sets is controlled by RECATLG2.

RECATLG2

Determines the MVS catalog action to be performed on the output volumes created on OUTUNIT2. If RECATLG is also
being used, use the PREFIX2 to ensure unique names are created on the duplex tape.

• ALL
The newly created duplex files are cataloged to the new output volume(s) all of the time.

• PREV
The newly created duplex files are cataloged to the new duplex volume(s) if the corresponding input files were
cataloged to MVS.

• NONE
The newly created duplex files are not cataloged to MVS. This is the default.

SAVEINFO
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Specifies that tape creation data (date, time, job name, step name, DD name, program name) from the original file should
be copied to the new TMC or VMF record for the file(s) created by this operation. More or less fields may be copied by
using the Copycat Utility user exit (see USEREXIT).

• YES
TMC or VMF records for newly created files will have creation data copied from the original files.

• NO
TMC or VMF records for newly created files will not have creation data copied from the original files. This is the default.

SORT

Determines the order of the input files to be copied.

• YES
The input files are sorted in the order of recording technique (TRTCH), density, first volume, file sequence number, and
volume sequence number. This is the default.

• NO
The input files are processed in the same order as the control statements presented to INPUT=.

STORCLAS

Specifies a 1 to 8 character name of a valid SMS Storage Class to be used for the dynamic allocation of all primary output
tape volumes. STORCLAS is mutually exclusive with OUTUNIT; one of the two parameters is required.

STORCLA2

Specifies a 1 to 8 character name of a valid SMS Storage Class to be used for the dynamic allocation of all duplex
output tape data sets. STORCLA2 is only valid if DUPLEX=YES is also specified. STORCLA2 is mutually exclusive with
OUTUNIT2; one of the two parameters is required with DUPLEX=YES.

UNSTACK

A special control directive designed for use with virtual tape systems. The output files are each written to a separate
volume. This allows the virtual system to physically stack the files within the virtual tape system while giving the external
appearance of each file being on a separate volume. UNSTACK and MERGE processing of any kind are mutually
exclusive.

USEREXIT

Specifies whether the CTCOPYUX user exit is called before tape file allocations and database updates are to be
performed. See User Exit and Macros for information about coding this exit.

• YES
The user exit is called.

• NO
The user exit is not called. This is the default.

VOLCHAIN

Can be used to prevent creation of multivolume output chains on physical cartridges.

• YES
Indicates that end of volume is processed normally. When the end of a tape is reached on output, the remainder of
the current data set is written to a new scratch tape, which is chained to the previous tape as secondary volume.
VOLCHAIN=YES is the default.

• NO
Indicates that multivolume chaining is to be suppressed when possible. At EOV, if the current data set has not used
more than half of tape space, the partial file is expired on the tape system and the entire input file is recopied from the
beginning to a new scratch tape as file sequence 1. The volumes are not chained. VOLCHAIN=NO may be used with
MERGE=YES, MERGE=NO and MERGE=MOD, but is not valid with UNSTACK.
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NOTE
VOLCHAIN=NO has no effect on reel tapes and on virtual tapes.VOLCHAIN=NO does not take effect when
DUPLEX=YES and BUFFER=MULTIPLE are both specified.

WAITTIME

Specifies the number of minutes to wait before retrying when a tape resource is not available. This value controls
wait interval when you reply WAIT to the CTC7303R console message. Replying WAIT to the CTC7303R message
puts the allocation logic in a loop of waiting and then retrying until either the allocation completes or you reply to the
CTC7306R message which remains outstanding during the wait/retry cycle. Values from 1 to 10 are accepted. The default
is WAITTIME=5.

EXEC Parameters

The following parameters are used in the PARM= field for the EXEC JCL statement to specify an alternate date format, an
alternate language, and to activate special testing features.

• DATEFMT
Specifies the date format to be used when processing the INDISP or OUTDISP keyword. The date pattern is limited to
ten bytes and must be enclosed in parentheses. This parameter is optional and, if omitted, the CA 1 or TLMS preferred
date format is used. For detailed information on this parameter, see CA 1 or TLMS documentation.

• LANG
Designates which language table should be used when generating error messages and report titling. The default is
LANG=ENG. Valid values include ENG=English, FRN=French, GER=German, ITA=Italian, and SPN=Spanish. Support
for other languages will be provided based on client demand.

• TEST
Performs preliminary validation of all keyword parameters coded, and reports the options that are in effect, as well as
tapes that will qualify for this copy operation. The actual copy operation is not executed when the TEST parameter is
specified, and no TMC or VMF updates are made.

Sample Job Control Statements

Sample JCL and control statements for a FILECOPY operation are provided in CAI.CTAPJCL, member FILECOPY.

The following pages provide examples illustrating the JCL, control statements and optional parameters which can be
utilized for a FILECOPY operation.

Example 1

This example shows the statements that would be necessary to copy all active files from a set of two input tapes to a set
of one or more tapes (output). This example does not appear in CAI.CTAPJCL.

//FILECOPY JOB                  .

//STEP1   EXEC PGM=COPYCAT,PARM='DATEFMT=(YYYY/MM/DD),LANG=FRN'A

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=CAI.CAILINK,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

//CCRPT    DD  SYSOUT=*  B

//SYSUSNAP DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD  *

*=======================================================================*

*    THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS COPY ALL OF THE FILES ON TAPES 123457 AND *

*    123456 ONTO ANOTHER OUTPUT TAPE. THE DATA SETS ARE RECATALOGED     *

*    TO THE PRIMARY OUTPUT TAPE IF PREVIOUSLY CATALOGED, AND THE CA 1   *

*    OR CA TLMS EXPIRATION DATE AND CREATION INFORMATION ARE PROPAGATED *
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*    FROM THE ORIGINAL TAPES TO THE NEW TAPES. DATA SETS WILL BE        *

*    COPIED BY TAPE VOLUME SETS IN THE ORDER SPECIFIED (SORT=NO).       *

*=======================================================================*

FILECOPY

FILES=ALL,SAVEINFO=YES  C

RECATLG=PREV   D

INDISP=SAME  E

OUTDISP=SAME

DUPLEX=YES    F

INUNIT=TAPE

OUTUNIT=TAPE

OUTUNIT2=TAPE

COMP=YES    G

COMP2=YES    H

SORT=NO  I

INPUT=*

123457

123456

/*

Example 1 - Parameter Definitions

A

The DATEFMT parameter is requesting expiration dates to be reported in a different format. The LANG paramter is
requesting all messages and reports be produced in French.

B

CCRPT produces a detailed report of all files copied.

C

FILES=ALL specifies all files are copied The creation data is propagated.

D

RECATLG=PREV specifies the new files are recataloged only if they were cataloged previously. Because RECATLG2 was
not also specified, the new files written to the duplex volume are not cataloged.

E

INDISP=SAME specifies the original files keep the same expiration dates.

F

DUPLEX=YES specifies a duplex copy of the output is created.

G

COMP=YES specifies that the output is compacted. This optional parameter applies to 3480x or 3490 units only.

H

COMP2=YES specifies the compaction mode for the duplex output tape.

I

The data sets are copied from tape volume sets in the same order as the volumes specified in control statements.
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Example 2

The following is an example of the job and Copycat Utility function control statements that would be necessary to copy all
specified files onto a single tape (or set of tapes). This example does not appear in the CAI.CTAPJCL. For information on
creating the selection list referenced by the DSNLIST DD statement used in Example 1, see .

//jobname  JOB                     A

//STEP1   EXEC PGM=COPYCAT,PARM='LANG=GER'

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=CAI.CAILINK.DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//CCRPT    DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUSNAP DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//DSNLIST  DD   DSN=list.of.tape.data.sets.to copy,DISP=OLD

//SYSIN    DD   *

FILECOPY

INPUT=DSNLIST,DSN=1,FILES=SPECIFIC  B

RECATLG=ALL,PREFIX=BACKUP    C

OUTDISP=RETPD=3650

INDISP=SAME  D

USEREXIT=YES  E

INUNIT=TAPE

OUTUNIT=TAPE

/*

Example 2 - Parameter Definitions

A

The language parameter is requesting all messages and reports be produced in German.

B

FILES=SPECIFIC stipulates only the specified files are copied. The creation data is not propagated.

C

RECATLG=ALL,PREFIX=BACKUP specifies the new files are cataloged, and have an additional prefix of BACKUP in the
data set name.

D

INDISP=SAME specifies the original files will not be expired.

E

USEREXIT=YES specifies the CTCOPYUX user exit is called during tape file allocations and TMC or VMF updates.

Sample FILECOPY Output Reports

Copycat Utility Filecopy Detail

FILECOPY                                               CA Copycat Utility r12                                

             Page=00001

 Wednesday, November 11, 2009.315                C O P Y C A T   C O P Y   D E T A I L                       

                17:03:31

  Original Data Set Name
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    Output Data Set Name                           File    Creation       Expiration   1st   Label Ctlg  

 Media        Data Set   Err

                                                   Seq# Date       Time      Date     Volume Type   RC    Type

        Block Count Ind

 * * CTLFILE * *

   SYST057.COPYCAT.CTLFILE                            1 2009/315   17.03  2010/150    V00009  SL       

 18TK38K               1

 SYST057.LMR.PD0458ST.INPUT                           1 2009/315   16.41  2009/317    V00036  SL   Y00 

 18TK38K             770

   SYST057.LMR.PD0458ST.INPUT                         2 2009/315   16.41  2010/130    V00009  SL   R00 

 18TK38K             770

 SYST057.LDX.DIAG.OUTPUT                              1 2009/315   15.49  2009/317    V00028  SL   Y00 

 18TK38K               7

   SYST057.LDX.DIAG.OUTPUT                            3 2009/315   15.49  2010/150    V00009  SL   R00 

 18TK38K               7

 SYST057.LDX.IPCS.PRINT                               2 2009/315   15.49  2009/317    V00028  SL   Y00 

 18TK38K              15

   SYST057.LDX.IPCS.PRINT                             4 2009/315   15.49  2010/073    V00009  SL   R00 

 18TK38K              15

 SYST057.LDX.EXTRACT                                  3 2009/315   15.49  2009/317    V00028  SL   Y00 

 18TK38K               4

   SYST057.LDX.EXTRACT                                5 2009/315   15.49  2010/095    V00009  SL   R00 

 18TK38K               4

 SYST057.LDX.USER.DATA                                4 2009/315   15.49  2009/317    V00028  SL   Y00 

 18TK38K             864

   SYST057.LDX.USER.DATA                              6 2009/315   15.49  2010/138    V00009  SL   R00 

 18TK38K             864

 SYST057.LDX.LOG.DATA                                 5 2009/315   15.49  2009/317    V00028  SL   Y00 

 18TK38K           2,001

   SYST057.LDX.LOG.DATA                               7 2009/315   15.49  2010/150    V00009  SL   R00 

 18TK38K           2,001

          End of report FILECOPY    Job=SYSTCOPY  Step=COPYCAT   Genlevel=000AUWC0

Field Description
Original Data Set Name
Output Data Set Name
Duplex Data Set Name

Data set name for the corresponding tape file. ORIGINAL refers to
the input data set (dynamically allocated as ddname CI1nnnnn).
TAPEOUT refers to the primary output data set (dynamically
allocated as ddname CO1nnnnn). TAPEOUT2 refers to the duplex
output data set (dynamically allocated as ddname CO2nnnnn).
The TAPEOUT2 line is only present if DUPLEX=YES is specified
in the control statements.

File Seq# File sequence number.
Creation Date/Time Creation date and time for the data set.
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Expiration Date Expiration date for the data set.
1st Volume First volume serial number of the volume set.
Label Type Data set label type.
Ctlg RC Catalog return code, in the format xnn. This report field

is only present if RECATLG=PREV, RECATLG2=ALL, or
RECATLG2=PREV was in effect. The possible values for xnn are
different for the input and the output files.
For xnn values listed for input files, the values of x can be:
Y for Yes (the catalog points to this file).
N for No (the catalog does not point to this file).
The nn is the LOCATE return code. A value of '00' means a
catalog entry exists under this name.
For xnn values listed for output files, the values of x can be:
C for Cataloged (no catalog entry existed before, but the catalog
now points to this file).
R for Recataloged (the catalog previously pointed to another file,
but it now points to the output file).
L for Located (the catalog entry was found, but errors prevented
cataloging or recataloging).
E for Error (logic conditions resulting in message CTC4009W
prevent catalog attempts).
The nn is the CATALOG or LOCATE return code.

Media Type Type of media used for this data set. This field is a concatenation
of recording technique and density, followed by 'IDRC' if the data
set ised.

Data Set Block Count Number of blocks in the data set.
Err Ind Error indicator. If this field contains an asterisk '*', an error

occurred with this data set. Look for messages CTC4004E,
CTC4005E, CTC4006W, CTC4009W, CTC4010E, or CTC4011E
with the Copycat Utility Messages output.

Copycat Utility Messages (1 of 5)

COPYCAT                                                CA Copycat Utility r12                                

             Page=00001

 Wednesday, November 11, 2009.315                  C O P Y C A T   M E S S A G E S                           

                17:03:19

 CTC6001I *** Start COPYCAT genlevel=000AUWC0 ***

 *=====================================================================*

 *    COPY ALL FILES ON TAPES V00036 AND V00028 IN THE ORDER SPECIFIED *

 *    AND MERGE THEM ONTO ONE OUTPUT TAPE. USE MULTI-BLOCK BUFFERING   *

 *    FOR THE I/O WHEN APPROPRIATE. AS FIRST FILE ON THE OUTPUT TAPE,  *

 *    CREATE A CONTROL DATA SET 'SYST057.COPYCAT.CTLFILE'. RECATALOG   *

 *    ALL FILES TO THE OUTPUT TAPE IF THEY WERE PREVIOUSLY CATALOGED.  *

 *    PROPAGATE THE ORGINAL RETENTION AND CREATION INFORMATION TO THE  *

 *    OUTPUT DATA SETS. EXPIRE THE INPUT TAPES AFTER 2 DAYS.           *

 *=====================================================================*

 FILECOPY

 FILES=ALL

 INUNIT=3480

 OUTUNIT=3480

 BUFFER=MULTIPLE

 MERGE=YES
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 SORT=NO

 SAVEINFO=YES

 RECATLG=PREV

 INDISP=RETPD=2

 OUTDISP=SAME

 CTLFILE=SYST057.COPYCAT.CTLFILE

 INPUT=*,VOL=1

 *====================================================================*

 * Options in effect:                                                 *

 *        FILECOPY                                                    *

 *        BUFFER=MULTIPLE                                             *

 *        COMP=                                                       *

 *        CTLFILE=SYST057.COPYCAT.CTLFILE                             *

 *        DATACLAS=                                                   *

 *        DATACLA2=                                                   *

 *        DSN=                                                        *

 *        DUPLEX=NO                                                   *

 *        ERASE=NO                                                    *

 *        FILES=ALL                                                   *

 *        INDISP=RETPD=0002                                           *

 *        INPUT=*                                                     *

 *        INUNIT=3480                                                 *

 *        MAXFILES=9999                                               *

 *        MERGE=YES                                                   *

 *        MGMTCLAS=                                                   *

 *        MGMTCLA2=                                                   *

 *        MODHLQ=                                                     *

 *        MODVOL=                                                     *

 *        MODVOL2=                                                    *

 *        OUTDISP=SAME                                                *

 *        OUTSER=                                                     *

 *        OUTUNIT=3480                                                *

 *        PREFIX=                                                     *

 *        RECATLG=PREV                                                *

 *        SAVEINFO=YES                                                *

 *        SORT=NO                                                     *

 *        STORCLAS=                                                   *

 *        STORCLA2=                                                   *

 *        USEREXIT=NO                                                 *

 *        VOL=001                                                     *

 *        VOLCHAIN=YES                                                *

 *        WAITTIME=5                                                  *

 *====================================================================*

 CTC1017I Input statements for FILECOPY

 V00036

 V00028

 CTC1016I Total input statements read: 2

 CTC1018I FILECOPY entries:   6

 VOL=V00036 FVL=V00036 FS=1     RFS=1     VS=1   F=      DSN=SYST057.LMR.PD0458ST.INPUT                  

 TRTCH=18TK DEN=38K  0110130

 VOL=V00028 FVL=V00028 FS=1     RFS=1     VS=1   F=  F   DSN=SYST057.LDX.DIAG.OUTPUT                     

 TRTCH=18TK DEN=38K  0110150
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 VOL=V00028 FVL=V00028 FS=2     RFS=2     VS=1   F=  F   DSN=SYST057.LDX.IPCS.PRINT                      

 TRTCH=18TK DEN=38K  0110073

 VOL=V00028 FVL=V00028 FS=3     RFS=3     VS=1   F=  F   DSN=SYST057.LDX.EXTRACT                         

 TRTCH=18TK DEN=38K  0110095

Copycat Utility Messages (2 of 5)

COPYCAT                                                CA Copycat Utility r12                                

             Page=00002

 Wednesday, November 11, 2009.315                  C O P Y C A T   M E S S A G E S                           

                17:03:19

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 CTC5131I SL processing mode

 CTC7004I Dynamic allocation start for CI100001 VOL=V00036 FS=1

 CTC5132I About to open CI100001

 CTC5110I CI100001 tape volser = V00036, device type = 3480

 CTC5111I Unit address = 0E51

 CTC5101I Input data set name = SYST057.LMR.PD0458ST.INPUT

 CTC5140I Initialization complete for 83 block buffering

 CTC7004I Dynamic allocation start for CO100001  FS=1

 CTC5132I About to open CO100001

 CTC7006I DEQ start for volume V00009

 CTC7004I Dynamic allocation start for CO100002 VOL=V00009 FS=2

 CTC5132I About to open CO100002

 CTC5110I CO100002 tape volser = V00009, device type = 3480

 CTC5111I Unit address = 0E50

 CTC5100I Output data set name = SYST057.LMR.PD0458ST.INPUT

 CTC5061I 770 blocks contained in data set

 CTC7006I DEQ start for volume V00009

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 CTC7004I Dynamic allocation start for CI100002 VOL=V00028 FS=1

 CTC5132I About to open CI100002

 CTC5110I CI100002 tape volser = V00028, device type = 3480

 CTC5111I Unit address = 0E51

 CTC5101I Input data set name = SYST057.LDX.DIAG.OUTPUT

 CTC5140I Initialization complete for 11 block buffering

 CTC7004I Dynamic allocation start for CO100003 VOL=V00009 FS=3

 CTC5132I About to open CO100003

 CTC5110I CO100003 tape volser = V00009, device type = 3480

 CTC5111I Unit address = 0E50

 CTC5100I Output data set name = SYST057.LDX.DIAG.OUTPUT

 CTC5061I 7 blocks contained in data set

 CTC7006I DEQ start for volume V00009

 CTC7006I DEQ start for volume V00028

NOTE
The 'F=' in the FILECOPY input entries is a flag setting. The flag settings and their meanings are:

• D
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duplicate entry
• E

expired file
• F

more files follow on this volume
• L

this is the last volume of a multivolume file
• N

not selected due to CTLFILE DSN
• V

this file spans multiple volumes (flag is on for all volumes of the file)

In a multifile/multivolume aggregate, 'V' and 'L' are only set for multivolume files, and 'F' is only set for multifile volumes.

Copycat Utility Messages (3 of 5)

COPYCAT                                                CA Copycat Utility r12                                

             Page=00003

 Wednesday, November 11, 2009.315                  C O P Y C A T   M E S S A G E S                           

                17:03:19

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 CTC7004I Dynamic allocation start for CI100003 VOL=V00028 FS=2

 CTC5132I About to open CI100003

 CTC5110I CI100003 tape volser = V00028, device type = 3480

 CTC5111I Unit address = 0E51

 CTC5101I Input data set name = SYST057.LDX.IPCS.PRINT

 CTC5140I Initialization complete for 11 block buffering

 CTC7004I Dynamic allocation start for CO100004 VOL=V00009 FS=4

 CTC5132I About to open CO100004

 CTC5110I CO100004 tape volser = V00009, device type = 3480

 CTC5111I Unit address = 0E50

 CTC5100I Output data set name = SYST057.LDX.IPCS.PRINT

 CTC5061I 15 blocks contained in data set

 CTC7006I DEQ start for volume V00009

 CTC7006I DEQ start for volume V00028

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 CTC7004I Dynamic allocation start for CI100004 VOL=V00028 FS=3

 CTC5132I About to open CI100004

 CTC5110I CI100004 tape volser = V00028, device type = 3480

 CTC5111I Unit address = 0E51

 CTC5101I Input data set name = SYST057.LDX.EXTRACT

 CTC5140I Initialization complete for 40 block buffering

 CTC7004I Dynamic allocation start for CO100005 VOL=V00009 FS=5

 CTC5132I About to open CO100005

 CTC5110I CO100005 tape volser = V00009, device type = 3480

 CTC5111I Unit address = 0E50

 CTC5100I Output data set name = SYST057.LDX.EXTRACT

 CTC5061I 4 blocks contained in data set

 CTC7006I DEQ start for volume V00009
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 CTC7006I DEQ start for volume V00028

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 CTC7004I Dynamic allocation start for CI100005 VOL=V00028 FS=4

 CTC5132I About to open CI100005

 CTC5110I CI100005 tape volser = V00028, device type = 3480

 CTC5111I Unit address = 0E51

 CTC5101I Input data set name = SYST057.LDX.USER.DATA

 CTC5140I Initialization complete for 515 block buffering

 CTC7004I Dynamic allocation start for CO100006 VOL=V00009 FS=6

 CTC5132I About to open CO100006

 CTC5110I CO100006 tape volser = V00009, device type = 3480

 CTC5111I Unit address = 0E50

 CTC5100I Output data set name = SYST057.LDX.USER.DATA

 CTC5061I 864 blocks contained in data set

 CTC7006I DEQ start for volume V00009

 CTC7006I DEQ start for volume V00028

Copycat Utility Messages (4 of 5)

COPYCAT                                                CA Copycat Utility r12                                

             Page=00004

 Wednesday, November 11, 2009.315                  C O P Y C A T   M E S S A G E S                           

                17:03:19

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 CTC7004I Dynamic allocation start for CI100006 VOL=V00028 FS=5

 CTC5132I About to open CI100006

 CTC5110I CI100006 tape volser = V00028, device type = 3480

 CTC5111I Unit address = 0E51

 CTC5101I Input data set name = SYST057.LDX.LOG.DATA

 CTC5140I Initialization complete for 603 block buffering

 CTC7004I Dynamic allocation start for CO100007 VOL=V00009 FS=7

 CTC5132I About to open CO100007

 CTC5110I CO100007 tape volser = V00009, device type = 3480

 CTC5111I Unit address = 0E50

 CTC5100I Output data set name = SYST057.LDX.LOG.DATA

 CTC5061I 2001 blocks contained in data set

 CTC7005I Dynamic unallocation start for CI100005

 CTC7005I Dynamic unallocation start for CI100004

 CTC7005I Dynamic unallocation start for CO100005

 CTC7005I Dynamic unallocation start for CO100006

 CTC6025I Total input files----------6

 CTC6026I Total output files---------7

 CTC6027I Total input tapes----------2

 CTC6028I Total output tapes---------1

 CTC6002I *** End COPYCAT *** 

Copycat Utility Messages (5 of 5)
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COPYCAT                                                CA Copycat Utility r12                                

             Page=00005

 Wednesday, November 11, 2009.315                  C O P Y C A T   M E S S A G E S                           

                17:03:19

 ******* MESSAGE SUMMARY *******

 Error Level Messages (RC=8-16)

 Msg ID      Count    On Page(s)

 - None -

 Warning Level Messages (RC=4)

 Msg ID      Count    On Page(s)

 - None -

 *** End of Message Summary ****

          End of report COPYCAT     Job=SYSTCOPY  Step=COPYCAT   Genlevel=000AUWC0

Generating a Volume Selection List

Either Earl or the CA 1 Generalized Report Writer, TMSGRW, can be used to generate a volume selection list of the tapes
to be copied.

Use Earl

WARNING
Earl Version 6.1 is the minimum release required for use with CA 1 Version 11.5 or TLMS Version 11.5.

The following example illustrates the JCL and control statements needed to create a list of volumes that meet the
following criteria:

• Expiration date is a non-keyword value, greater than 180 days in the future.
• The last use date of the volume was more than 90 days previous.
• The volume is not in an out-of-area location.
• Positions 6 and 7 of the data set name are either 01 or 02.

//EARL     EXEC PGM=EARL,REGION=1024K

//EARLLIB  DD  DSN=YOUR.TAPE.CTAPSRC,DISP=SHR

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=YOUR.TAPE.CAILINK,DISP=SHR

//TAPEDB   DD   DSN=your.tape.catalog,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//EARLOBJ  DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

//SORTIN   DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))

//SORTOUT  DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))

//SYSOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

//OUTLIST  DD   DSN=&.&TEMP.,DISP=(,PASS),

//              UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(5,5)),
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//              DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3120,RECFM=FB)

//SORTWK01 DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))

//SORTWK02 DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))

//SORTWK03 DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))

//SORTWK04 DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))

//SORTWK05 DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))

//SORTWK06 DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))

//WORK1    DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN  DD  *

!

!     USE CA-EARL TO PRODUCE A LIST OF VOLUMES BASED ON

!                 EXPIRATION DATE

!                 LAST-USED DATE

!                 DATA SET NAME

!                 OUT-OF-AREA CODE

!

 COPY EARLDEFS                            ! CA 1 OR CA TLMS EARLDEFS 

 OUTLIST: FILE OUTPUT RECORD=80           ! DEFINE AN OUTPUT LIST

           DEF OUT_REC 1-80 X             !    THAT WILL BE USED AS

           DEF OUT_VOLUME 1-6 X           !    INPUT TO CA COPYCAT

 DEF P_LAST_DATE     (P 7.0) = NONE       ! MINIMUM LAST USED DATE

 DEF P_SCRATCH_DATEL (P 7.0) = NONE       ! LOW-VALUE EXPIRATION

 DEF DSN6_7                  = DSN 6-7 X  ! PARTIAL DATASET NAME

 SET TYPRUN = R_VOLUME             ! ONLY LOOK AT VOLUME RECORDS

 SET FUNCTION = 'ADD_DAYS'         ! ADD TO TODAY THIS

 SET DAYS = 180                    !     MANY DAYS

 CALL CTSEDATE USING FUNCTION,RUNDATE,DAYS,P_SCRATCH_DATEL

 SET FUNCTION = 'SUB_DAYS'         ! SUBTRACT FROM TODAY

 SET DAYS = 90                     !     THIS MANY DAYS

 CALL CTSEDATE USING FUNCTION,RUNDATE,DAYS,P_LAST_DATE

 GET TAPEDB                        !   GET RECORDS

 SET FUNCTION = 'TO_EXPLODED'      ! GET DATE FORMAT INFO FIELDS

 CALL CTSEDATE USING FUNCTION,P_EXP_DATA,EXPDT

 SET   OUT_VOLUME = VOLSER         !   FOR OUTLIST OUTPUT FILE

  IF EXPDT >= P_SCRATCH_DATEL  AND ! WHEN EXPDT >= CDATE+180

        P_EXP_TYPDAT = T_JDATE AND ! AND EXPDT TYPE IS JULIAN

        LDATE <= P_LAST_DATE   AND ! AND LDATE <= CDATE-90

        OUTCODE = '    ',          ! AND OUTCODE IS BLANKS

                  'LIBR',          !             OR CA 1 KEYWORD LIBR

                  ' VMS',          !             OR CA 1 KEYWORD VMS

                  'DC  ',          !             OR CA TLMS DATACENTER ID

                  X'00000000'  AND !             OR HEX ZEROS

        DSN6_7 = '01','02'         ! AND POSITIONS 6 AND 7 OF THE

                                   ! DATASET NAME ARE EITHER 01 OR 02
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   THEN                            !  THEN

 PUT  OUTLIST                      !    PUT THE RECORD TO OUTLIST

 ENDIF

 GOTO EOJ TAPEDB = 'E'

END

This example does not appear in CAI.CTAPJCL.

Use CA 1 TMSGRW

The following is an example of CA 1 TMSGRW control statements for 3420 to 3480 tape data set migration using Copycat
Utility. Criteria are any 9-track tapes that are SL, expire 1998/180 or later, and are not marked "OUT OF AREA" or owned
by the VMS keyword outcodes of ' LIB' and 'LIBR'. This example does not appear in CAI.CTAPJCL.

CONTROL-SECTION

TITLE '3420 TO 3480 DATA SET MIGRATION'

DEFINE TRKNO HX '80'

DEFINE LODATE DT '1998/180'

DEFINE SLLAB HX '02'

DEFINE OUT1 CH ' LIB'

DEFINE OUT2 CH 'LIBR'

DEFINE OUT3 HX '00'

PROCESS-SECTION

WHEN TRKNO NE TRTCH

REJECT

WHEN EXPDT LT LODATE

REJECT

WHEN OUTCODE EQ OUT1

OR OUTCODE EQ OUT2

OR OUTCODE GT OUT3

REJECT

WHEN LABEL EQ SLLAB

LIST

REPORT-SECTION

PRINT VOLSER 'VOLUME,SERIAL'

PRINT DSN 'DATA SET NAME'

PRINT EXPDT 'EXPIRE,DATE'

TRANSLATE LABEL 'LABEL,TYPE'

PRINT BLKCNT 'BLOCK,COUNT'

Copy Tapes
The Copycat Utility TAPECOPY function control statements are used to copy an entire tape volume to another volume.
TAPECOPY is primarily intended to be used for media replacement. Multifile records are not created in the TMC or VMF
for secondary output data sets when copying volumes with more than one data set. If multifile information is desired, use
the FILECOPY function.

WARNING
The TAPECOPY function requires standard label (SL) tapes. BLP processing is used.

Upon successful completion of the TAPECOPY operation, the following TMC or VMF data fields are copied from the input
volume to the output volume for the first (or only) file on the tape: data set name, expiration date, creation date, creation
time, creation job, creation step, creation ddname, creation program, creation device, user accounting data, density,
recording technique, label type, record format, record length, block size, block count. The following database fields are
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updated with information from the Copycat Utility job: last used job name, last used date, and last used unit. If the volume
serial number of the output tape is the same as the input volser (with OUTVOL=SAME specified), any existing multifile
and multivolume information of the database record remains unchanged.

The following topics are covered in this section:

Code TAPECOPY Control Statements

When coding TAPECOPY control statements, the first statement identifies the function as TAPECOPY. It is followed by
control statements that let you indicate the position number in the input file where the data set name and/or volume serial
number fields are located. Other optional statements allow you to copy the volume serial number and list all headers of
files being copied. Comment statements may be included, and are identified as comments by coding an asterisk (*) in
position 1.

Copycat Utility control statements are constructed using keyword parameters. Statements may be coded as one keyword
per statement, or as multiple keywords which are separated by a comma. Keywords specified in a multiple keyword
statement are not positional, and continuation characters are not required.

NOTE
Copycat Utility opens input and output files based on the following dispositions: DISP=(SHR,KEEP,KEEP) for
input and DISP=(NEW,KEEP,KEEP) for output.

The formats for the TAPECOPY control statements are:

►►─ TAPECOPY ─┬───────────────────┬─┬───────────────────┬─ INUNIT=unit ───────►

              └─ DSN= ─ position ─┘ └─ VOL= ─ position ─┘

 ►─ OUTUNIT=unit ─┬────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────┬──────────►

                  └─ DATACLAS= ─ dataclas ─┘ └─ ERASE= ─┬─ YES ──┬─┘

                                                        └─ NO ◄ ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►

   └─ LIST= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ MGMTCLAS= ─ mgmtclas ─┘

             └─ NO ────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────┬─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►

   └─ OUTSER=volser ─┘ └─ OUTVOL= ─┬─ SAME ──────┬─┘

                                   └─ SCRATCH ◄ ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►

   └─ SORT= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ STORCLAS ─ storclas ─┘

             └─ NO ────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─┬───────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─ USEREXIT= ─┬─ YES ──┬─┘ └─ WAITTIME= ─┬─ n ───┬─┘

                 └─ NO ◄ ─┘                 └─ 5 ◄ ─┘

 ►─ INPUT= ─┬─ ddname ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

            └─ * ──────┘

Control Statement Definitions

TAPECOPY

Identifies this as a tape copy function. This must be the first noncomment control statement, contain no other parameters,
and must begin in position 1. The input and output device types must be identical.
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INPUT

(Required.) Specified as one of the following:

• INPUT=ddname
Specifies the ddname of the input data set containing the volume selection list and, optionally, related data set names.

• INPUT=*
Indicates that the volume selection list immediately follows this INPUT control statement. If this form is used, the
following rules apply:
– The optional parameters (OUTVOL and LIST) must be present before the INPUT control statement.
– Any DSN and VOL parameter associated with the INPUT control statement must be coded within one statement

(separated by commas as shown above), rather than as a single control statement.

DSN

Specifies the starting position within the input data set where the 44-character data set name is found. (See rules following
VOL parameter definition.)

VOL

Specifies the starting position within the input data set where the 6-character volume serial number is found.

The following rules apply when using the DSN and VOL parameters:

• position is a numeric value. If INPUT=ddname is used, it is in the range of 1-255. If INPUT=* is used, it is in the range
of 1-80.

• The position number specified is relative to 1. For example, if the volume serial number starts in position 2, VOL=2
would be specified.

• If DSN is specified without the VOL parameter, the data sets listed must be cataloged to MVS.
• If neither DSN nor VOL is specified, VOL=1 is assumed.

INUNIT

(Required.) Specifies the unit name for the input tape device. The JCL equivalent is UNIT= on the DD statement.

OUTUNIT

Specifies the unit name for the output tape device. The JCL equivalent is UNIT= on the DD statement. As an alternative,
the STORCLAS keyword can be specified. Either OUTUNIT or STORCLAS is required.

Optional Control Statement Definitions

DATACLAS

Specifies a 1 to 8 character name of a valid SMS Data Class to be used for the dynamic allocation of all output tape data
sets.

ERASE

Specifies whether the remainder of a tape is to be erased after the copy has finished.

• YES
Erases any remaining data that may exist on an output tape upon completion of a copy operation.

• NO
No erase of remaining data is done. This is the default.

LIST

Specifies whether tape labels are to be reported.

• YES
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All detected VOL1, HDR1, HDR2, EOF1, EOF2, EOV, and tapemark indicators are listed on the report. This is the
default.

• NO
No tape labels or tapemark indicators are reported.

MGMTCLAS

Specifies a 1 to 8 character name of a valid SMS Management Class to be used for the dynamic allocation of all output
tape data sets.

OUTSER

Specifies a volser to be allocated specifically as output tape. If the parameter is omitted, a non-specific mount request is
issued.

NOTE
Copycat Utility dynamically allocates the output volume using EXPDT=98000 for TAPECOPY processing. TLMS
users who have option FORSPEC set to YES need to specify the OUTSER parameter to satisfy TLMS mount
processing even when OUTVOL=SAME is also being specified.

OUTVOL

Specifies which volume serial number should be used for the output tape from a TAPECOPY operation.

• SAME
The volume serial number of the output tape is the same as the input tape volume serial number.

• SCRATCH
The volume serial number is left the same as the original output SCRATCH tape volume serial number. This is the
default.

SORT

Determines the order of the input volumes to be copied.

• YES
The input files are sorted in the order of recording technique (TRTCH), density, first volume, file sequence number, and
volume sequence number. This is the default.

• NO
The input volumes are processed in the same order as the control statements presented to INPUT=.

STORCLAS

Specifies a 1 to 8 character name of a valid SMS Storage Class to be used for the dynamic allocation of all output tape
volumes. STORCLAS is mutually exclusive with OUTUNIT; one of the two parameters is required.

USEREXIT

Specifies whether the CTCOPYUX user exit is called before tape file allocations and database updates are to be
performed. See User Exit and Macros for information on coding this exit.

• YES
The user exit is called.

• NO
The user exit is not called. This is the default.

WAITTIME

Specifies the number of minutes to wait before retrying when a tape resource is not available. This value controls
wait interval when you reply WAIT to the CTC7303R console message. Replying WAIT to the CTC7303R message
puts the allocation logic in a loop of waiting and then retrying until either the allocation completes or you reply to the
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CTC7306R message which remains outstanding during the wait/retry cycle. Values from 1 to 10 are accepted. The default
is WAITTIME=5.

Restrictions

The input and output device types must be identical.

No multi-data set chaining is maintained.

No multivolume chaining is maintained.

If OUTVOL=SCRATCH was specified, and the input tape has a retention period, the output tape will have the same
retention period.

TAPECOPY uses BLP and EXPDT=98000 for both input and output tape volumes during processing.

EXEC Parameters

The following parameters are used in the PARM= field for the EXEC JCL statement to specify an alternate date format, an
alternate language, and to activate special testing features.

• DATEFMT
Specifies the date format to be used. The date pattern is limited to ten bytes and must be enclosed in parentheses.
This parameter is optional and, if omitted, the CA 1 or TLMS preferred date format is used. For detailed information on
this parameter, see CA 1 or TLMS documentation.

• LANG
Designates which language table is to be used in generating error messages and report titling. The default is
LANG=ENG. Valid values include ENG=English, FRN=French, GER=German, ITA=Italian, and SPN=Spanish. Support
for other language will be provided based on client demand.

• TEST
Performs preliminary validation of all keyword parameters coded, and reports the options that are in effect, as well as
tapes that will qualify for this copy operation. The actual copy operation is not executed when the TEST parameter is
specified, and no TMC or VMF updates are made.

Sample Copying Job Control Statements

The following is an example of the control statements that would be necessary to copy the contents of one tape to
another.

//TAPECOPY JOB

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=COPYCAT,PARM='DATEFMT=(YYYY/MM/DD),LANG=SPN'

//STEPLIB DD DSN=CAI.CAILNK,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//CCRPT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUSNAP DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN DD *

*=====================================================================*

*              THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS COPY TAPE 760194              *

*     NOTE: DEVICE TYPES FOR INPUT AND OUTPUT MUST BE THE SAME        *

*=====================================================================*

TAPECOPY

INUNIT=TAPE

OUTUNIT=TAPE

OUTVOL=SCRATCH

OUTSER=760189
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INPUT=*

760194

/*_

Sample TAPECOPY Detail Report
TAPECOPY                                               CA Copycat Utility r12                                

             Page=00001

 Wednesday, November 11, 2009.315                    T A P E C O P Y   D E T A I L                           

                17:25:33

                                              Input volume=V00000 - Output volume=V00031

  File    Data Set        Pass    Create      Expire                 Block   Blocks            Block ID      

 Bytes     Creator

  Seq#      Name          Word     Date        Date    Recfm  Lrecl   Size   Copied Media Den    at EOF     

 Copied Job Name/Stepname

     1  .C2009184.T113418 NONE  2009/184    2010/365    U         0  32760        1  3480 18TK        6      

  3210 SYSTMERG/COPY

                                               Total user data copied             1                          

  3210

          End of report TAPECOPY    Job=SYSTCOPY  Step=COPYCAT   Genlevel=000AUWC0

Field Description
File Seq# The file sequence number.
Data Set Name The 17-character data set name found in the HDR1 tape label.
Password Indicates the level of pass word protection. It may indicate READ,

WRITE or NONE.
Create Date The date this file was originally written.
Expire Date The expiration date of this file.
Recfm The record format of the data set.
Lrecl The logical record length of this file.
Block Size The maximum physical block length recorded on tape for this file.
Blocks Copied The number of data blocks copied in this file. Label blocks are not

included in this count.
Media The type of media being copied.
Den The recording density used for the copy operation.
Block ID at EOF The block ID read from the output device immediately following

the data file's end-of-file marker. That is, the block ID of the EOF1
trailer label.

Bytes Copied The number of data bytes copied in this file. The number of bytes
copied of label blocks is not included in this count.

Creator Name/Stepname The job name and the step name where this file was created.
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Sample TAPECOPY Output Report with LIST=NO
COPYCAT                                                CA Copycat Utility r12                                

             Page=00001

 Wednesday, November 11, 2009.315                  C O P Y C A T   M E S S A G E S                           

                17:25:33

 CTC6001I *** Start COPYCAT genlevel=000AUWC0 ***

 *=====================================================================*

 *           THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS COPY TAPE V00000                 *

 *    NOTE: DEVICE TYPES FOR INPUT AND OUTPUT MUST BE THE SAME         *

 *=====================================================================*

 TAPECOPY

 INUNIT=3480

 OUTUNIT=3480

 OUTVOL=SCRATCH

 OUTSER=V00031

 LIST=NO

 INPUT=*

 *====================================================================*

 * Options in effect:                                                 *

 *        TAPECOPY                                                    *

 *        DATACLAS=                                                   *

 *        DSN=                                                        *

 *        ERASE=NO                                                    *

 *        INPUT=*                                                     *

 *        INUNIT=3480                                                 *

 *        LIST=NO                                                     *

 *        MGMTCLAS=                                                   *

 *        OUTSER=V00031                                               *

 *        OUTUNIT=3480                                                *

 *        OUTVOL=SCRATCH                                              *

 *        SORT=YES                                                    *

 *        STORCLAS=                                                   *

 *        USEREXIT=NO                                                 *

 *        VOL=001                                                     *

 *        WAITTIME=5                                                  *

 *====================================================================*

 CTC1017I Input statements for TAPECOPY

 V00000

 CTC1016I Total input statements read: 1

 CTC1018I TAPECOPY entries:   1

 VOL=V00000 1STVOL=V00000 DSN=GERCAI.DISKOS.MERGCOPY.DMSN.C2009184.T113418

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 CTC5130I BLP processing mode

 CTC7004I Dynamic allocation start for CI100001 VOL=V00000 FS=0

 CTC5132I About to open CI100001

 CTC5110I CI100001 tape volser = V00000, device type = 3480

 CTC5111I Unit address = 0E51

 CTC5101I Input data set name = GERCAI.DISKOS.MERGCOPY.DMSN.C2009184.T113418

 CTC7004I Dynamic allocation start for CO100001 VOL=V00031 FS=0
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 CTC5132I About to open CO100001

 CTC5110I CO100001 tape volser = V00031, device type = 3480

 CTC5111I Unit address = 0E50

 CTC5100I Output data set name = GERCAI.DISKOS.MERGCOPY.DMSN.C2009184.T113418

COPYCAT                                                CA Copycat Utility r12                                

             Page=00002

 Wednesday, November 11, 2009.315                  C O P Y C A T   M E S S A G E S                           

                17:25:33

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 CTC5063I Copying DSN=.C2009184.T113418, fileseq=1

 CTC5061I 1 blocks contained in data set

 CTC6025I Total input files----------1

 CTC6026I Total output files---------1

 CTC6027I Total input tapes----------1

 CTC6028I Total output tapes---------1

 CTC6002I *** End COPYCAT ***

COPYCAT                                                CA Copycat Utility r12                                

             Page=00003

 Wednesday, November 11, 2009.315                  C O P Y C A T   M E S S A G E S                           

                17:25:33

 ******* MESSAGE SUMMARY *******

 Error Level Messages (RC=8-16)

 Msg ID      Count    On Page(s)

 - None -

 Warning Level Messages (RC=4)

 Msg ID      Count    On Page(s)

 - None -

 *** End of Message Summary ****

          End of report COPYCAT     Job=SYSTCOPY  Step=COPYCAT   Genlevel=000AUWC0

Sample TAPECOPY Output Report with LIST=YES

 COPYCAT                                                CA Copycat Utility r12                               

              Page=00001

 Wednesday, November 11, 2009.315                  C O P Y C A T   M E S S A G E S                           

                17:26:18
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 CTC6001I *** Start COPYCAT genlevel=000AUWC0 ***

 *=====================================================================*

 *    THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS COPY TAPE V00000 AND LIST THE CONTENTS. *

 *    NOTE: DEVICE TYPES FOR INPUT AND OUTPUT MUST BE THE SAME         *

 *=====================================================================*

 TAPECOPY

 INUNIT=3480

 OUTUNIT=3480

 OUTVOL=SCRATCH

 OUTSER=V00032

 LIST=YES

 INPUT=*

 *====================================================================*

 * Options in effect:                                                 *

 *        TAPECOPY                                                    *

 *        DATACLAS=                                                   *

 *        DSN=                                                        *

 *        ERASE=NO                                                    *

 *        INPUT=*                                                     *

 *        INUNIT=3480                                                 *

 *        LIST=YES                                                    *

 *        MGMTCLAS=                                                   *

 *        OUTSER=V00032                                               *

 *        OUTUNIT=3480                                                *

 *        OUTVOL=SCRATCH                                              *

 *        SORT=YES                                                    *

 *        STORCLAS=                                                   *

 *        USEREXIT=NO                                                 *

 *        VOL=001                                                     *

 *        WAITTIME=5                                                  *

 *====================================================================*

 CTC1017I Input statements for TAPECOPY

 V00000

 CTC1016I Total input statements read: 1

 CTC1018I TAPECOPY entries:   1

 VOL=V00000 1STVOL=V00000 DSN=GERCAI.DISKOS.MERGCOPY.DMSN.C2009184.T113418

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 CTC5130I BLP processing mode

 CTC7004I Dynamic allocation start for CI100001 VOL=V00000 FS=0

 CTC5132I About to open CI100001

 CTC5110I CI100001 tape volser = V00000, device type = 3480

 CTC5111I Unit address = 0E50

 CTC5101I Input data set name = GERCAI.DISKOS.MERGCOPY.DMSN.C2009184.T113418

 CTC7004I Dynamic allocation start for CO100001 VOL=V00032 FS=0

 CTC5132I About to open CO100001

 CTC5110I CO100001 tape volser = V00032, device type = 3480

 CTC5111I Unit address = 0E51

 CTC5100I Output data set name = GERCAI.DISKOS.MERGCOPY.DMSN.C2009184.T113418

COPYCAT                                                CA Copycat Utility r12                                

             Page=00002
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 Wednesday, November 11, 2009.315                  C O P Y C A T   M E S S A G E S                           

                17:26:18

 VOL1V00032

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 CTC5063I Copying DSN=.C2009184.T113418, fileseq=1

 HDR1.C2009184.T113418V0003200010001      0091840103650000000IBM OS/VS 370        001

 HDR2U327600000000SYSTMERG/COPY            47000

 **                               T A P E M A R K                              **

 **                                   D A T A                                  **

 **                               T A P E M A R K                              **

 CTC5061I 1 blocks contained in data set

 EOF1.C2009184.T113418V0003200010001      0091840103650000001IBM OS/VS 370

 EOF2U327600000000SYSTMERG/COPY            47000

 **                               T A P E M A R K                              **

 **                               T A P E M A R K                              **

 CTC6025I Total input files----------1

 CTC6026I Total output files---------1

 CTC6027I Total input tapes----------1

 CTC6028I Total output tapes---------1

 CTC6002I *** End COPYCAT ***

COPYCAT                                                CA Copycat Utility r12                                

             Page=00003

 Wednesday, November 11, 2009.315                  C O P Y C A T   M E S S A G E S                           

                17:26:18

 ******* MESSAGE SUMMARY *******

 Error Level Messages (RC=8-16)

 Msg ID      Count    On Page(s)

 - None -

 Warning Level Messages (RC=4)

 Msg ID      Count    On Page(s)

 - None -

 *** End of Message Summary ****

          End of report COPYCAT     Job=SYSTCOPY  Step=COPYCAT   Genlevel=000AUWC0
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Map Tapes
Use the TAPEMAP function to produce reports of file names, attributes and length. Most of the information is obtained
from the header and trailer labels.

WARNING
The TAPEMAP function requires standard label (SL) tapes. BLP processing is used.

The volumes provided in SYSIN will have their header and trailer labels listed, file sequence, and the approximate length
in feet the data set occupies on the tape for 3420 devices. High block ID is listed for cartridge tapes. No files are copied
during this operation.

The following topics are covered in this section:

  

Coding TAPEMAP Control Statements

Copycat Utility control statements are constructed using keyword parameters. Statements may be coded as one per
statement, or as multiple keywords which are separated by a comma. Keywords specified in a multiple statement are not
positional, and continuation characters are not required.

NOTE
Copycat Utility opens input tapes based on the disposition DISP=(SHR,KEEP,KEEP).

The formats for the TAPEMAP control statements are:

►►─ TAPEMAP ─┬────────────────┬─ INUNIT=unit ─┬──────────────────────┬────────►

             └─ VOL=position ─┘               └─ HEXMAP= ─┬─ YES ──┬─┘

                                                          └─ NO ◄ ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

   └─ LIST= ─┬─ YES ──┬─┘ └─ SORT= ─┬─ YES  ──┬─┘

             └─ NO ◄ ─┘             └─ NO ◄───┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬─ INPUT= ─┬─ ddname ─┬────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ WAITTIME= ─┬─ 5 ◄ ─┬─┘          └─ * ──────┘

                 └─ n ───┘

Control Statement Definitions

TAPEMAP 

Identifies this as a tape map function. This must be the first noncomment control statement, contain no other parameters,
and must begin in position 1.

INPUT 

 (Required.) Specified as one of the following:

• INPUT=ddname
Specifies the ddname of the input data set containing the volume selection list.

• INPUT=*
Indicates that the volume selection list immediately follows this INPUT control statement. If this form is used, all other
parameters must be present before the INPUT control statement.

VOL 

Specifies the starting position within the input data set where the 6-character volume serial number is found.
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The following rules apply when using the VOL parameter:

• position is a numeric value. If INPUT=ddname is used, it is in the range of 1-255. If INPUT=* is used, it is in the range
of 1-80.

• The position number specified is relative to 1. For example, if the volume serial number starts in position 2, VOL=2
would be specified.

• If VOL is not specified, VOL=1 is assumed.

INUNIT 

(Required.) Specifies the unit name for the input tape device. The JCL equivalent is UNIT= on the DD statement.

Optional Control Statement Definitions

HEXMAP 

Determines the format of the output report to be produced.

• YES
Specifies that the internal tape labels are to be reported on and shown in hexadecimal. All detected VOL1, HDR1,
HDR2, EOF1, EOF2, EOV, and tapemark indicators are listed on the report.
Refer to the IBM Tape Labels documentation for information on the fields contained within the tape labels.

• NO
Specifies that the standard report listing information for each tape file is produced. This is the default.

LIST 

Specifies whether tape labels are to be reported.

• YES
All detected VOL1, HDR1, HDR2, EOF1, EOF2, EOV, and tapemark indicators are listed on the report.

• NO
No tape labels or tapemark indicators are reported on. This is the default.

SORT 

Determines the order of the input volumes to be mapped.

• YES
The input volumes are sorted in the order of recording technique (TRTCH), density, and volume serial number.

• NO
The input volumes are processed in the same order as the control statements presented to INPUT=. This is the
default.

WAITTIME 

Specifies the number of minutes to wait before retrying when a tape resource is not available. This value controls
wait interval when you reply WAIT to the CTC7303R console message. Replying WAIT to the CTC7303R message
puts the allocation logic in a loop of waiting and then retrying until either the allocation completes or you reply to the
CTC7306R message which remains outstanding during the wait/retry cycle. Values from 1 to 10 are accepted. The default
is WAITTIME=5.

EXEC Parameters

The following parameters are used in the PARM= field for the EXEC JCL statement to specify an alternate date format, an
alternate language, and to activate special testing features.

• DATEFMT
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Specifies the date format to be used. The date pattern is limited to ten bytes and must be enclosed in parentheses.
This parameter is optional and, if omitted, the CA 1 or TLMS preferred date format is used. For detailed information on
this parameter, see CA 1 or TLMS documentation.

• LANG
Designates which language table should be used when generating error messages and report titling. The default is
LANG=ENG. Valid values include ENG=English, FRN=French, GER=German, ITA=Italian, and SPN=Spanish. Support
for other languages will be provided based on client demand.

• TEST
Performs preliminary validation of all keyword parameters coded, and reports the options that are in effect, as well
as tapes that will qualify for this tapemap operation. The actual tapemap operation is not executed when the TEST
parameter is specified.

Sample Mapping Job Control Statements

The following is an example of the control statements that would be necessary to map the contents of one cartridge. This
example does not appear in the CAI.CTAPJCL.

//TAPEMAP JOB

//STEP1  EXEC PGM=COPYCAT,PARM='LANG=ITA'

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=CAI.CAILNK,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//CCRPT    DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUSNAP DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN DD *

*=====================================================================*

*       THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS LIST ALL FILES ON TAPE 760130        *

*=====================================================================*

TAPEMAP

INUNIT=CART

LIST=NO

HEXMAP=NO

INPUT=*

760130

/*

Sample TAPEMAP Reports

Sample TAPEMAP Detail with HEXMAP=NO
TAPEMAP                                                CA Copycat Utility r12                                

             Page=00001

 Wednesday, November 11, 2009.315                     T A P E M A P   D E T A I L                            

                17:40:31

 Requested Volume=TLM100  Internal Volume=TLM100  Owner=

  File    Data Set        Pass    Create      Expire                 Block   Blocks              Length Tot

 Length     Creator

  Seq#      Name          Word     Date        Date    Recfm  Lrecl   Size    Used  Media Den    Blk ID

 Percentage Job Name/Stepname

     1  .TLD5.DIAG.OUTPUT NONE  2009/315    2010/150    FB      121  23474         7 3480 18TK      13*      

  0   BK01837T/STEP0001
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     2  I.TLD5.IPCS.PRINT NONE  2009/315    2010/073    VB       83  23476        15 3480 18TK      35*      

  1   BK01837T/STEP0002

                                                     Total block count is         22

 NOTE:  Length(s) are in feet computed on block size, block count, and density for 3420 devices.

        * High block ID and percent utilization are listed for cartridge devices.

          End of report TAPEMAP     Job=TAPEMAP   Step=COPYCAT   Genlevel=000AUWC0

Field Description 
Requested Volume Tape volume serial number requested by control statement.
Internal Volume Tape volume serial number read from the label of the actual tape

mounted.
Owner Owner information from the volume label.
File Seq# File sequence number.
Data Set Name Data set name.
Password The type of password protection assigned to the tape volume. This

may be NONE, READ, or WRITE.
Create Date Creation date.
Expire Date Expiration date.
Recfm Record format.
Lrecl Logical record length.
Block Size Maximum length in bytes in a block.
Blocks Used Number of blocks.
Media Type of media used.
Den Density as detected in the DCB.
Length Blk ID Length in feet computed on block size, block count, and density

for 3420 devices. The asterisk * indicates high block ID for
cartridge devices.

Total Length The cumulative length of the tape that is shown for 3420 devices,
or the cumulative percent utilization for cartridge devices.

Creator Job Name/Stepname Creation jobname and stepname.
Total Block Count Is Cumulative total of all the blocks used for the tape volume.

Sample TAPEMAP Report with HEXMAP=NO
COPYCAT                                                CA Copycat Utility r12                                

             Page=00001

 Wednesday, November 11, 2009.315                  C O P Y C A T   M E S S A G E S                           

                17:40:31

 CTC6001I *** Start COPYCAT genlevel=000AUWC0 ***

 TAPEMAP

 INUNIT=3480

 HEXMAP=NO
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 LIST=NO

 INPUT=*

 *====================================================================*

 * Options in effect:                                                 *

 *        TAPEMAP                                                     *

 *        HEXMAP=NO                                                   *

 *        INPUT=*                                                     *

 *        INUNIT=3480                                                 *

 *        LIST=NO                                                     *

 *        SORT=NO                                                     *

 *        VOL=001                                                     *

 *        WAITTIME=5                                                  *

 *====================================================================*

 CTC1017I Input statements for TAPEMAP

 TLM100

 CTC1016I Total input statements read: 1

 CTC1018I TAPEMAP  entries:   1

 VOL=TLM100 FVL=TLM100 FS=1     RFS=1     VS=1   F=      DSN=                                            

 TRTCH=     DEN=     0000000

 CTC5130I BLP processing mode

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 CTC7004I Dynamic allocation start for CI100001 VOL=TLM100 FS=1

 CTC5132I About to open CI100001

 CTC5110I CI100001 tape volser = TLM100, device type = 3480

 CTC5111I Unit address = 0E51

 CTC7005I Dynamic unallocation start for CI100001

 CTC6025I Total input files----------2

 CTC6026I Total output files---------0

 CTC6027I Total input tapes----------1

 CTC6028I Total output tapes---------0

 CTC6002I *** End COPYCAT ***

COPYCAT                                                CA Copycat Utility r12                                

             Page=00002

 Wednesday, November 11, 2009.315                  C O P Y C A T   M E S S A G E S                           

                17:40:31

 ******* MESSAGE SUMMARY *******

 Error Level Messages (RC=8-16)

 Msg ID      Count    On Page(s)

 - None -

 Warning Level Messages (RC=4)

 Msg ID      Count    On Page(s)
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 - None -

 *** End of Message Summary ****

          End of report COPYCAT     Job=TAPEMAP   Step=COPYCAT   Genlevel=000AUWC0

Sample TAPEMAP Detail with HEXMAP=YES

 Copycat Utility Header Listing (Hexadecimal Format) 

TAPEMAP                                                CA Copycat Utility r12                                

             Page=00001

 Wednesday, November 11, 2009.315                T A P E   H E A D E R   L I S T I N G                       

                17:42:48

 Requested Volume=TLM100  Internal Volume=TLM100  Owner=

                    VOL1TLM100

                    EDDFEDDFFF4444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444

                    56313341000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

                   01...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80

                    HDR1.TLD5.DIAG.OUTPUTTLM10000010001      0093150101500000000IBM OS/VS 370

                    CCDF4EDCF4CCCC4DEEDEEEDDFFFFFFFFFFF444444FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFCCD4DE6EE4FFF4444444

                    8491B3345B4917B64374333410000010001000000009315010150000000092406215203700000000

                   01...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80

                    HDR2F234740012100BK01837T/STEP0001  A B   47000

                    CCDFCFFFFFFFFFFFFCDFFFFFE6EECDFFFF44C4C444FFFFF444444444444444444444444444444444

                    84926234740012100220183731235700010010200047000000000000000000000000000000000000

                   01...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80

                    EOF1.TLD5.DIAG.OUTPUTTLM10000010001      0093150101500000007IBM OS/VS 370

                    CDCF4EDCF4CCCC4DEEDEEEDDFFFFFFFFFFF444444FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFCCD4DE6EE4FFF4444444

                    5661B3345B4917B64374333410000010001000000009315010150000000792406215203700000000

                   01...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80

                    EOF2F234740012100BK01837T/STEP0001  A B   47000

                    CDCFCFFFFFFFFFFFFCDFFFFFE6EECDFFFF44C4C444FFFFF444444444444444444444444444444444

                    56626234740012100220183731235700010010200047000000000000000000000000000000000000

                   01...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80

                    HDR1I.TLD5.IPCS.PRINTTLM10000010002      0093150100730000000IBM OS/VS 370

                    CCDFC4EDCF4CDCE4DDCDEEDDFFFFFFFFFFF444444FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFCCD4DE6EE4FFF4444444

                    84919B3345B9732B7995333410000010002000000009315010073000000092406215203700000000

                   01...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80

                    HDR2V234760008300BK01837T/STEP0002  A B   47000

                    CCDFEFFFFFFFFFFFFCDFFFFFE6EECDFFFF44C4C444FFFFF444444444444444444444444444444444

                    84925234760008300220183731235700020010200047000000000000000000000000000000000000

                   01...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80
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                    EOF1I.TLD5.IPCS.PRINTTLM10000010002      0093150100730000015IBM OS/VS 370

                    CDCFC4EDCF4CDCE4DDCDEEDDFFFFFFFFFFF444444FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFCCD4DE6EE4FFF4444444

                    56619B3345B9732B7995333410000010002000000009315010073000001592406215203700000000

                   01...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80

                    EOF2V234760008300BK01837T/STEP0002  A B   47000

                    CDCFEFFFFFFFFFFFFCDFFFFFE6EECDFFFF44C4C444FFFFF444444444444444444444444444444444

                    56625234760008300220183731235700020010200047000000000000000000000000000000000000

                   01...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80

          End of report TAPEMAP     Job=TAPEMAP   Step=COPYCAT   Genlevel=000AUWC0

Sample TAPEMAP Report with HEXMAP=YES
COPYCAT                                                CA Copycat Utility r12                                

             Page=00001

 Wednesday, November 11, 2009.315                  C O P Y C A T   M E S S A G E S                           

                17:42:48

 CTC6001I *** Start COPYCAT genlevel=000AUWC0 ***

 TAPEMAP

 INUNIT=3480

 HEXMAP=YES

 LIST=NO

 INPUT=*

 *====================================================================*

 * Options in effect:                                                 *

 *        TAPEMAP                                                     *

 *        HEXMAP=YES                                                  *

 *        INPUT=*                                                     *

 *        INUNIT=3480                                                 *

 *        LIST=NO                                                     *

 *        SORT=NO                                                     *

 *        VOL=001                                                     *

 *        WAITTIME=5                                                  *

 *====================================================================*

 CTC1017I Input statements for TAPEMAP

 TLM100

 CTC1016I Total input statements read: 1

 CTC1018I TAPEMAP  entries:   1

 VOL=TLM100 FVL=TLM100 FS=1     RFS=1     VS=1   F=      DSN=                                            

 TRTCH=     DEN=     0000000

 CTC5130I BLP processing mode

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 CTC7004I Dynamic allocation start for CI100001 VOL=TLM100 FS=1

 CTC5132I About to open CI100001

 CTC5110I CI100001 tape volser = TLM100, device type = 3480

 CTC5111I Unit address = 0E50
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 CTC7005I Dynamic unallocation start for CI100001

 CTC6025I Total input files----------2

 CTC6026I Total output files---------0

 CTC6027I Total input tapes----------1

 CTC6028I Total output tapes---------0

 CTC6002I *** End COPYCAT ***

COPYCAT                                                CA Copycat Utility r12                                

             Page=00002

 Wednesday, November 11, 2009.315                  C O P Y C A T   M E S S A G E S                           

                17:42:48

 ******* MESSAGE SUMMARY *******

 Error Level Messages (RC=8-16)

 Msg ID      Count    On Page(s)

 - None -

 Warning Level Messages (RC=4)

 Msg ID      Count    On Page(s)

 - None -

 *** End of Message Summary ****

          End of report COPYCAT     Job=TAPEMAP   Step=COPYCAT   Genlevel=000AUWC0

Copycat Utility Best Practices
This topic contains information regarding installing, configuring, and using Common Tape Services for optimal
performance.

Installation Best Practices

Use CSM to acquire, install, and maintain your product.

Business Value:

CSM provides a web interface, which works with ESD and standardized installation, to provide a common way to manage
Broadcom mainframe products. You can use it to download and install Copycat Utility.

CSM lets you download product and maintenance releases over the Internet directly to your system from the Broadcom
Support website. After you use CSM to download your product or maintenance, you use the same interface to install the
downloaded software packages using SMP/E.

Additional Considerations:

After you install the product, use Installing to set it up. CSM can continue to help you maintain your product.
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More Information:

For more information about CSM, see the CSM documentation. For more information about product setup, see Installing.

Configuration Best Practices

Performance Recommendations

Avoid duplicate specifications and redundant input statements.

Business Value:

By following this best practice, you can improve the performance of FILECOPY operations, resulting in less CPU
utilization and faster execution times.

Additional Considerations:

The performance of FILECOPY operations is affected by the duration of the setup phase and the speed of the actual tape
copy process.

In the setup phase, Copycat Utility accesses the TMC or VMF and extracts all relevant tape data. Redundant or
inappropriately arranged input statements will require extraneous I/Os on the TMC or VMF.

Multivolume Copying

If you include multivolume sets, specify only the base volume.

Business Value:

Specifying only the base volume eliminates duplicate file copies when copying multivolume sets.

Additional Considerations:

For example, parameter FILES=ALL specified along with a list of input volumes causes all files to be selected which are
associated with any of the listed volumes. For each specified VOLSER, Copycat extracts all TMC or VMF records which
are chained to the volume. If multivolume sets are included, you should specify the base volume only. Otherwise, all files
of the chain will be selected multiple times, causing unnecessary overhead. With MERGE=YES, duplicate records are
sorted out automatically, while MERGE=NO will actually copy the files multiple times and create unwanted output.

By default, Copycat Utility sorts all extracted input statements by media type, base volume and file sequence, to optimize
the mount and read process of the tapes. If SORT=NO is used to suppress the sort, the input statements should be set up
in appropriate sequence. For example, if FILES=SPECIFC is used to copy files from a large multifile tape, the files should
be specified in ascending file sequence order to avoid unnecessary repositioning between the reads.

Files With Small Block Sizes

Specify the BUFFER parameter when copying files with small block sizes (2,000 bytes or less).

Business Value:

Specifying the BUFFER parameter will reduce the number of I/O commands executed to write your tape data, thereby
improving the tape copy performance.

Additional Considerations:

The default BUFFER=SINGLE causes one data block to be read or written in one I/O execution.

While block sizes of 2,000 bytes or less are commonly considered small, the BUFFER parameter can have a positive
impact for block sizes up to 20,000 bytes. The smaller the block size, the greater the importance to use the BUFFER
parameter.
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BUFFER=MULTIPLE causes Copycat Utility to reduce the EXCP count by reading and writing multiple data blocks
per EXCP. Depending on the block size of each file, up to 2048 blocks may be transferred in one I/O execution.
BUFFER=MULTIPLE does not take effect for files with a block size greater than 32760.

Making Optimal Use of Copycat

This section covers some configuration options, tips, and hints to optimize the use of Copycat Utility.

Backup and Electronic Vaulting

Create identical copies of tapes for backup or vaulting purposes by sending the data electronically. Tape files can be
copied to a tape device attached at the offsite location.

Business Value:

By creating identical copies of tapes for backup or vaulting purposes by sending the data electronically, you can:

• Reduce the overhead of vaulting tapes to off-site locations.
• Minimize the tasks of pulling the vaulting list, packaging the tapes, and transporting them.
• Reduce the possibility of losing tapes in transit.

Additional Considerations:

The recommended parameters for backup purposes are:

• FILECOPY
Processes all files residing on the specified volume(s). Unlike the TAPECOPY function, which copies an entire volume,
FILECOPY allows you to selectively copy files from the input tapes.

• FILES=ALL
Selects all input files to create an identical copy. When creating a backup tape, use FILES=ALL. This will copy all files
on the volume, regardless of their expiration dates.

• MERGE=NO
Creates identical file and volume chains.

• RECATLG=NONE
Omits any system catalog updates. Because we are creating a backup copy of the tape files, the system catalog
should not be updated.

• OUTDISP=retention
Sets the desired retention for the output tapes. You can set a different retention for the volumes with the backup file
copies.

• SAVEINFO=YES
May be specified to propagate creation information like creation date (CDATE), creating job (CJOB), and creating
program (CPGM) from the input to the output tapes.

• DUPLEX=YES
Creates two identical copies. Separate parameters are available to request different allocation options, data set
names, catalog operations, expiration dates, and other CA 1 TMC or TLMS VMF updates for primary and duplex
output files

The following sample JCL control statements creates an identical copy of volume 300017, without recataloging the files.
The copy is retained for two weeks in the tape catalog; the original tape is not modified:

//COPYCAT JOB ...

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=COPYCAT,PARM='DATEFMT=(YYYY/MM/DD)

//STEPLIB DD DSN=CAI.CAILINK,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//CCRPT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUSNAP DD SYSOUT=*
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//SYSIN  DD *

FILECOPY

FILES=ALL

INUNIT=CART

OUTUNIT=CART

MERGE=NO

RECATLG=NONE

SAVEINFO=YES

INDISP=SAME

OUTDISP=RETPD=14

INPUT=*

300017

/* 

Media Conversion and Migration to Virtual Tape

Copy tape files from one device type to another including migrating files on physical media to virtual media.

Business Value:

By copying tape files from one device type to another including migrating files on physical media to virtual media, you can:

• Convert tape media with minimal JCL setup
• Retire old tape drives and media by converting to new media
• Provide a simple way to migrate to virtual tape systems such as Vtape or IBM VTS
• Unstack physical tapes with multiple data sets, placing each data set on its own virtual volume (using the UNSTACK

parameter) to allow a finer level of control over the files on virtual volumes
• Reduce physical hardware requirements
• Save money by improving utilization of existing tape cartridges and facilitating the migration to more efficient virtual

tape systems

Additional Considerations:

During media conversion, all files are allocated and copied dynamically under CA 1 or TLMS control. Parameters
OUTUNIT, STORCLAS, DATACLAS, and MGMTCLAS are provided to direct the allocation of the output files to the
desired media and device type or SMS class.

The MERGE parameter can be used to control stacking of the output files. Copycat Utility can recatalog the files after
successful copy.

Numerous parameters are available to tailor allocation options and tape catalog updates. The PREFIX parameter allows
you to add a prefix to the output data set name if DSN standards are changed. If other updates to the DSN are needed,
the user exit CTSCPYUX can be coded to alter the DSN at allocation time. The source for CTSCPYUX can be found in
CAI.CAISRC and the SMP/E USERMOD itself can be found in CTAPJCL member CUW1101. You could also use an exit
to modify TMC or VMF updates. For example, you can code it to propagate accounting data from the input to the output
volume.

The recommended parameters for conversion purposes are:

• FILECOPY
Processes all files residing on the specified volume(s)

• FILES=ALL
Selects all input files for the copy

• MERGE=NO
Creates identical file and volume chains

• MERGE=YES
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Stacks all output files together in one multifile chain
• UNSTACK

Creates single file output tapes - used for migration to virtual tape systems which perform their own file stacking
• VOLCHAIN=NO

Prevents multivolume chaining during stacking; creates multifile single volume tapes
• RECATLG=PREV

Recatalogs all files that were previously cataloged
• OUTDISP=SAME

Keeps the original input retention on the output files
• INDISP=retention

Indicates the new retention of the input files
• SAVEINFO=YES

Propagates creation information like CDATE, CJOB, and CPGM from the input to the output files

The following sample JCL control statements can be used to migrate physical volume range 004801-004810 into a
virtual tape library with storage class VTS01. Each input file is copied on a separate volume, to let the virtual tape system
perform the stacking according to its standards.

The output files retain all creation information from the input and are put under catalog control in CA 1 or TLMS. They are
all cataloged or recataloged, regardless of the previous catalog status. The input tapes expire two days after successful
copy.

//COPYCAT JOB ...

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=COPYCAT,PARM='DATEFMT=(YYYY/MM/DD)

//STEPLIB DD DSN=CAI.CAILINK,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//CCRPT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUSNAP DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN   DD *

FILECOPY

FILES=ALL

INUNIT=CART

STORCLAS=VTS01

UNSTACK

RECATLG=ALL

SAVEINFO=YES

INDISP=RETPD=2

OUTDISP=EXPDT=CATALOG

INPUT=*

004801

004802

004803

004804

004805

004806

004807

004808

004809

004810

/* 
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Media Consolidation

Consolidate active data sets from multiple tape volumes onto fewer volumes to allow volumes to be returned to scratch
pools.

Business Value:

Media consolidation improves tape utilization by copying files from multiple tapes together on fewer volumes. Better
utilization means fewer cartridges are required, which translates into cost savings.

Additional Considerations:

If the output of an application does not fit on one volume, Copycat Utility can either build a multifile/multivolume chain, or
create separate multifile volumes.

When files on one tape expire at different times, you can use Copycat Utility to perform a forward-merge by only selecting
files that are not expired in the tape catalog

If after one Copycat execution, the output tape is not yet full, the next execution can continue stacking files to the same
tape. FILECOPY procedures can be set up to automatically restart each copy operation on the last volume used for output
by the previous job.

When a certain sort order is desired for the output files, you can instruct the Copycat Utility to leave the sequence of the
specified input tapes or files unchanged. Otherwise, the input is sorted for performance reasons.

The recommended parameters for consolidation purposes are:

• FILECOPY
Processes all files residing on the specified volume(s)

• FILES=ALL
Selects all input files for the copy

• FILES=ACTIVE
Selects unexpired input files only

• MERGE=YES
Stacks all output files together in one multifile chain

• MERGE=MOD
Continues stacking on the last output volume previously used when available; otherwise operates like MERGE=YES

• VOLCHAIN=NO
Prevents multivolume chaining during stacking; creates multifile single volume tapes

• RECATLG=PREV
Recatalogs all files which were previously cataloged

• OUTDISP=SAME
Keeps the original input retention on the output files

• INDISP=retention
Specifies the new retention of the input files

• SAVEINFO=YES
Propagates creation information like CDATE, CJOB, and CPGM from the input to the output files

The following sample JCL control statements perform a forward-merge on volumes 110839 and 110824. Only the
active files on these volumes are selected and stacked onto the volume previously used for the application identified by
MODHLQ=CCMERGE5. If no such volume is found in the catalog, a scratch tape is requested.

The original sort order of the input files are retained; first, the selected files from VOLSER 110839 are written in ascending
file sequence order, then the files from VOLSER 110824 in ascending file sequence order.

The output files are recataloged according to their previous catalog status. They keep the original expiration date in the
TMC or VMF. The input files expire two days after successful copy:

//COPYCAT JOB ...
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//STEP1 EXEC PGM=COPYCAT,PARM='DATEFMT=(YYYY/MM/DD)

//STEPLIB DD DSN=CAI.CAILINK,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//CCRPT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUSNAP DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN   DD *

FILECOPY

FILES=ACTIVE

SORT=NO

INUNIT=TAPE

OUTUNIT=TAPE

MERGE=MOD

MODHLQ=CCMERGE5

RECATLG=PREV

OUTDISP=SAME

INDISP=RETPD=2

INPUT=*

110839

110824

/*

Media Analysis

Use the TAPEMAP function to display the contents of CA 1 or TLMS controlled or foreign tape volumes with standard
labels.

Business Value:

By using the TAPEMAP function to display the contents of CA 1 or TLMS controlled or foreign tape volumes with standard
labels, you can:

• Verify the contents of a tape volume
• Identify tape files encrypted by Tape Encryption
• See how full is a tape volume
• Assist auditors in compliance

Additional Considerations:

The HEXMAP parameter allows you to choose one of two alternative report formats: With HEXMAP=YES, all tape labels,
including UHLx and UTLx user labels, are dumped in character and hexadecimal format. HEXMAP=NO provides a
formatted report line which is comprised of label and control unit information for each file on the tape. This includes file
sequence, data set name, creation data, expiration date, media and device type, DCB attributes, block count and other
statistics. The tape usage information includes:

• For 3420 reel tapes, the length of the current file and the total length of the current file plus all preceding files on the
tape, computed in feet (ft).

• For cartridge tapes, the high block ID of the current file and the percent utilization of the cartridge, up to and including
this file is presented.

• For 3592 WORM tapes, the Worldwide Identifier (WWID) and the Write Mount Count (WMC) are displayed along with
the volume information.

With parameter LIST=YES, the position of data and tape marks is indicated in the report, to provide an accurate image of
the tape layout.

Example 1
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The following sample JCL control statements will map volume K00084. All labels aredumped, and tape marks are not
listed.

//COPYCAT JOB ...

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=COPYCAT,PARM='DATEFMT=(YYYY/MM/DD)

//STEPLIB DD DSN=CAI.CAILINK,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//CCRPT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUSNAP DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN   DD *

TAPEMAP

INUNIT=3490

HEXMAP=NO

LIST=NO

INPUT=*

K00084

/*

The following TAPEMAP report is created:

TAPEMAP                                                    CA Copycat Utility rNN

Thursday, MONTH DD,YYYY.YY                              T A P E M A P  D E T A I L 

Requested Volume=K00084     Internal Volume=K00084  Owner=

  File       Data Set       Pass    Create      Expire                  Block    Blocks                 

 Length  Tot Length      Creator

  Seq#         Name         Word     Date        Date    Recfm  Lrecl    Size      Used   Media  Den     Blk

 ID  Percentage  Job Name/Stepname

      1  SYST001.CTLFILE    NONE  MM/DD/YYYY  MM/DD/YYYY  F        80      80         1    3490  36TK       

 7*           0   SYST001C/COPYCAT

      2  MDU1SP.IPCS.PRINT  NONE  MM/DD/YYYY  MM/DD/YYYY  VB       83   23476        15    3490  36TK      

 29*           0   SYST001C/COPYCAT

      3  TION.MERGE.OUTPUT  NONE  MM/DD/YYYY  MM/DD/YYYY  FB      200     200        23    3490  36TK      

 59*           0   SYST001C/COPYCAT

      4  X.CONCERSION.DATA  NONE  MM/DD/YYYY  MM/DD/YYYY  FB      340   23460         8    3490  36TK      

 74*           0   SYST001C/COPYCAT

      5  PE.FILECOPY.TEST1  NONE  MM/DD/YYYY  MM/DD/YYYY  F        24      24         2    3490  36TK      

 83*           0   SYST001F/COPYCAT

      6  PE.FILECOPY.TEST2  NONE  MM/DD/YYYY  MM/DD/YYYY  F        24      24         2    3490  36TK      

 92*           0   SYST001F/COPYCAT

      7  PE.FILECOPY.TEST3  NONE  MM/DD/YYYY  MM/DD/YYYY  F        24      24         2    3490  36TK     

 101*           0   SYST001F/COPYCAT

      8  Y.CONVERSION.DATA  NONE  MM/DD/YYYY  MM/DD/YYYY  FB      340   23460         8    3490  36TK     

 116*           0   SYST001F/COPYCAT

      9  MDU7TD.IPCS.PRINT  NONE  MM/DD/YYYY  MM/DD/YYYY  VB       83   23476        15    3490  36TK     

 138*           1   SYST001F/COPYCAT

     10  TOIN.MERGE.OUTPUT  NONE  MM/DD/YYYY  MM/DD/YYYY  FB      200     200        23    3490  36TK     

 168*           1   SYST001c/COPYCAT

     11  T.PATTERN.DATASET  NONE  MM/DD/YYYY  MM/DD/YYYY  FB       80    3120         6    3490  36TK     

 181*           1   SYST001C/COPYCAT

                                                      Total block count is             105

 NOTE: Length(s) are in feet computed on block size, block count, and density for 3420 devices.

       * High block ID and percent utilization are listed for cartridge devices.

       End of report TAPEMAP       Job= SYS1O01M  Step=COPYCAT   Genlevel=000AUWC0 
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Example 2

This example shows how to list the user header labels for a tape volume encrypted by Tape Encryption in Business to
Business (B2B) format. The name of the digital certificate (CERTCRYB) used to protect the encrypted tape file can be
seen in the dump of User Header Label (UHL) 1.

Use the following control statements to dump header information for encrypted volume 103793. All labels will be dumped,
and tape marks will not be listed.

//COPYCAT JOB ...

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=COPYCAT,PARM='DATEFMT=(YYYY/MM/DD)

//STEPLIB DD DSN=CAI.CAILINK,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//CCRPT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUSNAP DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN   DD *

TAPEMAP

INUNIT=3490

HEXMAP=YES

LIST=NO

INPUT=*

103793

/*

The following TAPEMAP report is created:

TAPEMAP                                              CA Copycat Utility rNN

Wednesday, Month DD, YYYY.YYY                  T A P E  H E A D E R  L I S T I N G

Requested Volume=103793 Internal Volume=103793  Owner=

                    VOL1103793

                    EDDFFFFFFF4444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444

                    56311037930000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

                   01...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80

                    HDR1GRP51.P0075.FILE110379300010001      0100280100370000000BTE  12.0

                    CCDFCDDFF4DFFFF4CCDFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF444444FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFCEC49FF4FF0004444444

                    849179751B70075B693511037930001000100000001002801003700000002350912B0F0000000000

                   01...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80

                    HDR2F140000008000CRYPT0V3/DGEN1TPEP   B   47000

                    CCDFCFFFFFFFFFFFFCDEDEDEF6CCCDFEDCD444C444FFFFF444444444444444444444444444444444

                    84926140000008000398736531475513757000200047000000000000000000000000000000000000

                   01...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80

                    UHL1  BC00  12.6  1          ;   -+  _  R                   BA00  CERTCRYB

                    ECDF0ECCFF9FF4F444F80000F0005C568649363AD81A9E09F1278B6CA154CCFF00CCDECDEC444444

                    4831002300912B6000102330F00080E6F0E75D4299437B21F942194DA04F21000835933398200000

                   01...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80

                    UHL2                            V "  S        !$ /          _V)M  2  0    #    #

                    ECDF44444444444444444408B12C8005E07B0E98DA4A9955C6614A23DB8DF1F9F9FF20758BB850BB

                    48320000000000000000000074EA77D258FF4288B027D4ABA1998680B9D9D5D4CB27A60F8BB850BB

Copycat and External Data Manager Tapes

To copy tapes that are under External Data Manager (EDM) control in CA 1 or TLMS, use the tape copy utilities provided
by your EDM product such as Disk or IBM DFSMShsm. The tape copy utilities of the respective EDM product keep the
EDM database updated with the correct volume serial number and file sequence for all tape data sets.

Business Value:
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Using the tape copy utilities of your EDM product ensures that CA 1 or TLMS and your EDM always have the correct
volume serial number and the file sequence number recorded in their product databases for files created by the EDM.

Additional Considerations:

External Data Managers typically have their own database to keep track of the tape files they create. If you copy an EDM
tape to a new volume using Copycat Utility, the TMC or VMF is updated to reflect the new volume that the tape file resides
upon, but the EDM database is not updated with the new volume serial number or file sequence number. In this situation,
the EDM will not be able to find tape data sets that it has created.

In some cases it may be possible to update the EDM database to record the new volume serial number and file sequence
used, however it is best to use the utilities provided with the EDM to insure that the database is always correct.

User Exit and Macros
Copycat Utility provides the CTSCPYUX user exit to tailor the supplied code to meet your data center requirements. The
CTSCPYUX user exit is discussed in this section.

User exit activation is performed by including in the input control statement USEREXIT=YES. If the INPUT=* control
statement is used, the USEREXIT=YES parameter must precede it.

NOTE

If you copy a tape on the same day it was created, then Common Tape Services will not save the last
used information even if the exit indicates it should be kept.

Install User Exit Using SMP/E

The Copycat Utility user exit is supplied as a dummy source and load module. It may be customized after the SMP/E
installation is complete. To code your own exit, use member CTSJUXRC of library CAI.CTAPJCL. The source code for the
exit, which is modified by the USERMOD, resides in CAI.CTAPSRC as member CTSCPYUX.

 To install the user exit using SMP/E 

1. Copy CTAPJCL member CTSJUXRC to your own Sample JCL library and insert the appropriate source updates.
USERMOD CTCAUWC is created.

2. Customize and submit Sample JCL library member CTSJUXRC to perform an SMP/E RECEIVE and APPLY of the
USERMOD.
User exit CTSCPYUX is re-assembled and linked into load library CAI.CAILINK.

WARNING
The USERMOD should only be RECEIVED and APPLIED, never ACCEPTED.

3. Copy CTAPJCL member CTSJUXRS to your Sample JCL library, and then customize and submit it, if corrections or
modifications to the user exit are required.
An SMP/E RESTORE of the USERMOD is performed and the supplied dummy version of the user exit is relinked.

4. Go back to the member named in step 1 to modify and re-install the USERMOD.

CTSCPYUX - User Exit
The CTSCPYUX user exit is supplied as an interface to Copycat Utility. In addition to housekeeping calls for initialization
and termination, this exit receives control just prior to certain critical processing events. These events include the tape
system update request for both input and output data sets and dynamic allocation requests for both input and output data
sets.

The following topics are covered in this section:
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Description

CTSCPYUX provides the ability to view or update tape system fields through the common tape system records supplied at
exit call time. Both original and modified tape system common records are supplied. These common records are mapped
by macro CTMCDREC.

CTSCPYUX also provides the ability to view and change the dynamic allocation request. In particular, the file names may
be modified for the output data sets. This area is mapped by macro CTMCDYNA.

Six separate calls are provided for the FILECOPY function and three for TAPECOPY. The user exit is not called for
function TAPEMAP. FILECOPY calls CTSCPYUX just prior to input file allocation, output file allocation, and duplex output
allocation, at the End-Of-File (EOF) on the primary output tape (ddname CO1nnnnn), the duplex output tape (ddname
CO2nnnnn), and the input tape (ddname CI1nnnnn). TAPECOPY calls CTSCPYUX prior to input tape allocation and
output tape allocation, and at End-Of-Tape (EOT) on the output tape.

The following Copycat Utility macros generate mappings for program work areas which are provided for exit reference
during these function calls:

• CTMCOPTS
Maps OPTDSECT, a program work area which contains input option switches. An example of this macro is shown in
the DSECT Listings section, .

• CTMCDREC
Maps DBRECORD and DCRECORD, the common tape system format definition. This is the same as used by CA 1
and TLMS for the Earl interface. An example of this macro is shown in the DSECT Listings section, .

• CTMCDYNA
Maps ALOCAREA, the dynamic allocation work area. This area can be used to control input, output, and duplex output
file allocations. An example of this macro is shown in the DSECT Listings section.

Register Usage

The registers on entry to CTSCPYUX are defined as follows. They may be redefined by the exit if desired.

• R0
Work register.

• R1
Input parameter list. Register points to a 5-word list.
– UXANCHOR

Points to a full word value which is initially cleared before user exit initialization, but will maintain any value through
the exit termination call.

– UXPARM1
Pointer to function code. Reason for exit entry. See Function Codes, below.

– UXPARM2
Pointer to Copycat Utility Options area. Mapped by CTMCOPTS.

– UXPARM3
Pointer to the dynamic allocation work area for allocation calls. Pointer to original common tape system record area
for tape system update calls.

– UXPARM4
Pointer to modified common tape system record area for tape system update calls.

• R2 - R5
Not used.

• R6
Pointer to the dynamic allocation work area for allocation calls. Pointer to original common tape system record area for
tape system update calls.

• R7
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Pointer to modified common tape system record area for tape system update calls.
• R8

Reserved.
• R9

Pointer to passed parm list.
• R10

Pointer to Copycat Utility Options area. Mapped by CTMCOPTS.
• R11

Not used.
• R12

Default program base register.
• R13

User exit save area or rent work area.
• R14

Return address or work register.
• R15

Return code or work register.

Function Codes

The CTSCPYUX call function codes are provided in the input parameter pointed to by UXPARM1. The function code
values are as follows:

• CODE = 0
Exit initialization call. This provides the exit with a call to obtain any additional program work areas (GETMAIN) and/or
open any user control or report files. DSECT mapping register 10 (CTMCOPTS) is the only valid work area during this
call.

• CODE = 4
FILECOPY: Update output data set copy volume. This exit call occurs when a data set is closed for the output
tape (ddname CO1nnnnn). DBRECORD is the original common tape system record area. It contains tape system
catalog information as it currently exists for the input tape (ddname CI1nnnnn). DCRECORD is the modified common
tape system record area. It contains tape system catalog information, with changes, for the output tape (ddname
CO1nnnnn). It is this record (DCRECORD) that the user exit may change to reflect values to be supplied to the tape
system for update processing. Information that is not normally transferred from the input (original) data set volume
record to the output data set volume can be updated on this call. For example, the user data cell (also known as the
job accounting data), field name DBUSRDTA, may be copied from the original to the modified area (DCUSRDTA).

• CODE = 8
FILECOPY: Update duplex data set copy volume. This exit call occurs when a data set is closed for the duplex
output tape (ddname CO2nnnnn). DBRECORD is the original common tape system record area. It contains tape
system catalog information as it currently exists for the input tape (ddname CI1nnnnn). DCRECORD is the modified
common tape system record area. It contains tape system catalog information, with changes, for the duplex output
tape (ddname CO2nnnnn). It is this record (DCRECORD) that the user exit may change to reflect values to be supplied
to the tape system for update processing. Information that is not normally transferred from the input (original) data set
volume record to the output data set volume can be updated on this call. For example, the user data cell, field name
DBUSRDTA, may be copied from the original to the modified area (DCUSRDTA).

• CODE = 12
FILECOPY: Update input data set copy volume. This exit call occurs when the input dat set is closed for ddname
CI1nnnnn. DBRECORD is the original common tape system record area. It contains tape system catalog information
as it currently exists for the input tape (ddname CI1nnnnn). DCRECORD is the modified common tape system record
area. It contains tape system catalog information, with changes, for the input tape (ddname CI1nnnnn). It is this record
(DCRECORD) that the user exit may change to reflect values to be supplied to the tape system for update processing.
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Information that is not normally transferred from the original input data set volume record to the modified input data set
volume can be updated on this call.

NOTE
This call is made only if the input control statement contains an input disposition change. (For example:
INDISP=, RETPD=, or EXPDT= was specified.)

• CODE = 16
TAPECOPY: Update output data set copy volume. This exit call occurs when the output volume (ddname CO1nnnnn)
is closed. DBRECORD is the original common tape system record area. It contains tape system catalog information
as it currently exists for the input tape (ddname CI1nnnnn). DCRECORD is the modified common tape system record
area. It contains tape system catalog information, with changes, for the output tape (ddname CO1nnnnn). It is this
record (DCRECORD) that the user exit may change to reflect values to be supplied to the tape system for update
processing. Information that is not normally transferred from the input (original) data set volume record to the output
data set volume can be updated on this call.

• CODE = 20
Exit termination call. This provides the exit with a call to free any additional program work areas (FREEMAIN) and
close any user control or report files that were obtained at user exit initialization.

• CODE = 24
FILECOPY and TAPECOPY: Input allocation. This exit call occurs when the input data set is about to be allocated for
ddname CI1nnnnn. ALOCAREA is the dynamic allocation work area. It contains allocation information as it currently
exists for the input tape (ddname CI1nnnnn). It is this area (ALOCAREA) that the user exit may change to alter the
allocation. The user may change the file name and volume serial number if desired.

• CODE = 28
FILECOPY and TAPECOPY: Primary output allocation. This exit call occurs when the output data set is about to be
allocated for ddname CO1nnnnn. ALOCAREA is the dynamic allocation work area. It contains allocation information as
it currently exists for the output tape (ddname CO1nnnnn). It is this area (ALOCAREA) that the user exit may change
to alter the allocation. The user may change the file name and volume serial number if desired.

• CODE = 32
FILECOPY: Duplex output allocation. This exit call occurs when the output data set is about to be allocated for ddname
CO2nnnnn. ALOCAREA is the dynamic allocation work area. It contains allocation information as it currently exists for
the output tape (ddname CO2nnnnn). It is this area (ALOCAREA) that the user exit may change to alter the allocation.
The user may change the file name and volume serial number if desired.

Program Work Areas

The CTSCPYUX user exit source example, supplied in the CAI.CTAPSRC data set, contains three program work area
DSECTs. Other than selected fields of the modified common tape data area and the dynamic allocation work area, no
other data fields should be altered. Any changes to these program work areas could cause a program failure and are
therefore to be used as a data reference only.

• OPTDSECT
This is the Copycat Utility options data area. Pointed to by register 10 for all calls. This work area is used by all
Copycat Utility programs. It contains all the program option switches set when the SYSIN control statements were
processed and allows the user exit to see what Copycat Utility options are in effect. It is for reference only, and must
not be modified by the user exit.

• DxRECORD
This is the common tape data area. Pointed to by registers 6 and 7 for calls when the function code is 4, 8, 12, or 16.
The DBRECORD (original) and DCRECORD (modified) areas are identical in format.

• ALOCAREA
This is the dynamic allocation work area. Pointed to by register 6 for calls when the function code is 24, 28, or 32.
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User Exit Return Codes

The user exit cannot decide whether an update is to take place for a data set or volume record. This is done by Copycat
Utility based on the input control statements and the data set volumes copied. However a provision was made to allow the
user exit to display (SNAP DUMP) the program work areas made available at exit call to assist in debugging.

To activate user exit work area display, supply the input control statement DEBUG=(UXA). All SNAP DUMPS are written
to DD SYSUSNAP which must be provided in the JCL.

Specifications

NOT AUTHORIZED

• EXECUTABLE
• AMODE 31
• RMODE ANY

This exit is activated by specifying YES for the USEREXIT parameter.

DSECT Listings
This section provides listings using the following macros:

OPTDSECT Listing, Using CTMCOPTS Macro

OPTDSECT DSECT, Using CTMCOPTS Macro - Maps Copycat Utility Options (1 of 4)

CTMCOPTS D S E C T  -  C T M C O P T S                                                                       

  Page    3

  Active Usings: None

  Loc  Object Code    Addr1 Addr2  Stmt   Source Statement                                  HLASM R4.0 

 2004/01/16 16.25

000000                00000 00000     2 CTMCOPTS CSECT ,

                                      3 *

                                      4          CTMCOPTS DSECT=YES

                                      5+*---------------------------------------------------------------------

*

                                      6+**                  C O P Y C A T   O P T I O N S                   

 **

                                      7+*---------------------------------------------------------------------

*

000000                00000 000F4     9+         DSECT                                                       

   01-CTMCO

000000                               10+CCOPTST  DS    0X                 START OF OPTIONS                   

   01-CTMCO

                                     11+*

000000 00                            12+CC@NCTN  DC    XL1'00'            COPYCAT FUNCTION                   

   01-CTMCO

                      00080          13+CC@NCTAP EQU   X'80'              - TAPECOPY                         

   01-CTMCO
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                      00040          14+CC@NCFIL EQU   X'40'              - FILECOPY                         

   01-CTMCO

                      00020          15+CC@NCMAP EQU   X'20'              - TAPEMAP                          

   01-CTMCO

                                     16+*                                 CTCTEXT FUNCTION:

                      00008          17+CC@NCCMP EQU   X'08'              - COMPARE                          

   01-CTMCO

                      00004          18+CC@NCLST EQU   X'04'              - PRINT                            

   01-CTMCO

                      00002          19+CC@NCINS EQU   X'02'              - INSTALL                          

   01-CTMCO

                                     20+*

000001 00                            21+CC@COMP  DC    XL1'00'            COMP=                              

   01-CTMCO

                      00080          22+CC@COYES EQU   X'80'              - YES                              

   01-CTMCO

                      00040          23+CC@CONO  EQU   X'40'              - NO                               

   01-CTMCO

                                     24+*

000002 00                            25+CC@COMP2 DC    XL1'00'            COMP2=                             

   01-CTMCO

                                     26+*C@COYES EQU   X'80'              - YES

                                     27+*C@CONO  EQU   X'40'              - NO

                                     28+*

000003 4040404040404040              29+CCNTLDSN DC    CL44' '            CTLFILE=                           

   01-CTMCO

                                     30+*

00002F 00                            31+CCOLDSN  DC    XL1'00'            DSN= (COLUMN NUMBER)               

   01-CTMCO

                                     32+*

000030 00                            33+CC@DUPLX DC    XL1'00'            DUPLEX=                            

   01-CTMCO

                      00080          34+CC@DUYES EQU   X'80'              - YES                              

   01-CTMCO

                      00040          35+CC@DUNO  EQU   X'40'              - NO                               

   01-CTMCO

                                     36+*

000031 00                            37+CC@ERASE DC    XL1'00'            ERASE=                             

   01-CTMCO

                      00080          38+CC@ERYES EQU   X'80'              - YES                              

   01-CTMCO

                      00040          39+CC@ERNO  EQU   X'40'              - NO                               

   01-CTMCO

                                     40+*

000032 00                            41+CC@FILE  DC    XL1'00'            FILES=                             

   01-CTMCO

                      00080          42+CC@FISPC EQU   X'80'              - SPECIFIC                         

   01-CTMCO

                      00040          43+CC@FIALL EQU   X'40'              - ALL                              

   01-CTMCO

                      00020          44+CC@FIACT EQU   X'20'              - ACTIVE                           

   01-CTMCO

                                     45+*
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000033 00                            46+CCFLSEQB DC    XL1'00'            FILESEQB= (BB)                     

   01-CTMCO

                                     47+*

000034 00                            48+CCFLSEQC DC    XL1'00'            FILESEQC= (CCCC)                   

   01-CTMCO

                                     49+*

000035 00                            50+CC@HMAP  DC    XL1'00'            HEXMAP=                            

   01-CTMCO

                      00080          51+CC@HMYES EQU   X'80'              - YES                              

   01-CTMCO

                      00040          52+CC@HMNO  EQU   X'40'              - NO                               

   01-CTMCO

                                     53+*

000036 00                            54+CC@INDSP DC    XL1'00'            INDISP=                            

   01-CTMCO

                      00080          55+CC@INEXP EQU   X'80'              - EXPDT=XXXXXXXXXX                 

   01-CTMCO

                      00040          56+CC@INRET EQU   X'40'              - RETPD=NNNN                       

   01-CTMCO

OPTDSECT DSECT, Using CTMCOPTS Macro - Maps Copycat Utility Options (2 of 4):

CTMCOPTS D S E C T  -  C T M C O P T S                                                                       

  Page    4

  Active Usings: None

D-Loc  Object Code    Addr1 Addr2  Stmt   Source Statement                                  HLASM R4.0 

 2004/01/16 16.25

                      00020          57+CC@INSAM EQU   X'20'              - SAME                             

   01-CTMCO

                                     58+*

000037 4040404040404040              59+CC@INUNI DC    CL8' '             INUNIT= (XXXXXXXX)                 

   01-CTMCO

                                     60+*

00003F 00                            61+CC@LIST  DC    XL1'00'            LIST=                              

   01-CTMCO

                      00080          62+CC@LIYES EQU   X'80'              - YES                              

   01-CTMCO

                      00040          63+CC@LINO  EQU   X'40'              - NO                               

   01-CTMCO

                                     64+*

000040 00                            65+CCMAXERR DC    XL1'00'            MAXERR=NN  (RESERVED)              

   01-CTMCO

                                     66+*

000041 00                            67+CC@MERGE DC    XL1'00'            MERGE=                             

   01-CTMCO

                      00080          68+CCNOMERG EQU   X'80'              - NOMERGE OR MERGE=NO SPECIFIED    

   01-CTMCO

                      00040          69+CCNEWSET EQU   X'40'              - THIS IS NEW VOLUME SET           

   01-CTMCO

                      00020          70+CCMERGOK EQU   X'20'              - PROCESSED SET SUCCESSFULLY       

   01-CTMCO
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                      00010          71+CCMERGEY EQU   X'10'              - MERGE=YES OPTION SPECIFIED       

   01-CTMCO

                      00008          72+CCMERGEU EQU   X'08'              - UNSTACK operation          @UNSTCK

  01-CTMCO

                                     73+*

000042 00                            74+CC@NWDSN DC    XL1'00'            NEWDSN= (COLUMN NUMBER)  (RESERVED)

   01-CTMCO

                                     75+*

000043 00                            76+CC@N2DSN DC    XL1'00'            NEWDSN2= (COLUMN NUMBER) (RESERVED)

   01-CTMCO

                                     77+*

000044 00                            78+CC@OTDSP DC    XL1'00'            OUTDISP=                           

   01-CTMCO

                      00080          79+CC@OTEXP EQU   X'80'              - EXPDT=XXXXXXXXXX                 

   01-CTMCO

                      00040          80+CC@OTRET EQU   X'40'              - RETPD=NNNN                       

   01-CTMCO

                      00020          81+CC@OTSAM EQU   X'20'              - SAME                             

   01-CTMCO

                                     82+*

000045 00                            83+CC@O2DSP DC    XL1'00'            OUTDISP2=                          

   01-CTMCO

                      00080          84+CC@O2EXP EQU   X'80'              - EXPDT=XXXXXXXXXX                 

   01-CTMCO

                      00040          85+CC@O2RET EQU   X'40'              - RETPD=NNNN                       

   01-CTMCO

                      00020          86+CC@O2SAM EQU   X'20'              - SAME                             

   01-CTMCO

                                     87+*

000046 404040404040                  88+CC@OTSER DC    CL6' '             OUTSER=XXXXXX                      

   01-CTMCO

                                     89+*

00004C 404040404040                  90+CC@OTSE2 DC    CL6' '             OUTSER2=XXXXXX                     

   01-CTMCO

                                     91+*

000052 4040404040404040              92+CC@OTUNI DC    CL8' '             OUTUNIT=XXXXXXXX                   

   01-CTMCO

                                     93+*

00005A 4040404040404040              94+CC@OTUN2 DC    CL8' '             OUTUNIT2=XXXXXXXX                  

   01-CTMCO

                                     95+*

000062 00                            96+CC@VOLOT DC    XL1'00'            OUTVOL=                            

   01-CTMCO

                      00080          97+CC@VOSCR EQU   X'80'              - SCRATCH                          

   01-CTMCO

                      00040          98+CC@VOSAM EQU   X'40'              - SAME                             

   01-CTMCO

                                     99+*

000063 4040404040404040             100+CCPREFIX DC    CL8' '             PREFIX=                            

   01-CTMCO

                                    101+*

00006B 4040404040404040             102+CCPR2FIX DC    CL8' '             PREFIX2=                           

   01-CTMCO
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                                    103+*

000073 00                           104+CC@RECAT DC    XL1'00'            RECATALOG=                         

   01-CTMCO

                      00080         105+CC@RECAL EQU   X'80'              - ALL                              

   01-CTMCO

                      00040         106+CC@RENON EQU   X'40'              - NONE                             

   01-CTMCO

                      00020         107+CC@REPRV EQU   X'20'              - PREV                             

   01-CTMCO

                                    108+*

000074 00                           109+CC@SVINF DC    XL1'00'            SAVEINFO=                          

   01-CTMCO

                      00080         110+CC@SVYES EQU   X'80'              - YES                              

   01-CTMCO

                      00040         111+CC@SVNO  EQU   X'40'              - NO                               

   01-CTMCO
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                                    112+*

000075 00                           113+CC@SORT  DC    XL1'00'            SORT=                              

   01-CTMCO

                      00080         114+CC@SRYES EQU   X'80'              - YES                              

   01-CTMCO

                      00040         115+CC@SRNO  EQU   X'40'              - NO                               

   01-CTMCO

                                    116+*

000076 00                           117+CC@SYS   DC    XL1'00'            TAPE SYSTEM                        

   01-CTMCO

                      00080         118+CC@CA1   EQU   X'80'              - CA 1                             

   01-CTMCO

                      00040         119+CC@TLMS  EQU   X'40'              - TLMS                             

   01-CTMCO

                                    120+*

000077 00                           121+CCTEST   DC    XL1'00'            "TEST" OPTION FROM EXEC PARM       

   01-CTMCO

                      00080         122+CC@TEST  EQU   X'80'              - TEST ACTIVE                      

   01-CTMCO

                                    123+*

000078 00                           124+CC@USREX DC    XL1'00'            USEREXIT=                          

   01-CTMCO

                      00080         125+CC@USYES EQU   X'80'              - YES                              

   01-CTMCO

                      00040         126+CC@USNO  EQU   X'40'              - NO                               

   01-CTMCO

                                    127+*
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000079 00                           128+CCOLVSN  DC    XL1'00'            VOL= (COLUMN NUMBER)               

   01-CTMCO

                                    129+*

                                    130+**   DATE AREAS

                                    131+*

00007A 0000000C                     132+CCDATCUR DC    PL4'0'             TODAY'S DATE                       

   01-CTMCO

00007E 0000000C                     133+CCTIMCUR DC    PL4'0'             TODAY'S TIME                       

   01-CTMCO

                                    134+*

000082 4040404040404040             135+CCOTXPDT DC    CL10' '            OUTDISP EXPDT                      

   01-CTMCO

00008C 40404040                     136+CCOTRTPD DC    CL4' '             OUTDISP RETPD                      

   01-CTMCO

000090 0000000C                     137+CCOTDATE DC    PL4'0'             OUTDISP CONVERTED DATE             

   01-CTMCO

                                    138+*

000094 4040404040404040             139+CCO2XPDT DC    CL10' '            OUTDISP2 EXPDT                     

   01-CTMCO

00009E 40404040                     140+CCO2RTPD DC    CL4' '             OUTDISP2 RETPD                     

   01-CTMCO

0000A2 0000000C                     141+CCO2DATE DC    PL4'0'             OUTDISP2 CONVERTED DATE            

   01-CTMCO

                                    142+*

0000A6 4040404040404040             143+CCINXPDT DC    CL10' '            INDISP EXPDT                       

   01-CTMCO

0000B0 40404040                     144+CCINRTPD DC    CL4' '             INDISP RETPD                       

   01-CTMCO

0000B4 0000000C                     145+CCINDATE DC    PL4'0'             INDISP CONVERTED DATE              

   01-CTMCO

                                    146+*

                                    147+***      End of Date Areas

                                    148+*

                      000B8         149+CCOPTEND1 EQU  *                  END OF OPTIONS RELEASE 11          

   01-CTMCO

                                    150+*

0000B8 4040404040404040             151+CCWAITTM DC    CL8' '             WAITTIME=              1.1 SP3 @WAIT

  01-CTMCO

                                    152+*

0000C0 270F                         153+CCMAXFIL DC    H'9999'            MAXFILES=               1.1 SP3 @65K

  01-CTMCO

                                    154+*

0000C2 00                           155+CC@RECAT2 DC   XL1'00'            RECATALOG2=          1.1 SP3 @DUPENH

  01-CTMCO

                                    156+*CC@RECAL EQU  X'80'              - ALL                1.1 SP3 @DUPENH

                                    157+*CC@RENON EQU  X'40'              - NONE               1.1 SP3 @DUPENH

                                    158+*CC@REPRV EQU  X'20'              - PREV               1.1 SP3 @DUPENH

                                    159+*

0000C3 00                           160+CC@FORN  DC    XL1'00'            FOREIGN=            1.1 SP3 @FOREIGN

  01-CTMCO

                      00080         161+CC@FNYES EQU   X'80'              - YES               1.1 SP3 @FOREIGN

  01-CTMCO
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                      00040         162+CC@FNNO  EQU   X'40'              - NO                1.1 SP3 @FOREIGN

  01-CTMCO

                                    163+*

0000C4 4040404040404040             164+CCNTLDSN2 DC   CL44' '            CTLFILE2=            1.1 SP3 @DUPENH

  01-CTMCO

                                    165+*

0000F0 00                           166+CCFLSEQD DC    XL1'00'            FILESEQD=               1.1 SP3 @65K

  01-CTMCO
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                                    167+*

0000F1 404040                       168+CCLANG   DC    CL3' '             LANG=                  1.1 SP3 @LANG

  01-CTMCO

                                    169+*

                      000F4         170+CCOPTEND EQU   *                  END OF OPTIONS                     

   01-CTMCO

                      000F4         171+CCOPTLEN EQU   CCOPTEND-CCOPTST   LENGTH OF OPTIONS                  

   01-CTMCO
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000000                00000 00000     2 CTMCDREC CSECT ,

                                      3 *

                                      4          CTMCDREC PREFIX=DB,DSECT=YES

                                      5+*H--------------------------------------------------------------------

*

                                      6+*                                                                    

 *

                                      7+*  Filename   : C T M C D R E C                                      

 *

                                      8+*                                                                    

 *

                                      9+*                                                                    

 *
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                                     10+*  Description: Macro/Header file to define the Common Tape          

 *

                                     11+*               data base record.                                    

 *

                                     12+*                                                                    

 *

                                     13+*  Usage      : Assembler - CTMCDREC ...                             

 *

                                     14+*                                                                    

 *

                                     15+*H--------------------------------------------------------------------

*

                                     16+*

                                    

 17+***********************************************************************

                                     18+*                                                                    

 *

                                     19+*       CA 1 / TLMS  -  DATA     BASE RECORD DESCRIPTION             

     *

                                     20+*                                                                    

 *

                                    

 21+***********************************************************************

                                     22+*

000000                00000 00200    23+DBRECORD DSECT                                                       

   01-CTMCD

                                     24+*

                                     25+*    COMMON AREA

                                     26+*

000000 FF                            27+DBFORMAT DC    XL1'FF'            FORMAT INDICATOR                   

   01-CTMCD

000001 40                            28+DBRECTYP DC    CL1' '             RECORD TYPE                        

   01-CTMCD

000002 4040                          29+DBPROD   DC    CL2' '             PRODUCT CODE                 

 TC29173 01-CTMCD

000004 4040                          30+DBREL    DC    CL2' '             PRODUCT RELEASE              

 TC29173 01-CTMCD

000006 404040404040                  31+DBVOLSER DC    CL6' '             VOLUME SERIAL NUMBER               

   01-CTMCD

00000C 0000                          32+DBVOLSEQ DC    H'0'               VOLUME SEQUENCE                    

   01-CTMCD

00000E 404040404040                  33+DBBASVOL DC    CL6' '             FIRST VOLUME (BASE VOLUME)         

   01-CTMCD

000014 0000                          34+DBFILSEQ DC    H'0'               FILE SEQUENCE NUMBER               

   01-CTMCD

000016 0000                          35+DBFILCNT DC    H'0'               FILE COUNT                         

   01-CTMCD

000018 0000000C                      36+DBEXPDT  DC    PL4'0'             EXPIRATION DATE                    

   01-CTMCD

00001C 4040404040404040              37+DBDSN    DC    CL44' '            DATA SET NAME                      

   01-CTMCD

000048 40404040                      38+DBRECFM  DC    CL4' '             RECORD FORMAT                      

   01-CTMCD
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00004C 00000000                      39+DBLRECL  DC    F'0'               LOGICAL RECORD LENGTH              

   01-CTMCD

000050 00000000                      40+DBBLKSIZ DC    F'0'               BLOCK SIZE                         

   01-CTMCD

000054 00000000                      41+DBBLKCNT DC    F'0'               BLOCK COUNT                        

   01-CTMCD

000058 0000000C                      42+DBCDATE  DC    PL4'0'             CREATION DATE                      

   01-CTMCD

00005C 0000000C                      43+DBCTIME  DC    PL4'0'             CREATION TIME                      

   01-CTMCD

000060 4040404040404040              44+DBCJOB   DC    CL8' '             CREATION JOB                       

   01-CTMCD

000068 4040404040404040              45+DBCSTEP  DC    CL8' '             CREATION STEP                      

   01-CTMCD

000070 4040404040404040              46+DBCDDNME DC    CL8' '             CREATION DDNAME                    

   01-CTMCD

000078 40404040                      47+DBCUNIT  DC    CL4' '             CREATION UNIT                      

   01-CTMCD

00007C 40                            48+DBCLSIND DC    CL1' '             CLOSE INDICATOR                    

   01-CTMCD

00007D 0000000C                      49+DBLDATE  DC    PL4'0'             LAST USE DATE                      

   01-CTMCD

000081 0000000C                      50+DBLTIME  DC    PL4'0'             LAST USE TIME                      

   01-CTMCD

000085 4040404040404040              51+DBLJOB   DC    CL8' '             LAST USE JOBNAME                   

   01-CTMCD

00008D 40404040                      52+DBLUNIT  DC    CL4' '             LAST USE UNIT ADDRESS              

   01-CTMCD

000091 D5                            53+DBCPYCAT DC    CL1'N'             COPYCAT CREATED TAPE               

   01-CTMCD

000092 40404040                      54+DBDEN    DC    CL4' '             DENSITY                            

   01-CTMCD

000096 404040                        55+DBLABTYP DC    CL3' '             LABEL TYPE                         

   01-CTMCD

000099 D5                            56+DBSCRIND DC    CL1'N'             SCRATCH INDICATOR                  

   01-CTMCD
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00009A 40404040                      57+DBTRTCH  DC    CL4' '             RECORDING TECHNIQUE                

   01-CTMCD

00009E 0000                          58+DBUSECLN DC    H'0'               USES CLEANED                       

   01-CTMCD

0000A0 0000                          59+DBTMSCLN DC    H'0'               TIMES CLEANED                      

   01-CTMCD
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0000A2 0000000C                      60+DBDTECLN DC    PL4'0'             DATE CLEANED                       

   01-CTMCD

0000A6 0000000C                      61+DBINTDTE DC    PL4'0'             INITIAL DATE                       

   01-CTMCD

0000AA 0000                          62+DBUSETOT DC    H'0'               TOTAL USES                         

   01-CTMCD

0000AC 0000000C                      63+DBDTEMOV DC    PL4'0'             DATE MOVED                         

   01-CTMCD

0000B0 40404040                      64+DBOUTLOC DC    CL4' '             OUT LOCATION CODE                  

   01-CTMCD

0000B4 D5                            65+DBINUSE  DC    CL1'N'             IS THE VOLUME IN-USE         

 TC29173 01-CTMCD

0000B5 D5                            66+DBNOSTAK DC    CL1'N'             IS THE VOLUME NOT STACKABLE  

 TC29173 01-CTMCD

0000B6 D5                            67+DBSTACK  DC    CL1'N'             FILES DYNAMICALLY STACKED    

 TC29173 01-CTMCD

0000B7 00                            68+DBVPERC  DC    XL1'00'            PERCENT OF VOLUME IN USE     

 TC29400 01-CTMCD

0000B8 00                            69+DBFPERC  DC    XL1'00'            PERCENT OF VOL USED BY FILE  

 TC29400 01-CTMCD

0000B9 00                            70+DBCOMPRS DC    XL1'00'            COMPRESSION RATE             

 TC29400 01-CTMCD

0000BA 0000                          71+DBTRDCLN DC    H'0'               TEMP READ CLEAN                    

   01-CTMCD

0000BC 0000                          72+DBTWTCLN DC    H'0'               TEMP WRITE CLEAN                   

   01-CTMCD

0000BE 0000                          73+DBPRDCLN DC    H'0'               PERM READ CLEAN                    

   01-CTMCD

0000C0 0000                          74+DBPWTCLN DC    H'0'               PERM WRITE CLEAN                   

   01-CTMCD

0000C2 0000                          75+DBTRDINT DC    H'0'               TEMP READ INIT                     

   01-CTMCD

0000C4 0000                          76+DBTWTINT DC    H'0'               TEMP WRITE INIT                    

   01-CTMCD

0000C6 0000                          77+DBPRDINT DC    H'0'               PERM READ INIT                     

   01-CTMCD

0000C8 0000                          78+DBPWTINT DC    H'0'               PERM WRITE INIT                    

   01-CTMCD

0000CA 4040404040404040              79+DBVENDOR DC    CL8' '             VENDOR                             

   01-CTMCD

0000D2 40404040                      80+DBSRVIND DC    CL4' '             OUT OF SERVICE INDICATOR     

 TC29400 01-CTMCD

                      000D2 00004    81+DBOUTSRV EQU   DBSRVIND,L'DBSRVIND      (OLD NAME)             

 TC29400 01-CTMCD

0000D6 40404040                      82+DBCPUID  DC    CL4' '             CPUID                              

   01-CTMCD

0000DA 4040404040404040              83+DBVOLOWN DC    CL8' '             VOLUME OWNER (EDM ID)              

   01-CTMCD

0000E2 4040404040404040              84+DBUSRDTA DC    CL60' '            USER DATA                          

   01-CTMCD

00011E 0000                          85+DBVOLCNT DC    H'0'               VOLUME COUNT                       

   01-CTMCD
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000120 4040404040404040              86+DBCPGM   DC    CL8' '             CREATING PROGRAM                   

   01-CTMCD

000128 4040404040404040              87+DBLPGM   DC    CL8' '             LAST USED PROGRAM                  

   01-CTMCD

000130 4040404040404040              88+DBROBTY  DC    CL8' '             ROBOT DEVICE TYPE                  

   01-CTMCD

000138 404040                        89+DBROBID  DC    CL3' '             ROBOT DEVICE NUMBER                

   01-CTMCD

00013B 404040404040                  90+DBACTVOL DC    CL6' '             ACTUAL VOLSER OF TAPE        

 CL052B0 01-CTMCD

000141 40                            91+DBACTUAL DC    CL1' '             ACTUAL VOLSER IN USE INDICATR

 CL052B0 01-CTMCD

000142 4040404040404040              92+DBSMSMC  DC    CL8' '             SMS MANAGEMENT CLASS         

 CL052B0 01-CTMCD

00014A 40                            93+DBAGENT  DC    CL1' '             TAPE AGENT                   

 TC29400 01-CTMCD

00014B D5                            94+DBVDEGAU DC    CL1'N'             VOLUME HAS BEEN DEGAUSSED    

 CL052B0 01-CTMCD

00014C D5                            95+DBFISCAT DC    CL1'N'             FILE IS ON OS CATALOG        

 CL052B0 01-CTMCD

00014D D5                            96+DBVSR    DC    CL1'N'             TAPE VAULTED DUE TO SPEC REQ 

 CL052B0 01-CTMCD

00014E D5                            97+DBNRS    DC    CL1'N'             TAPE IS NON-RESIDENT         

 CL052B0 01-CTMCD

00014F 40404040404040                98+DBOUTSLT DC    CL7' '             OUT SLOT                     

 TC29173 01-CTMCD

000156 4040404040404040              99+DBRESVA1 DC    CL14' '            RESERVED                     

 TC29173 01-CTMCD

                                    100+*

                                    101+*     TLMS SPECIFIC AREA

                                    102+*

000164 4040404040404040             103+DBRESVD2 DC    CL74' '            RESERVED                     TC29400

  01-CTMCD

0001AE                              104+DBOUTCOD DS    CL4' '             OUT-OF-SERVICE CODES         TC29400

  01-CTMCD

0001B2 0000000C                     105+DBOUTDAT DC    PL4'0'             OUT-OF-SERVICE DATE          TC29400

  01-CTMCD

0001B6 0000                         106+DBACTFIL DC    H'0'               ACTIVE FILES                       

   01-CTMCD

0001B8 0000                         107+DBTAPLEN DC    H'0'               TAPE LENGTH                        

   01-CTMCD

0001BA 4040                         108+DBTAPTYP DC    CL2' '             TAPE TYPE                          

   01-CTMCD

0001BC 0000                         109+DBUSECRT DC    H'0'               USES CERTIFY                       

   01-CTMCD

0001BE 0000                         110+DBTIMCRT DC    H'0'               TIMES CERTIFY                      

   01-CTMCD

0001C0 0000000C                     111+DBDATCRT DC    PL4'0'             DATE CERTIFIED                     

   01-CTMCD

DBRECORD DSECT, Using CTMCDREC Macro- Common Tape Data Area (3 of 4)
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0001C4 0000                         112+DBCDSSEQ DC    H'0'               CDS FILE SEQUENCE                  

   01-CTMCD

0001C6 0000000C                     113+DBDATSCR DC    PL4'0'             DATE SCRATCHED                     

   01-CTMCD

0001CA 4040404040404040             114+DBRTNDAT DC    CL32' '            RETENTION DATA                     

   01-CTMCD

0001EA 0000000C                     115+DBDKPDTE DC    PL4'0'             DATA SET KEEP DATE                 

   01-CTMCD

0001EE 4040404040404040             116+DBUSRID  DC    CL8' '             USER ID (TRANSACTONS)        

 TC29400 01-CTMCD

                      001EE 00008   117+DBUNUS1  EQU   DBUSRID,L'DBUSRID                               

 TC29400 01-CTMCD

0001F6 0000000C                     118+DBVKPDTE DC    PL4'0'             VOLUME KEEP DATE                   

   01-CTMCD

0001FA 0000000C                     119+DBVEXDTE DC    PL4'0'             VOLUME EXPIRATION DATE             

   01-CTMCD

0001FE 40                           120+DBSCRSOR DC    CL1' '             SCRATCH SOURCE                     

   01-CTMCD

0001FF 40                           121+DBFLG006 DC    CL1' '             SPARE TLMS FLAG                    

   01-CTMCD

                                    122+*

                                    123+*     CA 1 SPECIFIC AREA

                                    124+*

000200                00200 00164   125+         ORG   DBRESVD2                                              

   01-CTMCD

000164 4040404040404040             126+DBRESVD3 DC    CL24' '            RESERVED                           

   01-CTMCD

00017C 40                           127+DBSCRFLG DC    CL1' '             SCRATCH FLAG                       

   01-CTMCD

00017D 40                           128+DBTMPIND DC    CL1' '             TEMPORARY DATA SET INDICATOR       

   01-CTMCD

00017E 404040404040                 129+DBPREVOL DC    CL6' '             PREVIOUS VOLUME                    

   01-CTMCD

000184 404040404040                 130+DBNXTVOL DC    CL6' '             NEXT VOLUME                        

   01-CTMCD

00018A 404040404040                 131+DBFSTVOL DC    CL6' '             FIRST VOLUME                       

   01-CTMCD

000190 00000000                     132+DBFSTDSN DC    F'0'               FIRST DSNB                         

   01-CTMCD

000194 00000000                     133+DBLSTDSN DC    F'0'               LAST DSNB                          

   01-CTMCD

000198 00000000                     134+DBCURDSN DC    F'0'               CURRENT DSNB                       

   01-CTMCD

00019C 00000000                     135+DBPRVDSN DC    F'0'               PREVIOUS DSNB                      

   01-CTMCD
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0001A0 00000000                     136+DBNXTDSN DC    F'0'               NEXT DSNB                          

   01-CTMCD

0001A4 4040404040404040             137+DBHD1DSN DC    CL17' '            DSN17                              

   01-CTMCD

0001B5 4040                         138+DBUNUS2  DC    CL2' '             ========> UNUSED             

 TC29400 01-CTMCD

0001B7 00                           139+DBCATCNT DC    XL1'00'            CATALOG COUNT                

 TC29400 01-CTMCD

0001B8 40                           140+DBRDSOVR DC    CL1' '             RDS OVERRIDE INDICATOR             

   01-CTMCD

0001B9 40                           141+DBDELIND DC    CL1' '             DELETE INDICATOR                   

   01-CTMCD

0001BA 40                           142+DBCLNIND DC    CL1' '             CLEAN INDICATOR                    

   01-CTMCD

0001BB 40                           143+DBUSRIND DC    CL1' '             UPDATED USER INDICATOR             

   01-CTMCD

0001BC 40                           144+DBINTCIN DC    CL1' '             INTERNAL CHANGE INDICATOR          

   01-CTMCD

0001BD 40                           145+DBXBYJUL DC    CL1' '             EXPIRED BY JULIAN                  

   01-CTMCD

0001BE 40                           146+DBXBYLDT DC    CL1' '             EXPIRED BY LAST DATE               

   01-CTMCD

0001BF 40                           147+DBXBYCYC DC    CL1' '             EXPIRED BY CYCLE                   

   01-CTMCD

0001C0 40                           148+DBXBYCAT DC    CL1' '             EXPIRED BY CATALOG                 

   01-CTMCD

0001C1 40                           149+DBXBYSMS DC    CL1' '             EXPIRED BY SMS                     

   01-CTMCD

0001C2 40                           150+DBXBYTMS DC    CL1' '             EXPIRED BY TMS INTERFACE           

   01-CTMCD

0001C3 40                           151+DBRECIND DC    CL1' '             RECREATED INDICATOR                

   01-CTMCD

0001C4 40                           152+DBOOUTIN DC    CL1' '             OPENED FOR OUTPUT INDICATOR        

   01-CTMCD

0001C5 40                           153+DBRDCAT  DC    CL1' '             READ VIA CATALOG INDICATOR         

   01-CTMCD

0001C6 40                           154+DBDYNIND DC    CL1' '             DYNAM/T CONTROLLED INDICATOR       

   01-CTMCD

0001C7 40                           155+DBEDMIND DC    CL1' '             EDM CONTROLLED INDICATOR           

   01-CTMCD

0001C8 40                           156+DBBADIND DC    CL1' '             BAD TAPE INDICATOR                 

   01-CTMCD

0001C9 4040404040404040             157+DBLUPDAT DC    CL8' '             LAST UPDATE CAUSE                  

   01-CTMCD

0001D1 0000000C                     158+DBAUDDTE DC    PL4'0'             AUDIT DATE                         

   01-CTMCD

0001D5 0000000C                     159+DBAUDTIM DC    PL4'0'             AUDIT TIME                         

   01-CTMCD

0001D9 4040404040404040             160+DBUSERID DC    CL8' '             USER ID                            

   01-CTMCD

0001E1 00                           161+DBAUCODE DC    X'00'              AUDIT CODE                         

   01-CTMCD
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0001E2 404040                       162+DBRESVD4 DC    CL3' '             RESERVED                           

   01-CTMCD

0001E5 40                           163+DBDSNACT DC    CL1' '             ACTIVE DSNB INDICATOR              

   01-CTMCD

0001E6 404040                       164+DBAUBLK  DC    CL3' '             EXCEPTION CODES                    

   01-CTMCD

0001E9 00                           165+DBVFLAG1 DC    XL1'00'            VOLUME FLAG1                       

   01-CTMCD

0001EA 00                           166+DBVFLAG2 DC    XL1'00'            VOLUME FLAG2                       

   01-CTMCD

DBRECORD DSECT, Using CTMCDREC Macro- Common Tape Data Area (4 of 4)

CTMCDREC D S E C T  -  D B R E C O R D                                                                       

  Page    6

  Active Usings: None

D-Loc  Object Code    Addr1 Addr2  Stmt   Source Statement                                  HLASM R4.0 

 2004/01/16 16.25

0001EB 00                           167+DBVFLAG3 DC    XL1'00'            VOLUME FLAG3                       

   01-CTMCD

0001EC 00                           168+DBVFLAG4 DC    XL1'00'            VOLUME FLAG4                       

   01-CTMCD

0001ED 00                           169+DBVFLAG5 DC    XL1'00'            VOLUME FLAG5                       

   01-CTMCD

0001EE 00                           170+DBVFLAG6 DC    XL1'00'            VOLUME FLAG6                       

   01-CTMCD

0001EF 40                           171+DBRESVD5 DC    CL1' '             RESERVED                           

   01-CTMCD

0001F0 00                           172+DBDFLAG1 DC    XL1'00'            DSNB FLAG1                         

   01-CTMCD

0001F1 00                           173+DBDFLAG2 DC    XL1'00'            DSNB FLAG2                         

   01-CTMCD

0001F2 4040                         174+DBRESVD6 DC    CL2' '             RESERVED                           

   01-CTMCD

0001F4 40                           175+DBRELEVM DC    CL1' '             RELEASED BY EXTERNAL VAULT MGR     

   01-CTMCD

0001F5 40                           176+DBERASE  DC    CL1' '             DATA SET ERASE REQUIRED            

   01-CTMCD

0001F6 40                           177+DBDEFEXP DC    CL1' '             DEFAULT EXPDT USED AT OPEN         

   01-CTMCD

0001F7 40                           178+DBMULTIF DC    CL1' '             ADDITIONAL FILES EXIST ON TAPE     

   01-CTMCD

0001F8 4040404040404040             179+         DC    CL8' '             UNUSED                             

   01-CTMCD

                      00200         180+DBENDCMN EQU   *                  END OF NORMAL AREA                 

   01-CTMCD

                                    181+*

                      00200         182+DBRECL   EQU   *-DBRECORD         RECORD LENGTH                      

   01-CTMCD

                                    183+*

                                    184 *
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                                    185          END

ALOCAREA Listing, Using CTMCDYNA Macro

ALOCAREA DSECT, Using CTMCDYNA Macro - Maps Copycat Utility Allocation Area

ALOCAREA D S E C T  -  A L O C A R E A                                                                       

  Page    3

  Active Usings: None

  Loc  Object Code    Addr1 Addr2  Stmt   Source Statement                                  HLASM R4.0 

 2004/01/16 16.25

000000                00000 00000     2 AL0CAREA CSECT ,

                                      3 *

                                      4 ALOCAREA CTMCDYNA DSECT=YES,PREFIX=DY

000000                00000 00060     6+ALOCAREA DSECT                                                       

   01-CTMCD

000000 4040404040404040               7+DYDDDNM   DC    CL8' '             ddname                            

   01-CTMCD

000008 4040404040404040               8+DYDDSN    DC    CL44' '            data set name                     

   01-CTMCD

000034 4040404040404040               9+DYDUNIT   DC    CL8' '             unit name or address              

   01-CTMCD

00003C 00000000                      10+DYDVOLL   DC    A(0)               volser list ptr                   

   01-CTMCD

000040 00                            11+DYDRECF   DC    XL1'00'            recfm=                            

   01-CTMCD

                      00008          12+DYRS      EQU   X'08'              -     S (standard)                

   01-CTMCD

                      00010          13+DYRB      EQU   X'10'              -     B (blocked)                 

   01-CTMCD

                      00040          14+DYRV      EQU   X'40'              -     V (variable)                

   01-CTMCD

                      00080          15+DYRF      EQU   X'80'              -     F (fixed)                   

   01-CTMCD

                      000C0          16+DYRU      EQU   X'C0'              -     U (undefined)               

   01-CTMCD

000041 00                            17+DYDDISP   DC    XL1'00'            disp=                             

   01-CTMCD

                      00001          18+DYDOLD    EQU   X'01'              -    old                          

   01-CTMCD

                      00002          19+DYDMOD    EQU   X'02'              -    mod                          

   01-CTMCD

                      00004          20+DYDNEW    EQU   X'04'              -    new                          

   01-CTMCD

                      00008          21+DYDSHR    EQU   X'08'              -    shr                          

   01-CTMCD

000042 0000                          22+DYLREC    DC    AL2(0)             record length                     

   01-CTMCD
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000044 0000                          23+DYDBLKSZ  DC    AL2(0)             block size                        

   01-CTMCD

                                     24+*                                  If zero, use xxxLBLKSZ         @LBI

000046 0000                          25+DYDVLSQ   DC    AL2(0)             volume sequence                   

   01-CTMCD

000048 0000                          26+DYDFLSQ   DC    AL2(0)             file sequence                     

   01-CTMCD

00004A 00                            27+DYDVLCT   DC    AL1(0)             volume count                      

   01-CTMCD

00004B 00                            28+DYDLBLT   DC    XL1'00'            label type                        

   01-CTMCD

                      00001          29+DYLNL     EQU   X'01'              -    NL (no label)                

   01-CTMCD

                      00002          30+DYLSL     EQU   X'02'              -    SL (standard label)          

   01-CTMCD

                      00004          31+DYLNSL    EQU   X'04'              -    NSL (non-standard label)     

   01-CTMCD

                      0000A          32+DYLSUL    EQU   X'0A'              -    SUL (standard and user label)

   01-CTMCD

                      00010          33+DYLBLP    EQU   X'10'              -    BLP (bypass label processing)

   01-CTMCD

                      00040          34+DYLAL     EQU   X'40'              -    AL (ANSII label)             

   01-CTMCD

00004C 00                            35+DYDTRTCH  DC    XL1'00'            tape recording technique (trtch)  

   01-CTMCD

                      00004          36+DYTNCOMP  EQU   X'04'              -    non-compaction mode          

   01-CTMCD

                      00008          37+DYTCOMP   EQU   X'08'              -   ion mode                 01-

CTMCD

00004D 00                            38+DYDDEN    DC    XL1'00'            tape density                      

   01-CTMCD

00004E 00                            39+DYDUNTYP  DC    XL1'00'            unit type                         

   01-CTMCD

                      00080          40+DYDUGEN   EQU   X'80'              -    generic (named) device       

   01-CTMCD

                      00040          41+DYDUADR   EQU   X'40'              -    device unit address          

   01-CTMCD

00004F 00                            42+DYDDTYP   DC    XL1'00'            date type                         

   01-CTMCD

                      00080          43+DYDTEXP   EQU   X'80'              -    expdt=XXXXXXXXXX             

   01-CTMCD

                      00040          44+DYDTRET   EQU   X'40'              -    retpd=nnnn                   

   01-CTMCD

                      00020          45+DYDTSAM   EQU   X'20'              -    same                         

   01-CTMCD

000050 F0F0F0F0F0F0F0                46+DYDDATE   DC    CL7'0000000'       expiration date                   

   01-CTMCD

000057 0000                          47+DYDRETP   DC    AL2(0)             retention period                  

   01-CTMCD

                                     48+*

000059 000000                          +

00005C 00000000                      49+DYLBLKSZ  DC    F'0'               Large block size               @LBI

  01-CTMCD
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                      00060          50+DYBLEN   EQU   (((*-DYDDDNM+7)/8)*8)  length of dyna block           

   01-CTMCD

                                     51+*

                                     52 *

                                     53          END

CTSDEU Utility - Erase Data
Use the CTSDEU Data Erase batch utility to erase residual data from a tape's prior use following one or more valid files.

The CTSDEU utility writes pattern data to the end of the tape which prevents any previous data from being recovered and
ensures that no confidential data is accidentally transmitted. The new tape media types include servo tracks that are used
for error correction and integrity purposes and on some models may also include metadata about the files on the volume.
These new media types cannot be erased using the bulk degauss process therefore, the CTSDEU provides the ability to
erase only the data on the volume without destroying the servo tracks.

The CTSDEU utility is only invoked in batch. Use this utility to:

• Execute the batch JCL in a standalone job, referencing the volume to be erased or
• Include a step in a production job stream to routinely perform a data erase on a tape that is created in a preceding

step.

When a multivolume data set is being secured, normally only the last volume needs to be secured because the other
volumes in the set are full of data. The ALL parameter is provided to request that all volumes in the multivolume set be
mounted and a security erase performed. This is normally only necessary if the program that created the tape issues a
Force End of Volume command to stop writing on a volume and to cause a new volume to be mounted.

This utility identifies virtual tape volumes and rejects the request to perform an ERASE action on them. If you are trying to
perform a full volume ERASE on a 3590-H the ERASE function may take more than 40 minutes, a 3592-JA may take as
much as 1.5 hours. If the wait-time timeout value is less than this for the job, a S522 abend will occur.

Job Control Statements

This feature is delivered as a single program CTSDEU which is installed in the CA 1 load library CAI.CTAPLINK when
maintenance is applied using SMP/E. Sample JCL to execute the CTSDEU program follows:

//stepname  EXEC  PGM=CTSDEU[,PARM='parm']

//STEPLIB   DD   DSN=CAI.CTAPLINK,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUT1    DD   UNIT=(TAPE,,DEFER),DISP=(OLD,KEEP),LABEL=(,SL),  *NOTES

//               VOL=SER=anyvol,                                 *NOTES

//               DSN=any.tape.file

Consider the following items:

• LABEL=(,BLP) can be used when trying to erase a scratch. Use LABEL=(,SL) on all other processing of CTSDEU.
• The JCL parameter VOL=SER= is required if the requested DSN is not in the MVS catalog.
• If you are trying to perform a FULL VOLUME ERASE on a 3590-H type device, then the ERASE function can possibly

take more than 40 minutes. If the wait-time timeout value is less for this job, a S522 abend can occur.

Parameter Definition

• ERASE
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Reads the tape header label and verifies that the tape is in the TMC, that it is not a virtual tape, and the data set
names match those recorded in the TMC. If the volume serial number was not supplied by VOLLAB1, the VOLSER
from the VOL1 record on SL or AL or TMSXTPPR user exit. The console operator is asked to supply the volume serial
number.

NOTE
When ERASE is used on a scratch tape, we assume that the intent is to erase the whole tape. The DSN field
in the tape catalog will be changed to (CTSDEU.ERASE.yyyy/ddd), where the first character is a hexzero and
the tape will be reinitialized.

• NOERASE
Reads the tape header label and verifies that the tape matches the TMC, no residual data is erased. The default is
ERASE.

NOTE
If the NOERASE parameter is used on a scratch tape, the specified scratch tape is taken out of scratch
status. Only the volume specified in the JCL will be mounted.

• ALL
Indicates that all volumes of the requested tape file should be secured. Normally when a set of tapes are produced,
they are filled completely, overlaying any old data. If force end of volume (FEOV) macro is used to produce short
tapes, data previously written may not be overlaid.

• LAST
Indicates that only the last volume of the requested tape file will be secured. The default is ALL.

• LIST
A detail list of the contents of the requested volumes is produced.

• NOLIST
A detail list is not produced. The default is NOLIST.

Return Codes

CTSDEU can issue one of the following return codes:

• 0
CTSDEU processed successfully

• 8
Errors reading the database

• 12
General problems with CTSDEU (for example, parameter error, print error, and so forth)

• 16
Problem with the tape (for example, no write ring, database discrepancy, and so forth)

CTSPMTST Utility - Validate Pattern Definitions
Use the CTSPMTST utility to test the character strings or patterns that you have created for use in the various
hlq.CTAPOPTN members or utility programs that support pattern masking.

A pattern consists of a combination of alphanumeric characters and special characters that perform unique masking
operations during match and compare functions for the purpose of identifying and selecting data sets. The rules for
defining a pattern are discussed in Programming.

After you have created your patterns, test them by executing the CTSPMTST utility. CTSPMTST checks each pattern for
conformity to the rules of structure and syntax required by the CA 1 Pattern Masking Facility and produces printed output
to aid in resolving invalid pattern errors.

CA 1 can be active, batch active, or inactive to run CTSPMTST.
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For messages associated with this utility, see CTSPMTST Messages.

Report Description

CTSPMTST produces hard copy output, which is shown in the following Sample Output - Example 1 and Sample Output -
Example 2.

Job Control Statements

//CTSJPMTS EXEC PGM=CTSPMTST,PARM='verb,class'

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=CAI.CTAPLINK,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSPATT  DD  *

(control statements here)

/*

//SYSOBJ   DD  *                                                *NOTE

(control statements here)

/*

NOTE
The SYSOBJ DD statement is not required if the verb specified is VALIDATE.

Parameter Definitions

• verb
Possible values for verb are:
– COMPARE

Compares two patterns and indicates whether the first pattern (SYSPATT DD) is the same, more specific, or less
specific than the second pattern (SYSOBJ DD).

– VALIDATE
Tests structure and syntax and reports on the validity of the patterns pointed to by the SYSPATT DD. This
parameter does not use the SYSOBJ DD.

– MATCH
Matches patterns from the SYSPATT DD against objects from the SYSOBJ DD and reports the results.

• class
Indicates the object class of the patterns and objects to be processed. These classes define the characteristics of the
objects to be matched. Possible values for class are:
– MVSFILE

MVS 44-character data set name. This class is nodal and uses the period as a node separator.
– MVSJOB

Any standard 8-byte name that can be found in the JCL. This applies to step name, program name, unit name,
ddname, and job name. This class is nodeless.

JCL Considerations

• SYSPATT DD
Points to one or more patterns used in processing the action requested with the verb parameter. Comment can be
used in either the SYSPATT or SYSOBJ file by placing "**" in columns 1 and 2.

• SYSOBJ DD
When the COMPARE verb is specified, this DD defines one or more patterns which are compared to the patterns
defined in SYSPATT to determine which patterns are more specific.
When the MATCH verb is specified, this DD specifies a list of objects to be matched to the patterns specified in the
SYSPATT DD. Each object specified in the SYSOBJ DD is compared to each pattern specified in the SYSPATT DD.
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This DD is not used when the VALIDATE verb is specified. It is ignored if provided.

Example 1

Example 1 program names or data set names to identify which EDM is to be assigned. If you plan to use job names to
assign the EDM and would like to test the match processing before implementing the rules, execute CTSPMTST with the
MATCH,MVSJOB parameter as in the following example. Note that if program name or DD statement were to be tested
that the MATCH,MVSJOB parameter would also be used.

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=CTSPMTST,PARM='MATCH,MVSJOB'

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=CAI.CTAPLINK,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSPATT  DD *

MFG!!###

/*

//SYSOBJ   DD *

MFGAA000

MFGA000

MFGAA00

MFGZZ000

MFGZZ999

MFGZZ00A

/*

//

Each test job name specified in the SYSOBJ DD is compared to the pattern specified in the SYSPATT DD and the results
of the match are reported. The results of executing this job display in the following Sample Output - Example 1:

Sample Output - Example 1

 PARM: MATCH,MVSFILE

          PATTERN/OBJECT                          RESULT  FEED BACK MESSAGE

 PATTERN: MFG!!###                               NORMAL   PM00-00: NORMAL COMPLETION

 OBJECT:  MFGAA000

 PATTERN: MFG!!###                               NOMATCH  PM04-00: PATTERN AND OBJECT DO NOT MATCH

 OBJECT:  MFGA000

 PATTERN: MFG!!###                               NOMATCH  PM04-00: PATTERN AND OBJECT DO NOT MATCH

 OBJECT:  MFGAA00
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 PATTERN: MFG!!###                               NORMAL   PM00-00: NORMAL COMPLETION

 OBJECT:  MFGZZ000

 PATTERN: MFG!!###                               NORMAL   PM00-00: NORMAL COMPLETION

 OBJECT:  MFGZZ999

 PATTERN: MFG!!###                               NOMATCH  PM04-00: PATTERN AND OBJECT DO NOT MATCH

 OBJECT:  MFGZZ00A

Example 2

The Data Set Name control statement of the TMSVMEDT Vault utility uses the CA 1 pattern masking facility to determine
the data sets to be controlled by VMS. The CTSPMTST program can be used to test this data set selection processing
by specifying test vault patterns in the SYSPATT DD and test data set names in the SYSOBJ DD as in the following
example.:

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=CTSPMTST,PARM='MATCH,MVSFILE'

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=CAI.CTAPLINK,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSPATT  DD *

ABC*.LEVEL2

ABC*.LEVEL#

/*

//SYSOBJ    DD *

ABCDEF.LEVEL3

ABCDEF.LEVEL2

ABCDEF.LEVEL2.ABC

ABC.NOTHING

/*

//

The results of executing this job display in the following Sample Output - Example 2:

Sample Output - Example 2

THURSDAY, JUNE 29, 2005.210                   Y O U R   C O M P A N Y   N A M E                            

 PAGE=00001

PARM: MATCH,MVSFILE

         PATTERN/OBJECT                                RESULT  FEED BACK MESSAGE
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PATTERN: ABC*.LEVEL2                                  NOMATCH  PM04-00: PATTERN AND OBJECT DO NOT MATCH

OBJECT:  ABCDEF.LEVEL3

PATTERN: ABC*.LEVEL2                                  NORMAL   PM00-00: NORMAL COMPLETION

OBJECT:  ABCDEF.LEVEL2

PATTERN: ABC*.LEVEL2                                  NOMATCH  PM04-00: PATTERN AND OBJECT DO NOT MATCH

OBJECT:  ABCDEF.LEVEL2.ABC

PATTERN: ABC*.LEVEL2                                  NOMATCH  PM04-00: PATTERN AND OBJECT DO NOT MATCH

OBJECT:  ABC.NOTHING

PATTERN: ABC*.LEVEL#                                  NORMAL   PM00-00: NORMAL COMPLETION

OBJECT:  ABCDEF.LEVEL3

PATTERN: ABC*.LEVEL#                                  NORMAL   PM00-00: NORMAL COMPLETION

OBJECT:  ABCDEF.LEVEL2

PATTERN: ABC*.LEVEL#                                  NOMATCH  PM04-00: PATTERN AND OBJECT DO NOT MATCH

OBJECT:  ABCDEF.LEVEL2.ABC

PATTERN: ABC*.LEVEL#                                  NOMATCH  PM04-00: PATTERN AND OBJECT DO NOT MATCH

OBJECT:  ABC.NOTHING

CTSPMTST Report Field Definitions

PARM: xxxxxxxx

Parameters passed to program

PATTERN/OBJECT

Pattern or object processed

RESULT

Result of the process

FEED BACK MESSAGE

Processing message
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NOTE

• CTSPMTST Messages

CTSSYNC Utility - Support 3495/3494 Devices
Use the CTSSYNC utility to support 3495/3494 devices.

The CTSSYNC command provides a high-level interface to the IBM 3495/3494 LCS (Library Control System) and
optionally lists the results of client requested functions. The CTSSYNC utility performs the following functions to support
3495/3494 devices:

• Synchronizes the tape management catalog (TMC)  system and the 3495/3494 database. The status of a volume is
obtained from the tape management database. The status is set in the 3495/3494 LCS database.

• Ejects cartridges that are needed for off-site storage from the 3495/3494. Tapes are ejected to the BULK or
Convenience locations.

• Changes the status of cartridges. The status is set in the 3495/3494 LCS database according to the specified
command without reference to the tape management database.

• Allows IMPORT/EXPORT of virtual tapes from the 3495/3494. Virtual tapes are extracted from or added to physical
container tapes that can be moved in or out of the 3495/3494 robot.

This utility accepts input through a PARM value or SYSIN control statements. The PARM value can be either from a
calling program or the EXEC JCL statement. Commands that are specified without VOLSERs are "global" commands.
These global commands are used for subsequent VOLSERs that are specified without commands. Global commands are
replaced by subsequent global commands but not a specific command that includes a VOLSER.

The default global command is SYNC. Each command is processed when the VOLSER or VOLSER range is specified
independent of any previous or subsequent commands.

Job Control Statements

//stepname      EXEC  PGM=CTSSYNC,PARM='parm'

//STEPLIB       DD    DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.CTAPLINK

//SYSPRINT      DD    SYSOUT=*                                    *NOTES

//ERREPORT      DD    SYSOUT=*                                    *NOTES

//EXPORT        DD    DSN=EXPORT.TAPE.LIST,                       *NOTES

                      UNIT=VTAPE,TRTCH=NOCOMP,DISP=(,CATLG)

//IMPORT        DD    DSN=IMPORT.TAPE.LIST,                       *NOTES

                      UNIT=VTAPE,TRTCH=NOCOMP,DISP=(,CATLG)

//SYSIN         DD    *                                           *NOTES

(control statements here)

/* 

Consider the following items:

• The SYSPRINT DD is optional. The CTSSYNC command writes the standard or full report to this file if coded. The
standard report produces a detailed list of the requested commands for each volume and the results of their requests.
When the command is for a range of volumes, a line is listed for each volume. For SYNC commands, the results of the
tape management query is also shown.

• The ERREPORT DD is optional. The optional ERREPORT DD Statement produces an Errors Only report in the same
format as the Standard report.

• The EXPORT command requires the EXPORT DD statement. CTSSYNC writes all the files that are required by the
3494/VTS for an EXPORT Operation to the virtual tape defined by this DD statement. If no EXPORT Commands are
specified, this DD is not used. 
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Do not specify 'VOL=(,RETAIN)' on this DD statement. Specifying VOL=(,RETAIN) causes the EXPORT list volume
to remain on the tape drive. The robot does not consider the list volume available if it is mounted, so the EXPORT
invoked by CTSSYNC fails.

• The IMPORT DD statement is required by the IMPORT command. CTSSYNC writes all the files that are required by
the 3494/VTS for an IMPORT Operation to the virtual tape defined by this DD statement. If no import Commands are
specified, this DD is not used. 
Do not specify 'VOL=(,RETAIN)' on this DD statement. Specifying VOL=(,RETAIN) causes the IMPORT list volume to
remain on the tape drive. The robot does not consider the list volume available if it is mounted, so the IMPORT invoked
by CTSSYNC fails.

• The SYSIN DD is optional. You can enter commands by using the SYSIN control statements or by coding them as
parameters after the PARM= statement, or by passing a parameter list with the use of Register 1. Commands are
free form, but the entire command line must be on a single line between columns 1 and 71. Spaces and commas are
delimiters. Comments must have the form /* comment text */. They may appear anywhere within a command or on a
line by themselves.

• To run the CTSSYNC command, CA 1 must be active or batch active.
• The CTSSYNC utility cannot be used with 3495/3494 BTLS devices.
• The CTSSYNC utility can be used with the EMC DLM device that is being controlled through OAM.

Control Statements

The CTSSYNC utility processes the following commands:

• VERIFY
• NOVERIFY
• BULK
• NOBULK
• FORCE
• NOFORCE
• EJECT[,vvvvvv[-vvvvvv]]
• PROTECT[,vvvvvv[-vvvvvv]]
• SCRATCH[,vvvvvv[-vvvvvv]]
• PRIVATE[,vvvvvv[-vvvvvv]]
• SYNC[,vvvvvv[-vvvvvv]]
• EXPORT[,llllll[-llllll]] [,destination]
• IMPORT[,pppppp] [,llllll[-llllll]] [,ooooooo], vvvvvv is a volume serial number (real or virtual). llllll is a volume serial

number for a logical (virtual) tape. pppppp is a volume serial number for a physical (container) tape and ooooooo is the
IMPORT option of either SCRATCH or PRIVATE.

• SYNCTEST[,vvvvvv[-vvvvvv]]
• COPY,POOL=pp where pp is the physical volume pool that contains the logical volumes to export.
• VERIFY|NOVERIFY

The VERIFY command instructs the system to verify whether the volume serial number is defined in the 3495/3494
LCS database before executing any further commands. If the NOVERIFY command is specified, the LCS commands
are issued even if the cartridge does not reside in the 3495/3494 LCS database. The VERIFY command is the default.

• BULK|NOBULK
The BULK command instructs any of the following EJECT commands to be sent to the bulk location. The NOBULK
command instructs all the following EJECT commands to be sent to the convenience location. If neither BULK nor
NOBULK commands are specified prior to an EJECT command, the utility defaults to the bulk location.

• FORCE|NOFORCE
The FORCE command instructs the program to execute any following SYNC commands unconditionally, regardless of
the current use attribute in the TCDB. The NOFORCE command causes SYNC commands to be processed only if the
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use attribute in the TCDB does not match the volume status in the tape database, or if TCDB or Library Manager show
an error indicator. NOFORCE is the default.

• EJECT
The EJECT command instructs the 3495/3494 robotic devices to eject the specified VOLSERs. Depending on whether
a BULK or NOBULK command is specified prior to the EJECT command, the cartridge is ejected to either the bulk or
the convenience location.

• PROTECT|SCRATCH|PRIVATE
The PROTECT, SCRATCH, and PRIVATE commands change the status of the specified VOLSERs. The SCRATCH
command changes the status to scratch, while the PROTECT and PRIVATE commands change the status to private
within the 3495/3494 LCS database. This affects both cartridges that are selected to satisfy SCRATCH requests, and
cartridges that are added to auto cartridge loaders (ACLs) located inside the 3495/3494 robotic devices. There is no
difference between PROTECT and PRIVATE commands.

• SYNC
The SYNC command causes the specified VOLSERs to be synchronized between the tape management database
and the 3495/3494 LCS database. If the status is different, the tape management database is assumed to be correct.
This is the default if no specific command is specified.

• EXPORT
The EXPORT command causes the specified LOGICAL VOLSERs to be written to the export list volume, a logical
volume residing in the same library as the volumes to be exported. After all volumes have been written to the export list
volume, the OAM LCS schedules the list to be exported.

• DESTINATION
This subparameter can only be included on the EXPORT control statement and is optional. If included, all virtual
volumes with the same destination are stacked together on a single physical volume. If a list of 50 virtual volumes to
be exported is supplied, and 25 have one destination and the other 25 have a different destination, then the first 25
is stacked together on one set of physical volumes and the other 25 is stacked on a different set of physical volumes.
However, this value is not sent to the CBRUXEJC exit during eject processing nor is it tracked in the TCDB or the tape
management catalog.

• IMPORT
The IMPORT command causes the specified LOGICAL VOLSER to be written to the import list volume, a logical
volume residing in the same library as the volumes to be imported. After all volumes have been written to the import list
volume, the OAM LCS schedules the list to be imported.

NOTE
Only one EXPORT or IMPORT command can be scheduled at a time. Subsequent EXPORTs or IMPORTs
are shown as errors by the CTSSYNC utility.

• SCRATCH|PRIVATE
One of these two optional sub-parameters can be included on the IMPORT command control statement. If the specific
virtual volumes are specified, the default of PRIVATE indicates that the specified virtual volume should be copied
back into cache inside the 3494/VTS completely (the entire virtual volume is copied). If the SCRATCH command is
specified, then the specified virtual volume is assumed to be in scratch status and only the VOL1/HDR1/HDR2 records
are copied back into cache. This process reduces time to complete the IMPORT process. The virtual volumes cannot
be made unscratched, because the data on them no longer resides inside the 3494/VTS.

• ABDLMT=
ABDLMT command is a keyword parameter that is used to set a return code limit at which CTSSYNC will ABEND.
After the CTSSYNC utility has completed all other processing and is about to terminate, the numeric value of
ABDLMT is compared with the highest return code from any command. If that return code is greater than or equal
to the ABDLMT, the CTSSYNC utility abends with U0006 and a reason code equal to the return code. The default is
ABDLMT=99. It can be in either the ABDLMT=nn or the ABDLMT(nn) form. It can be specified in the EXEC PARM field
or in a SYSIN statement. It can be specified on a statement alone or with other commands. It can be specified multiple
times, but only the last value is used.

• SYNCTEST
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Performs like the SYNC command but does not call to update the OAM. Both the TCDB (VOLCAT) and the Library
Manager (LM) database are compared with the TMC too. If the status of the volume is not synchronized in all three
data bases or catalogs, an error is reported to both the SYSPRINT and ERREPORT DD statements.

• COPY
Performs like the EXPORT command except that the exported volumes are copied, not moved. List the VOLSERs to
be exported below the COPY command in the SYSIN DD.

NOTE

POOL – Specifies the physical volume pool that contains the logical volumes to export. This command is
used only with the COPY command. Specify the POOL parameter before you export the volumes. Do this
within the setup of the IBM VTS.

Examples of Specifying Commands to CTSSYNC

There are three methods of getting the commands or VOLSERs to the CTSSYNC utility: PARM= on the EXEC statement,
through SYSIN control statements, or passed in a parameter list through Register 1. The easiest way to perform a single
command is through use of the PARM statement on the EXEC command.

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=CTSSYNC,PARM='EJECT,123456'

This command causes cartridge 123456 to be ejected from the 3495/3494 robotic device. The same value could have
been used as input from the SYSIN control statements.

//SYSIN  DD *

EJECT,123456

The command can also be passed in a parameter list pointed by Register 1. This is used if another program, such as the
security exit wants to call the synchronization program passing it the command. The format of the parameter list pointed
by Register 1 is as follows:

R1  ==>  A(addr1)  ==>  CL8'EJECT'

         A(addr2)  ==>  CL8'123456'

It is possible to use the SYSIN control statement in addition to either of the two-parameter methods. For example:

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=CTSSYNC,PARM='BULK'

//SYSIN  DD *

SYNC

EJECT,123456

EJECT,100001

EJECT,001234

In this example, the BULK command applies to all subsequent commands. Therefore, the EJECT of tapes 123456,
100001, and 001234 are directed to the bulk location. If a volume command is issued without a VOLSER, all subsequent
VOLSERs are then processed.

//STEP1  EXEC PGM=CTSSYNC

//SYSIN  DD *

100002
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102030

100202

In this example, the three listed volumes (100002, 102030, and 100202) have their status synchronized between the tape
management and 3495/3494 LCS database. This could just as easily be a list of tapes to be ejected to the BULK location,
as a post process to the vaulting system for example.

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=CTSSYNC

//EXPORT   DD   DSN=EXPORT.TAPE.LIST,

//            UNIT=VTAPE,TRTCH=NOCOMP,DISP=(,CATLG) 

//SYSIN    DD *

EXPORT,LV1234,OFFSITE1           /* comments */

EXPORT,LV2345,OFFSITE1

In this example, the logical volumes LV1234 and LV2345 are to be removed. An export list volume is created and the
3495/3494 LCS schedules the list to be exported. When the export function completes, logical volumes LV1234 and
LV2345 are stacked on to a physical volume. The physical volume is put in export hold status, waiting to be removed from
the 3495/3494.

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=CTSSYNC

//IMPORT   DD   DSN=IMPORT.TAPE.LIST,

//              UNIT=VTAPE,TRTCH=NOCOMP,DISP=(,CATLG)

//SYSIN    DD *

IMPORT,PV0001,LV1234

IMPORT,PV0001,LV2345-LV2348       /* range of logical volumes */

In this example, logical volumes LV1234 and LV2345 through LV2348 are imported from physical volume PV0001. An
import list volume is created and the 3495/3494 LCS schedules the list to be imported.

//STEP1  EXEC PGM=CTSSYNC

//IMPORT DD   DSN=IMPORT.TAPE.LIST,

//            UNIT=VTAPE,TRTCH=NOCOMP,DISP=(,CATLG)

//SYSIN  DD *

IMPORT,PV0001

In this example, all logical volumes on physical volume PV0001 are imported. An import list volume is created and the
3495/3494 LCS schedules the list to be imported.

NOTE
The CTE3495 member in CTAPECPB can be used to generate a list of VOLSERs as input to CTSSYNC.

//STEP1  EXEC PGM=CTSSYNC,PARM='SCRATCH,ABDLMT=12'

//IMPORT DD   DSN=IMPORT.TAPE.LIST,

//            UNIT=VTAPE,TRTCH=NOCOMP,DISP=(,CATLG)

//SYSIN  DD *

012345        /* SINGLE TAPE WITH COMMENT */

ABC017-ABC052  /* SCRATCH ALL TAPES IN THIS RANGE */

SYNC XYZ100-XYZ299

In this example, the EXEC PARM is used to set 'SCRATCH' as a global command and to ABEND CTSSYNC if the highest
return code is greater than or equal to 12. The VOLSER 012345 and the range of VOLSERs ABC017 through ABC052
are scratched using the global command. The tape management system gets synchronized with VOLSERs ranging from
XYZ100 to XYZ299.
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The following examples show how to use the FORCE control statement:

Examples

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=CTSSYNC,PARM='FORCE'

//SYSIN DD  *

SYNC,123456

Or

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=CTSSYNC,PARM='SYNC'

//SYSIN DD  *

FORCE

123456

The FORCE command tells CTSSYNC to sync the volser 123456 regardless of the current use attributed in the TCDB.

Completion Codes:

CTSSYNC can complete with the following condition codes:

• RC=0
Successful completion: The requested commands were performed successfully or commands were not processed
because no VOLSER was provided.

• RC=4
Successful completion with redundant commands: In VERIFY mode, one or more ATL commands failed or could not
be performed because the VOLSER was not defined in the 3495/3494 LCS database or for the SYNC command,
synchronization of one or more volumes was bypassed, or a PRIVATE, PROTECT or SCRATCH command was issued
for a volume, which was already in the requested status for the LCS database.

• RC=8
Processing errors: One or more ATL commands failed or could not be performed because the VOLSER was not
defined in the 3495/3494 LCS database, and NOVERIFY was specified, or no valid input command was found, or the
tape management system was not active.

• RC=12
Incorrect job setup: A required DD statement is missing.

• RC=16
Invalid request: A schedule of both IMPORT and EXPORT operations was attempted.

User Abends:

A U0006 abend is issued when CTSSYNC finishes processing all control statements and is going to terminate with
a condition code greater than or equal to the value specified in the abend limit PARM (ABDLMT=). For example:
ABDLMT=8 causes CTSSYNC to abend with a U0006-rc when the highest RC is greater than or equal to eight.

When the 3495/3494 LCS is unable to schedule an EXPORT or IMPORT, CTSSYNC abends with the following user
abend codes:

• U0100-00rs
EXPORT command could not be scheduled.

• U0200-00rs
IMPORT command could not be scheduled.

• rs
Reason code from the 3495/3494 LCS services. It indicates why the EXPORT/IMPORT command could not be
scheduled. The reason codes can be found in the LCS External Services Parameter List (LCSPL), mapped by IBM
macro CBRLCSPL. This is used to pass parameters to the LCS external services, to pass return and reason codes
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and other information back to the caller. This macro can be found in SYS1.MACLIB. U0999 with a dump can be issued
if internal logical errors occur.

CTSSYNC ATL RESPONSE LOG Report Sample:

MMMDD,YYYY  9:54:12        CTSSYNC ATL RESPONSE LOG

PAGE   1

        FUNCTION ------ATL ACTION --------------STATUS IN TAPE DATABASED

        PROTECT TDI001 SYNC PROCESS COMPLETE    EDM/DYNAM CONTROLLED

        EJECT   TDI002 EJECT COMPLETE

        SCRATCH TDI003 SYNC PROCESS COMPLETE

        PROTECT TDI004 SYNC PROCESS COMPLETE

        PROTECT TDI005 SYNC PROCESS COMPLETE

        PROTECT TDI006 SYNC PROCESS COMPLETE    EDM/DYNAM CONTROLLED

        VERIFY         VERIFY MODE INITIATED

        NOVERIFY       VERIFY MODE TERMINATED

        BULK           BULK-EJECT DOOR ACTIVE

        NOBULK         CONVENIENCE DOOR ACTIVE

        PROTECT TDI016 SYNC PROCESS COMPLETE    EDM/DYNAM CONTROLLED

        PROTECT TDI017 SYNC PROCESS COMPLETE    EDM/DYNAM CONTROLLED

        PROTECT TDI018 SYNC PROCESS COMPLETE    EDM/DYNAM CONTROLLED

        PROTECT TDI019 SYNC PROCESS COMPLETE    VOL NOT IN SCRATCH STATUS

        SCRATCH TDI020 SYNC PROCESS COMPLETE    VOL IN LIBRARY & SCRATCH

        PROTECT TDI021 SYNC PROCESS COMPLETE    EDM/DYNAM CONTROLLED

        PROTECT TDI022 SYNC PROCESS COMPLETE    EDM/DYNAM CONTROLLED

        PROTECT TDI028 SYNC PROCESS COMPLETE    VOL NOT IN SCRATCH STATUS

        PROTECT TDI029 SYNC PROCESS COMPLETE    VOL NOT IN SCRATCH STATUS

        SCRATCH TDI030 SYNC PROCESS COMPLETE    VOL IN LIBRARY & SCRATCH

        SCRATCH TDI031 SYNC PROCESS COMPLETE    VOL IN LIBRARY & SCRATCH

        SCRATCH TDI032 SYNC PROCESS COMPLETE    VOL IN LIBRARY & SCRATCH

ERROR(S)SYNC    ABC001 ATL SYNCRONIZE BYPASSED  VOL NOT DEFINED TO THE

DATABASE

ERROR(S)SYNC    ABC002 ATL SYNCRONIZE BYPASSED  VOL NOT DEFINED TO THE

DATABASE

ERROR(S)SYNC    ABC003 ATL SYNCRONIZE BYPASSED  VOL NOT DEFINED TO THE

DATABASE

ERROR(S)SYNC    ABC004 ATL SYNCRONIZE BYPASSED  VOL NOT DEFINED TO THE

DATABASE

ERROR(S)SYNC    ABC005 ATL SYNCRONIZE BYPASSED  VOL NOT DEFINED TO THE

DATABASE

        SCRATCH TDI001 SYNC PROCESS COMPLETE

        SCRATCH TDI001 VOLUME IS ALREADY IN THAT STATUS

        SCRATCH TDI001 VOLUME NOT FOUND BY ATL

ERROR(S)SCRATCH TDI001 REQUEST FAILED FROM LCS

        IMPORT  TDI003 FROM XMIT10  WRITTEN TO IMPORT LIST VSN MVXE90

        IMPORT  TDI004 FROM XMIT10  WRITTEN TO IMPORT LIST VSN MVXE90

        IMPORT  TDI005 FROM XMIT10  WRITTEN TO IMPORT LIST VSNMVXE90

ERROR(S)EXPORT  TDI006 BYPASSED MIXING IMPORT AND EXPORT

ERROR(S)EXPORT  TDI007 BYPASSED MIXING IMPORT ANDEXPORT

                QUERY   DC0011                  QUERY COMPLETE, VOLUME IN ROBOT

                SYNC    DC0011                  VOLUME WAS ALREADY IN THAT STATUS         VOLUME NOT IN SCRATCH STATUS

                QUERY   DC0012                  QUERY COMPLETE, VOLUME IN ROBOT                           

                SYNC    DC0012                  VOLUME WAS ALREADY IN THAT STATUS         VOLUME NOT IN SCRATCH STATUS
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                QUERY   DC0013                  QUERY COMPLETE, VOLUME IN ROBOT 

ERROR(S)        QUERY   DC0013                  OUT OF SYNC: TVIUSEA = S & TVILCAT = UN         

                     ---- END OF REPORT ----  

CTSSYNC ATL RESPONSE LOG Report Sample Using a SYNCTEST:

The following report is an example report from CTSSYNC using a SYNCTEST as the command or parameter instead
of SYNC. The first half of the report was run using a SYNCTEST command, and the second half was run using a SYNC
command, as follows: 

//SYSIN DD * 
SYNCTEST 
001500-001504 
SYNC 
001500-001504

MMDDYYYY 14:04:09                                         CTSSYNC ATL RESPONSE LOG

0                    FUNCTION ---------------------- ATL ACTION ----------------------------- STATUS IN TAPE

 DATABASE ------

          TEST       QUERY    001500                 QUERY COMPLETE, VOLUME IN ROBOT

          TEST       SYNC     001500                 VOLUME WAS ALREADY IN THAT STATUS VOLUME IS IN SCRATCH

 STATUS

          TEST       QUERY    001501                 QUERY COMPLETE, VOLUME IN ROBOT

          TEST       SYNC     001501                 VOLUME WAS ALREADY IN THAT STATUS VOLUME IS IN SCRATCH

 STATUS

          TEST       QUERY    001502                 QUERY COMPLETE, VOLUME IN ROBOT

 ERROR(S) TEST       SYNC     001502                 OUT OF SYNC: ROBOT= ACT & TAPEMGMT= SCR

          TEST       QUERY    001503                 QUERY COMPLETE, VOLUME IN ROBOT

 ERROR(S) TEST       SYNC     001503                 OUT OF SYNC: ROBOT= SCR & TAPEMGMT= ACT

          TEST       QUERY    001504                 VOLUME NOT FOUND BY ATL

                     QUERY    001500                 QUERY COMPLETE, VOLUME IN ROBOT

                     SYNC     001500                 VOLUME WAS ALREADY IN THAT STATUS VOLUME IS IN SCRATCH

 STATUS

                     QUERY    001501                 QUERY COMPLETE, VOLUME IN ROBOT

                     SYNC     001501                 VOLUME WAS ALREADY IN THAT STATUS VOLUME IS IN SCRATCH

 STATUS

                     QUERY    001502                 QUERY COMPLETE, VOLUME IN ROBOT

                     SCRATCH  001502                 REQUESTED PROCESS COMPLETE VOLUME IS IN SCRATCH STATUS

                     QUERY    001503                 QUERY COMPLETE, VOLUME IN ROBOT

                     PROTECT  001503                 REQUESTED PROCESS COMPLETE VOLUME NOT IN SCRATCH STATUS

                     QUERY    001504                 VOLUME NOT FOUND BY ATL

                                                        ---- END OF REPORT ----

In this example, 001502 was active/private in OAM and scratch within CA 1, and 001503 was scratch in OAM and active
in CA 1.

CTSSYNC Report Headings

FUNCTION
The function or command or parameter that was passed to CTSSYNC. A SYNC command is broken down first into
a QUERY type transaction, to find out whether the cartridge is in the robot and, if so, what is its status. Then, either a
PROTECT command, to change its status from scratch to private or a SCRATCH command, to change its status from
private to scratch or a SYNC command, meaning that it was already in the correct status is used.
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• ATL ACTION
A description of what the ATL has been asked to do and what its response was.

• STATUS IN TAPE DATABASE
A description of the status of the cartridge is the tape management database. This report heading is only used for a
SYNC command.

ATL ACTION messages and their meanings:

• VERIFY MODE INITIATED
The VERIFY command had been issued and processed.

• VERIFY MODE TERMINATED
The NOVERIFY command had been issued and processed.

• CONVENIENCE DOOR ACTIVE
The NOBULK command was issued and the convenience door is used for any further EJECT commands.

• BULK-EJECT DOOR ACTIVE
The BULK command was issued and the bulk door will be used for any further EJECT commands.

• NO DD STATEMENT FOR IMPORT
An IMPORT command was issued, but the JCL did not contain an IMPORT DD statement.

• NO DD STATEMENT FOR EXPORT
An EXPORT command was issued, but the JCL did not contain an EXPORT DD statement.

• WRITTEN TO EXPORT LIST VSN vvvvvv
An EXPORT command was issued and the volume to be exported was written to the export list created on virtual-
volume vvvvvv.

• WRITTEN TO IMPORT LIST VSN vvvvvv
An IMPORT command was issued and the volume to be imported was written to the import list created on virtual-
volume vvvvvv.

• QUERY COMPLETE, VOLUME IN ROBOT
A SYNC command was issued and the volume to be synchronized resides inside the robot.

• VOLUME WAS ALREADY IN THAT STATUS
A SYNC command has been issued, and the volume was already in the correct status.

• REQUESTED PROCESS COMPLETE
Either a PROTECT, SCRATCH, or PRIVATE command had been issued and the volume had its status changed
successfully. The PROTECT or SCRATCH command can also have been issued because of a SYNC command when
the initial QUERY found the tape was not in the correct status.

• EXPORT FAILED, REASON CODE=nnn
The EXPORT command failed. The reason codes can be found in the LCS External Services Parameter List (LCSPL),
mapped by IBM macro CBRLCSPL. This macro can be found in SYS1.MACLIB. For more information, see the IBM
document "Return and reason codes for CBRXLCS change use attribute"

• IMPORT FAILED, REASON CODE=nnn
The IMPORT command failed. The reason codes can be found in the LCS External Services Parameter List (LCSPL),
mapped by IBM macro CBRLCSPL. This macro can be found in SYS1.MACLIB. For more information, see the IBM
document "Return and reason codes for CBRXLCS change use attribute"

• REQUEST FAILED RC=rc,RS=rsn,FB=nnnnnn
The request (SCRATCH, PRIVATE, PROTECT, SYNC) failed with a return code of rc; and reason code of rsn. The
return code and reason code combinations are in the LCS External Services Parameter List (LCSPL), mapped by IBM
macro CBRLCSPL. This macro can be found in SYS1.MACLIB. For more information, see the IBM document "Return
and reason codes for CBRXLCS change use attribute"

• SYNTAX ERROR DURING PARSE
Specifies a syntax error on the specified control statement.

• PARSING ERROR IN THE VSN RANGE
A range of volumes had been specified, but there was a syntax error in the format.

• BYPASSED MIXING IMPORT AND EXPORT
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You cannot perform both an IMPORT and an EXPORT command on the same execution.
• NO COMMAND(S) FOUND

No command was found on the PARM or in the SYSIN.
• INVALID REQUEST FOR THIS ATL

ATL software rejected a command as unsupported format.
• ATL INACTIVE OR NOT AVAILABLE

The 3494/ATL was either inactive or unavailable to communicate with CTSSYNC.
• ATL SYNCHRONIZE BYPASSED

The SYNC command was bypassed for the specified reason.
• VOLUME NOT FOUND BY ATL

The volume that is specified on the command is not defined in the ATL TCDB.

• OUT OF SYNC: TVIUSEA = x & TVILCAT = yy
SYNC operation failed. The ATL TCDB status x and LM status yy are different. Use IBM ISMF panels to resolve the
discrepancy.
You can also run CTSSYNC with two control statements (as shown in the following code example) if the TVIUSEA=S &
TVILCAT=ERR but ONLY if CA 1 says the volumes are in SCRATCH status now.

PRIVATE,vvvvvv

SCRATCH,vvvvvv

This forces OAM to change the status of the tape and notify the Library Manager of the change.

NOTE

See IBM document DFSMS Object Access Method Planning, Installation, and Storage Administrating for Tape
Libraries.

• OUT OF SYNC: ROBOT= xxx & TAPEMGMT= yyyThe tape robot and tape management system both have different
settings. Fix this by running CTSSYNC PARM=‘SYNC’.

STATUS IN TAPE DATABASE messages and their meanings:

• TAPE FULL OR EDM CONTROLLED
The requested volume was either full or part of a multivolume chain or controlled by an external data manager. In
either case, you cannot mod onto it.

• VOLUME NOT IN SCRATCH STATUS
The requested volume is active (not in scratch status), but could have more data MODed onto it or have more files that
are stacked upon it.

• VOLUME IN LIBRARY AND SCRATCH
The requested volume is in scratch status.

• VOLUME NOT DEFINED TO THE DATABASE
The volume is not defined to the tape management system.

• TAPE MANAGEMENT IS NOT ACTIVE
The tape management system is not currently active.

• TAPE CREATED WITHIN THE LAST 5 MINUTES
A SYNC command was issued for a volume that was created within the last 5 minutes; this volume was bypassed.

• BAD TAPE OR OUT-OF-SERVICE
A SYNC command was issued for a tape that is either marked as BAD or as OUT-OF-SERVICE in the tape
management database.

CTSTAPER Utility - Test the Tape Management System
Use the CTSTAPER utility to test the Tape Management System when:
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• The Tape Management System is first installed.
• The operating system release is upgraded.
• The Tape Management System system options are changed.

For CA 1 users, use the TMSBINQ or the CA 1 online facilities to ensure that activity on the volumes used by CTSTAPER
is captured properly for any type of tape data set I/O combination. TMSAUDIT can be used for a detailed analysis of the
data management interface.

For TLMS users, execute the CTAPPROC(CATERL19) PROC to ensure that activity on the volumes used by CTSTAPER
is properly captured for any type of tape data set I/O combination.

The program can also be used to verify the console message intercept for scratch subpools, label/density changes,
default expiration dates, Auxiliary Disposition, or other Tape Management System functions.

For tapes to be tracked, the Tape Management System must be active to run CTSTAPER.

Report Description

CTSTAPER produces the Test Tape OPENs report. A sample of this report appears on page Test Tape OPENs.

Job Control Statements
//TAPEOUT  EXEC PGM=CTSTAPER[,PARM='[JFCB][,ABEND]']

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=CAI.CTAPLINK,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=A

//ttnnxxxx DD  DSN=test.dataset.name,UNIT=TAPE,

//             LABEL=EXPDT=99009,DISP=(NEW,CATLG)

//ttnnzzzz DD  ......

//....

Parameter Definition

• JFCB
Specifies to print the contents in hex of the operating system-constructed JFCB read by the Tape Management System
before OPEN and after OPEN processing. This cannot be specified with ABEND.

• ABEND
Specifies to abend (with S0C3) after OPEN to test the Tape Management System abend processing. This cannot be
specified with JFCB.

JCL Considerations

• DD names
The ddname determines the type of tape processing to perform. A maximum of nine ddname statements can be
specified.

• ttnnxxxx
Indicates the type of open, the number of volumes to open, and exclusively identifies the DD statement, where:
– tt

Indicates the type of open to be performed:
OU - Open for OUtput
IN - Open for INput

– nn
Indicates the number of volumes to be processed.

– xxxx
Defines any user-designated characters to make it a unique DD.
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Examples

The following JCL statements will test the Tape Management System intercepts, multivolume processing, and multi-data
set processing, and can be used for both SL and NL tapes. An SL tape test could be:

//TAPEOUT  EXEC PGM=CTSTAPER

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=CAI.CTAPLINK,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=A

//OU02SL1  DD  DSN=TEST.FIRST.FILE,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),UNIT=TAPE,

//             VOL=(,RETAIN),LABEL=(1,SL)

//OU01SL2  DD  DSN=TEST.SECOND.FILE,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),UNIT=TAPE,

//             VOL=(,RETAIN,REF=*.OU02SL1),LABEL=(2,SL)

//OU02SL3  DD  DSN=TEST.THIRD.FILE,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),UNIT=TAPE,

//             VOL=(,RETAIN,REF=*.OU01SL2),LABEL=(3,SL)

//OU01SL4  DD  DSN=TEST.FOURTH.FILE,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),UNIT=TAPE,

//             VOL=REF=*.OU02SL3,LABEL=(4,SL)

//TAPEIN   EXEC PGM=CTSTAPER

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=CAI.CTAPLINK,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=A

//IN02SL1  DD  DSN=TEST.FIRST.FILE,DISP=SHR

//IN01SL2  DD  DSN=TEST.SECOND.FILE,DISP=SHR,UNIT=AFF=IN02SL1

//IN02SL3  DD  DSN=TEST.THIRD.FILE,DISP=SHR,UNIT=AFF=IN02SL1

//IN01SL4  DD  DSN=TEST.FOURTH.FILE,DISP=SHR,UNIT=AFF=IN02SL1

For nonlabel tapes, specify LABEL=(x,NL) in the above JCL.

Control Statement Specification

There are no control statements for CTSTAPER.

Test Tape OPENs
THURSDAY, MMMM DD, YYYY.180                      Y O U R   C O M P A N Y   N A M E                           

       PAGE=00001

TEST TAPE OPEN'S

OU01001  ABOUT TO BE OPENED

    JFCB BEFORE     CAI.CA1.TEST.FILE1                                                                   J

                   

 CCC4CCF4ECEE4CCDCF4444444444444444444444444444444444000000000000008000000000000050C50D0C000000000000

                   

 319B311B3523B6935100000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000020010000000000A0FA0100000000000000

                  

 00....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80...85...90...95....

                                        .

                    000000000000000000F848004444444444444444444444440000000000000000000000000000

                    000000000000000001FEB0100000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000010

                  100....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75

    JFCB AFTER      CAI.CA1.TEST.FILE1                                                                   J

                   

 CCC4CCF4ECEE4CCDCF4444444444444444444444444444444444400000000000008000000000000050C50D0C000000000040
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 319B311B3523B6935100000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000020010000000000A0FA0100020004000000

                  

 00....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80...85...90...95....

                                      980004

                    800101000000000000FFFFFF4444444444444444444444440000000000080000000000000000

                    0008080000000000019800040000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000010

                  100....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75

OU01001  ABOUT TO BE CLOSED

         END OF REPORT 21  -  TOTAL ITEMS LISTED=         2

CTSTAPER Report Field Definitions

JFCB BEFORE

JFCB image before OPEN processing.

JFCB AFTER

JFCB image after OPEN processing.

NOTE

• CTSTAPER Messages
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Messages
This section describes the console messages that are issued by Tape Management System components and utility
reports. Each message contains the reason for the message and any action that is recommended for problem resolution.

The following one-character severity code at the end of each message prefix aids in determining the type of condition that
generated the message:

 Prefix Code  Meaning 
A You must perform a specific action before continuing.
D You must make a decision before continuing. That is, you must

reply to this message.
E This is an error message, as opposed to a warning or

informational message.
I This message is for informational purposes only.
P  Processing terminated for the currently running task. An operator

command is required.
W This is a warning message. Processing continues. 

 

 

CA$xxxxx
CA$F000R
CA COMMON TAPE SYSTEM COMMANDS?

Reason:

This message appears when the WTOR option is specified. Commands to CTS can be entered as a reply to this
message.

Action:

Enter desired CTS commands.

CA$F001E
REQUIRED MODULE MISSING - xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The module listed in the message cannot be located.

Action:

Verify that the module listed in the message resides on a library in your STEPLIB or link list and restart CTS.

CA$F002E
REQUIRED DDNAME MISSING OR INVALID - xxxxx
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Reason:

CTS was started as a batch job instead of a started task. As a batch job, CTS does not intercept label requests via ENF/
CCI.

Action:

If you desire to run CTS as a batch job, then add the input dd name and input control statements.

CA$F003E
OPEN UNSUCCESSFUL ON FILE - xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An OPEN was unsuccessful for the file listed in the message.

Action:

If this message is accompanied by message CA$F004E, see that message for additional information; otherwise, ensure
that the file's DD statement is coded properly in the JCL and restart CTS.

CA$F004E
TAPE DATABASE ERROR OCCURRED - FN=xxxx,RC=xxxx,RS=xxxx,FB=xxxx

Reason:

An error occurred processing the tape management system database.

Action:

Correct the problem that the return codes identify and rerun the program. If CTS task issues the message, stop and start
the CTS task after correcting the problem.

CA$F005E
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION ERROR ON xxxxxxxx RC=xxxx,EC=xxxx,IN=xxxx

Reason:

A dynamic allocation error occurred on the DDNAME listed in the message. The dynamic allocation return code (RC),
error code (EC) and information code (IN) are listed in the message.

Action:

Check to ensure the DDNAME listed in the message does NOT exist in the CTS startup JCL and that the corresponding
OUTPUT statement for the printer being dynamically allocated DOES exist and is coded correctly. For information on
dynamically allocated label printers see Administrating. For more information on dynamic allocation codes see IBM MVS/
ESA System Programming Library: Application Development Guide.

CA$F006E
VOLUME NOT FOUND ON DATABASE - xxxxxx

Reason:

A VOLUME request for the volume serial number listed on the message was requested but the volume serial number
does NOT exist on the TMC.

Action:
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Correct and resubmit the request.

CA$F007E
LABEL IMAGE ROWS xxxx OR COLUMNS xxxx INVALID

Reason:

The label image processed by the output label processor contains an invalid number of ROWS or COLUMNS as listed in
the message. ROWS must be from 1 to 66 and COLUMNS must be from 1 to 132.

Action:

Correct, restart the LAB subtask, and resubmit the request.

CA$F008E
LABEL REQUEST PRINTER VALUE(S) INVALID - x-x-x

Reason:

The three printer request fields for the label request are listed in the message above. These values relate to PRINTER1,
PRINTER2 and PRINTER3 respectively. The value for each of these must be Y (to select the specific printer for output) or
N (to bypass the printer).

Action:

Correct, restart the LAB subtask, and resubmit the request.

CA$F009E
LABEL REQUEST WTO ROUTE CODE(S) INVALID - xxxx-xxxx-xxxx

Reason:

The three WTO route codes for the label request are listed in the message above. The value for each of these must be
001 through 128 to select the specific route code or 000 to not assign a WTO route code.

Action:

Correct, restart the LAB subtask, and resubmit the request.

CA$F010E
PROGRAM PARAMETER LIST IS MISSING OR INVALID

Reason:

The program parameter list for either the input or output label processor is invalid. The calling sequence must contain
two addresses. The first address must point to the Earl label image record and the second address must point to the Earl
communication area.

Action:

Correct, restart the LAB subtask, and resubmit the request.

CA$F011E
KEYWORD REQUESTED "xxxxxxxx" ALREADY PRESENT - RECORD xxxx

Reason:
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Keyword is already specified.

Action:

None. This is an informative message.

CA$F012E
LABEL REQUEST MISSING FOR KEYWORD "xxxxxxxx" - RECORD xxxx

Reason:

The label request is missing for the specified keyword.

Action:

Supply missing label request.

CA$F013E
KEYWORD "xxxxxxxx" INVALID FOR THIS REQUEST - RECORD xxxx

Reason:

An invalid keyword was used for this request.

Action:

Supply a valid keyword.

CA$F014E
KEYWORD "xxxxxxxx" OR KEYWORD VALUE INVALID - RECORD xxxx

Reason:

An invalid keyword or keyword value was used for this record.

Action:

Supply a valid keyword or keyword value.

CA$F015E
LABEL LENGTH xxxx NOT = ROWS xxxx * COLS xxxx - RECORD xxxx

Reason:

Label length is incorrect.

Action:

Supply correct label length.

CA$F016E
MAXIMUM LENGTH OF xxxxxxxx VALUE EXCEEDED - RECORD xxxx

Reason:

The maximum length of specified value has been exceeded.

Action:
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Shorten length to be less than maximum allowed.

CA$F017E
INPUT REQUEST TYPE "x" IS INVALID

Reason:

The input request type listed in the message above is invalid for the label output processor. Valid request types are L
(Label request), S (Spinoff request), and C (Close request).

Action:

Correct, restart the LAB subtask, and resubmit the request.

CA$F018I
SPINOFF REQUEST PROCESSED SUCCESSFULLY

Reason:

The label output processor received a SPINOFF request and it was processed successfully.

Action:

None. This is an informative message.

CA$F020E
CCI RC=xxxx,DRC=xxxxxxxx,ERC=xxxxxxxx-xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Reason:

An error has occurred processing a CAICCI request. The CAICCI return code (RC), detailed return code (DRC), extended
return code (ERC) and error description are listed in the message. For additional information see Common Components
and Services documentation.

Action:

Ensure that CAICCI and CAIENF are active. Once the problem has been resolved, resubmit the request.

CA$F021E
CCI DESTINATION INVALID - "xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx"

Reason:

The CAICCI destination listed in the message is invalid as entered. For additional information see Administrating.

Action:

Correct, restart the LAB subtask, and resubmit the request.

CA$F022E
CCI DESTINATION NOT AVAILABLE - "xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx"

Reason:

The CAICCI destination listed in the message is currently not available on the ENF/CCI network. For additional
information see Common Components and Services documentation.
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Action:

Correct and resubmit the request.

CA$F026E
INVALID REQUEST/VALUE - xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Reason:

The command that was issued to the LAB subtask or the parameter accompanying the command is invalid. If a command
and parameter were entered, make sure they are separated by a blank and enclosed within single quotes or parentheses.
(For example, 'SPINOFF PRINTER1')

Action:

Correct and resubmit the request.

CA$F027E
REQUEST NOT PROCESSED - xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Reason:

The command that was issued to the LAB subtask was not processed due to a previous error.

Action:

Correct and resubmit the request.

CA$F028I
LABEL PROCESSING STATUS - STARTED AT hh:mm: ss ONxxxxxxxxxx

Reason:

This message is issued as a result of the STATUS command. It indicates the time and date the label processing was
initiated. This message is accompanied by message CA$F029I.

Action:

None. This is an informative message.

CA$F029I
VOLUME=nnnnn,DATA=nnnnn,LABEL=nnnnn,SPINOFF=nnnnn,ERRS=nnnnn

Reason:

This message is issued as a result of the STATUS command. It indicates the current count of VOLUME, DATA, LABEL
and SPINOFF requests that have been processed since the label processor was initiated. Additionally, an error count
associated with VOLUME requests is provided. This message is preceded by message CA$F028I.

Action:

None. This is an informative message.

CA$F030I
LABEL INITIALIZATION STARTED
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Reason:

This message is issued when the label processor is started.

Action:

None. This is an informative message.

CA$F031I
LABEL INITIALIZATION COMPLETED

Reason:

This message is issued when the label input processor has completed the initialization process and is ready to receive
and process input requests through Common Components and Services CAICCI.

Action:

None. This is an informative message.

CA$F032I
LABEL PROCESSING COMPLETED

Reason:

This message is issued when the label processor has closed all files and processing has terminated.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CA$F060I
NONSTANDARD LABELS FOUND ON TAPE ***

Reason:

The tape mounted for TAPE MAP (TMAP) processing contains labels that are not standard labels. Only ANSI Label (AL)
or Standard Label (SL) tapes can be mapped by the TMAP task.

Action:

None. This is an information message. The tape is dismounted.

CA$F061E
CANNOT OPEN PRINT FILE FOR TAPE MAP

Reason:

The SYSPRINT DD statement could not be opened.

Action:

Ensure there is a SYSPRINT DD statement in the CTS procedure before starting the TAPE MAPT task.

CA$F062E
SVC 99 ERROR - DDNAME ‘cccccccc‘ - ERROR CODE ‘nnnn‘ - REASON CODE ‘mmmm’
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Reason:

The requested volser could not be allocated on the requested unit type. Either the unit type specified was not valid, or the
virtual or robotic tape system rejected it for the requested volume.

Action:

Ensure that the requested volume to tape map can be allocated and read on the requested device. See the IBM manual.
For example, a REASON CODE 021C indicates that the UNIT specified is undefined.

CA$F068I
TAPE MAP COMPLETE: VOLUME CONTAINS nnnnnn FILES ***  

Reason: 

The TAPE MAP requested for the volume was complete and the volume contains nnnnnn files. The tape is dismounted

Action: 

None. This message is informational only.

CA$F070I 
ERROR PROCESSING LABEL

Reason: 

An ABEND occurred during open of the tape label.

Action: 

Subtask TMAP recovered from the error. Review the Joblog for further analysis and correct the error. 

CA$F108E
INIE xxxxxxxx1xxxxxxxx2xxxxxxxx3xxxxxxxx4

Variables:

'First non-
blank field is not a keyword''Duplicate keyword or missing EDM keyword''Missing EDM keyword''Parameter too large or small for keyword''At least 1 keyword must be specified''Bad masking combination specified''Invalid Parameter passed' 

Reason:

CTSINITE: This message indicates the type of error encountered while building the External Data Manager table. The
variable portion of the message is replaced by one of the following:

Action:

Correct the problem and rerun.

CA$F109E
INIE ERROR BUILDING EXTERNAL DATA MANAGER TABLE

Reason:

CTSINIE: This message follows CA$F108E indicating an error has occurred while building the EDM table.

Action:
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Correct the problem indicated and rerun.

CA$F110W
OVER 50 UNCATALOGS FOR GDG data.set.name

Reason:

An alteration of a tape GDG caused more than 50 generations of the GDG to be uncataloged. The catalog interface of
CA 1 is limited to handle 50 uncatalog operations at a time for performance reasons. Only the 50 oldest versions being
uncataloged will get the OSC flag bit turned off automatically in the TMC.

Action:

If the data sets are retained by CATALOG control and system option OCTLG is set to NO, a manual TMC update of
the remaining versions is required to get the tapes expired and scratched. If necessary, use TMSOSCAT with options
NODE and ISCAT to determine the orphaned records. Also, a TMSAUDIT report can be created for this purpose. An
Audit exception record type EX-CLJ is written for the last GDG version which was processed. Execute TMSUPDTE or
TMSUDSNB respectively to turn the OSC bits off for all newer versions which are no longer cataloged.

CA$F120I
INIE Beginning xxxxxxxx procedure

Reason:

This message is issued to indicate that processing of the External Data Manager (EDM) definitions in the CAI.CTAPOPTN
member has been initiated. The member being processed will appear in place of 'xxxxxxxx'.

Action:

No action is necessary. The message is issued to provide confirmation that the correct EDM member is being processed.

CA$F121I
INIE Processing for TMSPARM member xxxxxxxx complete

Reason:

This message is issued to indicate that processing of the External Data Manager (EDM) definitions in the CAI.CTAPOPTN
member has been completed. If errors were encountered separate error messages may precede this message. The
member being processed will appear in place of 'xxxxxxxx'.

Action:

No action is necessary. The message is issued to provide confirmation that processing of the EDM has completed. If
errors were encountered, see specific error message for detailed instructions.

CA$F130E
INIP INVALID PARAMETER

Reason:

SCR=xx and NSM=xx are the only valid parameters for TMSINITD.

Action:

Ensure the parameter is entered correctly. If you wish to analyze member other than the TMOSCRxx or TMONSMxx
member, use TMSINIT with the TEST parameter.
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CA$F132I
INIP Beginning xxxxxxxx and yyyyyyyy procedure

Reason:

This message is issued to indicate that processing of the scratch pool (TMOSCRxx) and scratch pool assignment
(TMONSMxx) members has been initiated. The members being processed will appear in place of 'xxxxxxxx' and
'yyyyyyyy'.

Action:

No action is necessary. The message is issued to provide confirmation that the correct SCR and NSM members are being
processed.

CA$F133I
INIP Processing for TMSPARM member xxxxxxxx complete

Reason:

This message is issued to indicate that processing of the scratch pool definitions member TMOSCRxx or scratch pool
assignment member TMONSMxx has been completed. If errors were encountered, separate error messages may
precede this message. The member being processed will appear in place of 'xxxxxxxx'.

Action:

No action is necessary. The message is issued to provide confirmation that processing of the EDM has completed. If
errors were encountered, see specific error message for detailed instructions.

CA$F134I
INIP processing TMOxxxnn bypassed

Reason:

The TMSINIT program could not find the member TMOxxxnn in the TMSPARM DD or the TMSPARM DD is missing.

Action:

Correct the TMSINIT JCL

CA$F135E
INIP INVALID STATEMENT SYNTAX

Reason:

Syntax in TMONSM00 or TMOSCR00 is invalid.

Action:

Correct the syntax of the statement.

CA$F136E
INIP Invalid keyword

Reason:

An invalid keyword has been specified.
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Action:

Correct the invalid keyword that is identified in the report.

CA$F137E
INIP Invalid keyword value length'

Reason:

The specified value for this keyword has too many or too few characters.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F138E
INIP SCRPOOL keyword appears more than once'

Reason:

The SCRPOOL keyword may only be specified once per statement.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F139E
INIP Scratch Subpool name previously defined.

Reason:

The scratch pool name is the same as defined in a previous statement.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F140E
INIP RANGE keyword not found'

Reason:

A RANGE keyword parameter was not specified for the definition of a SCRPOOL.

Action:

Specify a valid RANGE keyword for the SCRPOOL and then RE-INIT the CTS tables.

CA$F141E
INIP SCRPOOL not first keyword

Reason:

The SCRPOOL keyword must be first.

Action:
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Ensure the SCRPOOL is the first keyword of the Name Control statement. This error may also be caused by a previous
error in the TMOSCRxx member.

CA$F142E
INIP Invalid RANGE specification'

Reason:

VOLSERs in range not separated by '-'.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F143E
INIP Invalid RANGE volser(s)'

Reason:

VOLSERs in range statement must be 1 to 6 characters long.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F144E
INIP RANGE overlaps with RANGE previously defined

Reason:

Ranges in TMOSCRxx overlap.

Action:

Correct ranges.

CA$F145E
INIP Number of Scratch Pool RANGEs exceeds 255'

Reason:

No more than 255 VOLSER ranges may be specified for a scratch pool.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F146E
INIP DSN keyword appears more than once'

Reason:

The DSN keyword may only be specified once per statement.

Action:

Correct and rerun.
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CA$F147E
INIP JOB keyword appears more than once'

Reason:

The JOB keyword may only be specified once per statement.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F148E
INIP POOL keyword appears more than once'

Reason:

The POOL keyword may only be specified once per statement.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F149E
INIP DSN, JOB, UNIT, MGMTCLAS or EXPDT keyword not found.

Reason:

At least one of these keywords is required for a SCRPOOL statement.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F150E
INIP POOL keyword not found'

Reason:

POOL keyword required but not found.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F151E
INIP NSM rule NNNNN is a duplicate of rule MMMMM'

Reason:

These rules specify the same criteria.

Action:

Delete one of the rules.
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CA$F152E
INIP PoolName not found in Scratch Subpool table

Reason:

The PoolName specified in the TMONSMxx member was not found in the Scratch Subpool table.

Action:

Ensure that the PoolName specified in the TMONSMxx member is defined in the TMOSCRxx member. This error may
also be caused by errors in the TMOSCRxx member.

CA$F153E
INIP UNIT keyword appears more than once'

Reason:

The UNIT keyword may only be specified once per statement.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F154E
INIP UNIT keyword contains invalid character'

Reason:

The value for UNIT must be four hexadecimal digits.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F155E
INIP Pattern Masking Validation Error

Reason:

There was an error in the pattern masking supplied.

Action:

Fix the field that had the bad pattern masking.

CA$F156E
INIP Pattern Masking Validation Failed

Reason:

There was an error in the pattern masking supplied.

Action:

Fix the field that had the bad pattern masking.
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CA$F157E
INIP Pattern Masking Error on Compare

Reason:

There was an error in the pattern masking supplied.

Action:

Fix the field that had the bad pattern masking.

CA$F158E
INIP Pattern masking compare failed

Reason:

There was an error in the pattern masking supplied.

Action:

Fix the field that had the bad pattern masking.

CA$F159E
INIP MGMTCLAS keyword appears more than once'

Reason:

The MGMTCLAS keyword may only be specified once per statement.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F160E
INIP DSN, JOB, UNIT, EDM, EXPDT, RETPD invalid with MGMTCLAS keyword.

Reason:

These keywords cannot be specified with the MGMTCLAS keyword.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F161E
INIP DSN, JOB, UNIT, MGMTCLAS, EXPDT, RETPD invalid with EDM keyword'

Reason:

These keywords cannot be specified with the EDM keyword.

Action:

Correct and rerun.
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CA$F162E
INIP EDM keyword appears more than once

Reason:

The EDM keyword can only be specified once per statement.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F163E
INIP MGMTCLAS and EDM invalid with EXPDT keyword'

Reason:

These keywords cannot be specified with the EXPDT keyword.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F164E
INIP EXPDT keyword appears more than once'

Reason:

The EXPDT keyword can only be specified once per statement.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F165E
INIP EXPDT invalid -'

Reason:

The EXPDT keyword was specified with an invalid value.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F166E
INIP EXPDT and RETPD are mutually exclusive'

Reason:

EXPDT and RETPD cannot both be specified on the same statement.

Action:

Correct and rerun.
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CA$F167E
INIP RETPD keyword appears more than once'

Reason:

The RETPD keyword can only be specified once per statement.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F168E
INIP Invalid RETPD length specified'

Reason:

The value of RETPD must be 1 to 4 characters.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F169E
INIP Invalid RETPD range specified'

Reason:

An RETPD range was specified and the first value was not less than the second value.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F170E
INIP Invalid EXPDT length specified'

Reason:

The value for EXPDT must be 1 to 12 characters.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F171E
INIP Invalid EXPDT range specified'

Reason:

An EXPDT range was specified and the first value was not less than the second value.

Action:

Correct and rerun.
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CA$F172E
INIP STACK keyword must be "YES" or "NO"

Reason:

This message is issued when a TMOSCRxx stack keyword is set to something that is not YES or NO.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F173E
INIP MAXFILES and THRESHOLD keywords must be all numeric values

Reason:

This message is issued when a TMOSCRxx entry has the maxfiles and threshold keywords set to any value that is not
numeric.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F174E
INIP THRESHOLD keyword cannot be greater then a value of 100

Reason:

This message is issued when a TMOSCRxx threshold keywords holds a numeric value greater than 100.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F175E
INIP STACK keyword appears more than once

Reason:

This message is issued when a TMOSCRxx has the stack keyword listed more than once.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F176E
INIP MAXFILES keyword appears more than once

Reason:

This message is issued when a TMOSCRxx has the maxfiles keyword listed more than once.

Action:

Correct and rerun.
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CA$F177E
INIP THRESHOLD keyword appears more than once

Reason:

This message is issued when a TMOSCRxx has the threshold keyword listed more than once.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F178E
INIP RANGE keyword(s) must be used after STACK, or stacking keywords

Reason:

The order of keywords in the TMOSCRxx is incorrect.

Action:

The RANGE keyword(s) must be coded after STACK or the stacking keywords. Recode the TMOSCRxx keywords so that
the RANGE keyword(s) are the last keywords for the pool.

CA$F179E
INIP SNEXT keyword must be "SCRATCH" or "SPECIFIC”

Reason:

This message is issued when a TMOSCRxx has the SNEXT keyword set to anything that is not SCRATCH or SPECIFIC.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F180E
INIP SNEXT keyword appears more than once

Reason:

This message is issued when a TMOSCRxx has the SNEXT keyword listed more than once.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F181E
MSGP MESSAGE BYPASSED, RSN=xx

Reason:

CTSMSGPR: Debugging message showing action taken.

Action:

None. This message is informational.
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CA$F182E
MSGP UNABLE TO SERVICE MESSAGE REQUEST.

Reason:

CTSMSGVT:A WTO/WTOR was encountered with an invalid disposition field.

Action:

WTO/WTOR may not be related to tape processing. Report this message to CA Support if you are having problems.

CA$F183E
INIP READONLY SUBPOOL NOT ALLOWED IN NSM ENTRY

Reason:

This message is issued when a TMOSCRxx entry has been defined with a READ ONLY subpool.

Action:

This is not allowed. Subpooling READ ONLY tapes is not allowed. Correct the TMOSCRxx entry and rerun the
initialization job.

CA$F183I
MSGP MESSAGE BYPASSED DUE TO SUPPRESSION BY MPF.

Reason:

CTSMSGVT: Processing of the WTO/WTOR was bypassed due to suppression by MPF.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CA$F184I
MSGP MESSAGE BYPASSED DUE TO SUPPRESSION BY WTO USER EXIT.

Reason:

CTSMSGVT: Processing of the WTO/WTOR was bypassed due to suppression by WTO user exit.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CA$F185I
MSGP MESSAGE BYPASSED DUE TO SUPPRESSION BY A SUBSYSTEM.

Reason:

CTSMSGVT: Processing of the WTO/WTOR was bypassed due to suppression by a subsystem.

Action:

None. This message is informational.
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CA$F187I
MSGD DOM processed for uuuu - O=xxxx N=xxxx

Reason:

A WTO/WTOR has been DOM'ed (or removed) from the system.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CA$F188E
INIP NCAT keyword appears more than once

Reason:

This message is issued when a TMOSCRxx entry has the NCAT keyword listed more than once.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F189E
INIP READONLY SUBPOOL NOT ALLOWED IN NSM ENTRY

Reason:

This message is issued when a TMOSCRxx entry has been defined with a READ ONLY subpool.

Action:

This is not allowed. Subpooling READ ONLY tapes is not allowed. Correct the TMOSCRxx entry and rerun the
initialization job.

CA$F191E
INIP NCAT keyword must be "STACK" or "NEXT"

Reason:

This message is issued when a TMOSCRxx entry has a NCAT keyword that is set to anything other than STACK or NEXT.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F200E
TAPE IS OUT OF RANGE

Reason:

The volser is not defined in the Tape DB valid range.

Action:

Check to see that the volser being used is defined or in inactive (DELETE) status within the Tape database.
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CA$F202E
TAPE IS OUT OF RANGE

Reason:

The volser is not defined to the Tape DB.

Action:

Check that the volser being used is defined with the Tape database.

CA$F202I
Failed To Obtain O/C/E Work Area...No Stacking

Reason:

Memory could not be obtained by the tape stacking function.Tape stacking is not performed for this data set.

Action:

If this message appears often contact Technical Support at Broadcom Support.

CA$F203E
TAPE MOUNTED IS NOT FIRST OF SET.

Reason:

Volume mounted is not the first of a chain.

Action:

The volume is demounted.

CA$F204I
TAPE EXPDT IS IN THE FUTURE.

Reason:

The volume has an EXPDT in the future. This message is informational.

Action:

None.

CA$F207E
TAPE EXCP CCW WAS REJECTED

Reason:

The CCW (CCW 97) to erase the tape was rejected.

Action:

Tape controller is not supported or CCW 97 is not available at the current operating system level.
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CA$F301W
FIRST VSQ>1 AND FSQ=1

Reason:

A logical chain of RMM volumes as defined by the next and previous volumes, starts with a VOLSEQ other than ONE and
the file SEQ is equal to ONE. This is probably an incomplete chain and the file may not be usable.

Action:

The volumes are resequenced starting with VOLSEQ ONE and file ONE is shown as abended. Other files on the chain
may be good.

CA$F302W
FIRST VSQ>1 AND FSQ<>1

Reason:

A logical chain of RMM volumes as defined by the next and previous volumes, starts with a VOLSEQ other than ONE and
the file SEQ is greater than ONE. This is probably an incomplete chain with part of another file on the front of the tape. All
other files may be good.

Action:

The volumes are resequenced starting with VOLSEQ ONE and a file ONE is created by copying the current file. This
allows Tape to create a valid chain and provides a default controlling data set for daily maintenance.

CA$F303E
CHAIN TABLE SEARCH FAILED

Reason:

A matching base volume was not found for this volume. The RMM previous volume shows this volume on a chain but no
other volume has this VOLSER as it's next volume.

Action:

No base volume is set and a chaining error will occur in Tape.

CA$F304E
CHAIN TABLE ADD FAILED

Reason:

There is no space for this volume in the chaining conversion table. The maxim number of concurrent chains has been
exceeded.

Action:

Other volumes on this chain will not be matched with this base and become chaining errors.

CA$F501I
CTSWTO Informational Message nnn

nnn xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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nnn xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Reason:

The VPM subtask of CTS or the CTSMAIL utility issues the CA$F501I message. The user creates the content of the
message. The message can include variables from the VDB.

Action:

The tape management system does not require any action to this message. Since the content is entirely controlled
through the user customization, refer to any site-specific procedures.

CA$F503I
VPM TASK SUCCESSFULLY INITIALIZED

Reason:

The CTSVPM subtask of CTS issues this message at startup to signal it has been initialized.

Action:

None. The message is informational only.

CA$F504E
The Tape Management System IS NOT ACTIVE

Reason:

The CTSVPM subtask of CTS has detected that the Tape Management System has not been initialized. The CTSVPM
subtask issues this message.

Action:

Start the Tape Management System and issue an UPDATE command to redrive the timer.

CA$F509I
WTO MAXIMUM NUMBER OF LINES EXCEEDED

Reason:

The number of WTO lines that are written for the command has exceeded the maximum number of lines permitted. The
maximum number of lines that are permitted is specified in the OPT_VPM_DISPLAY_WTO_MAX variable in the VDB.

Action:

None. The message is informational only.

CA$F510E
CTSVPM COMMAND IS INVALID: xxxxx

Reason:

The CTSVPM subtask of CTS received an invalid VPM command. The xxxxx parameter is this invalid command.

Action:

Verify that the input command is correct and reenter.
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CA$F510I
CTSVPM DISPLAY COMMAND RECEIVED: D P=xxxxxx

Reason:

The CTSVPM subtask of CTS issues this message to echo the VPM command it has received. This command xxxxx, is
one of the following:

• UPDATECTSVPM received an UPDATE command to force the timer to stop and redrive.

• REBUILD
(Internal only) CTSVPM received a REBUILD command to force the timer to stop and reinitialize.

• REFRESH
CTSVPM received a REFRESH command to check the VPC record of the VDB for any changes to variables, pool
alerts, or pool ranges and apply them.

• DISPLAY POOLS/D P
CTSVPM received a DISPLAY command to echo pool counters.

Action:

None. The message is informational only.

CA$F511I
--------Volume Pool Name-------- Type=REG

Reason:

This message the first title line for the output of the DISPLAY POOL command of CTSVPM. The only possible values for
Type= are Type=LOW, Type=HIGH, and Type=REG.

Action:

None. The message is informational only.

CA$F512I
---Total-- --Active-- -Scratch-- Out-of-Srv Never-Used

Reason:

This message is the second title line for the output of the DISPLAY POOL command of CTSVPM.

Action:

None. The message is informational only.

CA$F513I
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Reason:

This message is the first data line for the output of the DISPLAY POOL command of CTSVPM. The xx... parameter
represents a volume pool name. The data for this volume pool appear in the message line CA$F514I.

Action:

None. This message is informational only.
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CA$F514I
nn,nnn,nnn nn,nnn,nnn nn,nnn,nnn nn,nnn,nnn nn,nnn,nnn

Reason:

This message is the second data line for the output of the DISPLAY POOL command of CTSVPM. The following counters
for the volume pool appear:

Total Volumes

• Active Volumes
• Scratch Volumes
• Out-of-Service Volumes
• Never-Used Volumes

Action:

None. This message is informational only.

CA$F515I
xxxxx REFRESHED

Reason:

When you issue the REFRESH command, the CTSVPM subtask indicates which of its in-memory tables have been
refreshed (resynchronized with the VDB). The xxxxx parameter is one of the following:

VARIABLES

The variables in memory match the VDB.

• POOL ALERTS
The pool alerts in memory match the VDB.

• POOL RANGES
The pool ranges in memory match the VDB.

Action:

None. The message is informational only.

CA$F516E
OPT_VPM_xx VALUE IS INVALID IN THE VDB

Reason:

CTSVPM option variable OPT_VPM_xx value that is read from the VDB is invalid. OPT_VPM_xx is one of the following:

OPT_VPM_DISPLAY_WTO_MAX

A numeric value from 1 to 9,999

• OPT_VPM_RETAIN_HISTORY_DAILY
A numeric value from 1 to 9,999

• OPT_VPM_RETAIN_HISTORY_WEEKLY
A numeric value from 1 to 9,999

• OPT_VPM_TIMER
A time value specified in hh:mm:ss format
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Action:

Go to ISPF and enter a valid value for this variable. Issue an UPDATE command to redrive the timer, or issue a
REFRESH to reload the new values. Optionally, you can wait for the timer to restart after entering the correct value, at
which point the CTSVPM subtask reads it.

CA$F517I
CTSVPM Subtask Status Display

Reason:

This message is the beginning title line for the output of the STATUS command of CTSVPM.

Action:

None. The message is informational only.

CA$F518I
CTSVPM End of Status Display

Reason:

This message is the ending title line for the output of the STATUS command of CTSVPM.

Action:

None. The message is informational only.

CA$F520I
CTSVPM COMMAND REJECTED: xxxxx

Reason:

CTSVPM was unable to perform the command issued due to reason xxxxx, which is one of the following:

The Tape Management System IS NOT ACTIVE

Specifies that the Tape Management System is not active nor batch-active.

• CURRENTLY PROCESSING ALERTS
Specifies that CTSVPM is waiting on alert processing to finish.

• CURRENTLY PROCESSING POOLS
Specifies that CTSVPM is calculating pool counters.

Action:

If the Tape Management System is inactive, start the Tape Management System and issue the command again. If
CTSVPM is processing pools or alerts when you issue the command, CTSVPM issues message CA$F521. This CA$F521
message informs you that you can issue the command again.

CA$F521I
CTSVPM FINISHED PROCESSING. NOW ACCEPTING COMMANDS

Reason:

CTSVPM has finished pool or alert processing and is ready to accept console commands.

Action:
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None. The message is informational only.

CA$F522I
TAPE CATALOG SCAN BYPASSED; NO VOLUME POOLS DEFINED

Reason:

CTSVPM bypassed the scan of the TMC to update volume pools because no pools are defined in the VDB.

Action:

None. The message is informational only.

CA$F549I
STOP COMMAND ACCEPTED. PENDING SUBTASK COMPLETION

Reason:

CTSVPM received a stop command in the middle of pool or alert processing. When processing completes, the CTSVPM
subtask shuts down.

Action:

None. The message is informational only.

CA$F550E
No control statements found in the email/WTO source

Reason:

The source for an email or WTO did not contain any control parameters in its header.

Action:

Insure the source is for an email or WTO and that it contains the proper control headers.

CA$F551E
Neither email nor WTO was specified

Reason:

The source for the email or WTO does not contain the required control or header information. No processing is possible.

Action:

Ensure that the source for the email or WTO is correct or specify the correct member name and PDS.

CA$F552E
The OPEN failed for member mmmmmmmm

Reason:

Open failed for the specified email or WTO member.

Action:
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Verify if you specified the correct member. Verify if the OPT_EMAIL_DEFAULT_DSN variable is the VDB. Verify if the
specified PDS is available and that it contains the member that is specified in the message. Check for other related
messages.

CA$F553E
Error in the parmlist from a calling program

Reason:

One or more of the parameters that the calling program passes are in error.

Action:

Retain listing, job logs, and dumps. Then contact CA Support.

CA$F554W
No source available. No EXEC PARMS or CAMAILIN DD

Reason:

You specify email or WTO member names in the EXEC parm or in DD statement CAMAILIN. You can also specify the
actual source in DD statement CAMAILIN. Program CTSMAIL did not find source data in any of the places.

Action:

Check the JCL for source data. If the error message comes from the VPM subtask, check for an alert rule that does not
specify a member for the SEND option.

CA$F555W
Bad member name in EXEC PARM. (mmmmmmmm) was ignored.

Bad member name in CAMAILIN. (mmmmmmmm) was ignored.

Reason:

An invalid member name was specified in the specified source.

Action:

Correct the invalid member name.

CA$F556W
Source data too long. Truncated

Reason:

The email or WTO source exceeds the memory available in CSTMAIL. The available memory is about 64,000 bytes. The
part of the email or WTO that fit in memory was sent.

Action:

Reduce the size of the email or WTO source.

CA$F557E
Dynamic allocation of the SEND PDS failed.
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Dynamic de-allocation of the SEND PDS failed.

DSN=ddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddd

Reason:

The data set and member name for the SEND PDS could not be allocated or deallocated. Check
OPT_EMAIL_DEFAULT_DSN in the VDB. Determine if the DSN and member exist. The dddddddddd parameter is the
DSN of the send file.

Action:

Check OPT_EMAIL_DEFAULT_DSN in the VDB. Determine if the DSN or the member exist and are available to
CTSMAIL.

CA$F558E
No OPT_EMAIL_DEFAULT_DSN found

Reason:

The option variable OPT_EMAIL_DEFAULT_DSN was not found in the VDB.

Action:

List the VDB or determine if the variable is in the VDB using ISPF. Ensure the source is for an email or WTO and that it
contains the proper control headers.

CA$F559I
pppppp ended with RC=xx RS=yy FDBK=zz for Member=mmmmmmm

Reason:

The WTO or email processor that CTSMAIL invoked ended with a nonzero return code. Where pppppp is the program
name of the processor, and xx,yy,zz are the ReturnCode, ReasonCode, and Feedback. The mmmmmmm parameter is
the member name in the CAI.SEND file that is being processed. CTSMAIL continues to process other members if present.

Action:

See other messages and examine the member for syntax errors.

CA$F560I
Email formatting error - nnnnnn is not a valid header

Reason:

An invalid header field was passed for an email. The header field is ignored and execution continues.

Action:

Correct the header field in the email data set.

CA$F561E
Dynamic allocation of email sysout failed

Reason:

The allocation of the dynamically created email failed. The SMTP or SYSOUT settings in CTS Variable Maintenance is
probably incorrect.
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Action:

Verify your EMAIL_xxxx_SMTP and EMAIL_xxxx_SYSOUT entries in CTS Variable Maintenance. The xxxx parameter is
the mini-system that is creating the email. Try again. If the problem persists, contact CA Support.

CA$F562E
Dynamic de-allocation of email sysout failed

Reason:

The de-allocation of the dynamically created email failed. The SMTP or SYSOUT settings in CTS Variable Maintenance is
probably incorrect.

Action:

Verify your EMAIL_xxxx_SMTP and EMAIL_xxxx_SYSOUT entries in CTS Variable Maintenance. The xxxx parameter is
the mini-system that is creating the e-mail. Try again. If the problem persists, contact CA Support.

CA$F563E
Email processing failed

Reason:

While attempting to create an email, one or more errors occurred during processing. The errors prevented execution from
completing successfully.

Action:

Fix any errors that you found and resubmit the job.

CA$F564E
Email variable table not found.

Reason:

While attempting to create an email, the table of variables in CTS Variable Maintenance was not found.

Action:

Contact CA Support.

CA$F565E
No email recipient found.

Reason:

The email text did not list any recipient and the default recipient in CTS Variable Maintenance was empty.

Action:

Verify that there is a valid email address in a valid email header or in the default variable in CTS Variable Maintenance.

CA$F801E
INVALID FUNCTION.

Reason:
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The specified function is not valid for this module.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F802E
IMPROPER SEQUENCE FOR THIS FUNCTION.

Reason:

This function was issued out of sequence. An example is a GET before an OPEN.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F803E
SPECIFIED DDNAME NOT FOUND.

Reason:

The ddname specified in the OPEN function was not found.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F804E
DSN=....+....1....+....2....+....3....+. IS NOT DSORG=PS.

Reason:

This I/O program is for processing PS data sets.

Action:

Select another I/O program or change the data set organization to PS.

CA$F805E
OPEN cccccc FAILED FOR FILE.

Reason:

The OPEN function of type cccccc failed.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F806W
GET ISSUED AFTER EOF.

Reason:

CTSSIO: Calling program requested a GET after End-Of-File was reached on the data set.

Action:
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None. This is an informative message.

CA$F807E
ffffffff IS UNKNOWN CTL FUNCTION.

Reason:

CTSSIO: The subfunction ffffffff for a control function is invalid.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F808E
CMD REJECT OR FILE PROTECTION.

Reason:

Tape had write protection turned on so tape could not be initialized. This may also be caused by security when the user
does not have BLP update authority.

Action:

Turn off write protection and rerun the job.

CA$F809E
MEMBER mmmmmmmm DIRECTORY UPDATE FAIL RC=nn.

Reason:

The STOW failed for the specified member with a return code of nn.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F810A
M vvvvvv ON dddd.

Reason:

Tape vvvvvv is required by the tape I/O module for processing.

Action:

Mount volume vvvvvv on unit dddd.

CA$F811E
EXCP FUNCTION FAILED.

Reason:

The program could not execute the I/O it required.

Action:

Check other messages to determine if the cause of the problem was hardware or software. Correct and rerun.
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CA$F812E
INVALID TAPE LABEL DATA.

Reason:

An invalid label has been detected during tape initialization processing.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F813A
K vvvvvv FROM dddd.

Reason:

Tape initialization processing for vvvvvv is complete on unit dddd.

Action:

Remove vvvvvv from unit dddd.

CA$F814E
MEMBER mmmmmmmm NOT FOUND ON FILE

Reason:

The specified member was not found in the data set.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F815E
KEY(....+....1....+....2....+....3....+) IS NOT FOUND

Reason:

A get request was made for a record with the reported key, but the record was not found. Either the request is invalid or
the record is not included it the file.

Action:

Correct the request or add the requested record to the file.

CA$F817E
DSN=data.set.name IS NOT RECFM=F/FB

Reason:

The CTSEIO module requires the data sets it accesses to be either RECFM=F or RECFM=FB. The data set
data.set.name is the data set allocated. It is not RECFM=F or RECFM=FB.

Action:

The OPEN request is failed.
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CA$F818E
DSN=data.set.name SERVICE=xxxxxxxx FAILED RC=nnnn

Reason:

The xxxxxxxx identifies the service that failed. It can be TRKCALC, OBTAIN, or CVTPCNVT. The nnnn is the return code
of the failing service.

Action:

The I/O operation is failed.

CA$F819I
XXXXX ERROR ON VSAM FILE R15 = RRR TYPE = FFF

Reason:

An error occurred while processing the VDB. The XXXXX parameter is the function which failed. RRR is the return code
and FFF is the type for the return code.

Action:

Check for other error messages.

CA$F820E
DSN=....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4.... ALLOCATION FAILED

Reason:

Dynamic allocation of the specified data set name failed. The data set name of the VDB is derived from the name of the
tape catalog. The tape management system is probably not initialized.

Action:

Check for other messages. Verify that the tape management system has been initialized.

CA$F821E
DSN=....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4.... DE-ALLOCATION FAILED

Reason:

Dynamic deallocation of the specified data set name failed. The data set name of the VDB is derived from the name of the
tape catalog. The tape management system is probably not initialized.

Action:

Check for other messages. Verify that the tape management system has been initialized.

CA$F821W
WARNING! CTS JOURNAL THRESHOLD REACHED, 999999 RECORDS REMAINING.

Reason:

CTSJIO: Threshold of the CTS journal file has been reached. The threshold is approximately 90% of the file. This
message is issued until 'END-OF-FILE' is reached on the journal or until reset.

Action:
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Run the VDB backup job. This job resets the journal after a good backup is created.

CA$F822I
EMPTY VDB DETECTED.

Reason:

During OPEN, CTSVDB detects that the VDB was an empty VSAM file. You cannot use an empty VSAM file for UPDATE
processing. If the OPEN is for OUTPUT, CTSVDB attempts to create the control records that are required for sharing the
VDB. If the OPEN is for INPUT, those records cannot be created and the OPEN fails.

Action:

If the VDB is being opened for OUTPUT, CTSVDB takes the required action. If the VDB is being opened for INPUT, run
CTSJVDBU with a PARM=INIT.

CA$F822W
ALARM!! CTS JOURNAL IS FULL. SMF 999 WRITTEN

Reason:

CTSJIO: The CTS journal file is full and records are being sent to SMF.'999' is the SMF type specified when the journal
was initialized.

Action:

Run the VDB backup job. This job resets the journal after a good backup is created.

CA$F823E
ALARM!! CTS JOURNAL IS FULL. RECORDS LOST.

Reason:

CTSJIO: The CTS journal file is full and records are being lost. The SMF parameter was not specified when the journal
was initialized.

Action:

Run the VDB backup job. This job resets the journal after a good backup is created.

CA$F823I
VDB CONTROL RECORDS WILL BE CREATED.

Reason:

Program CTSVDB has detected an empty VSAM file and is attempting to create the control records that are needed for
file sharing. The action enables the VDB to be used to update processing.

Action:

None. The message is informational only.

CA$F830E
DSN=data.set.name HAS NOT BEEN INITIALIZED

Reason:
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The DS1LSTAR field is zero indicating this file has not been opened for output. It is considered to be uninitialized.

Action:

Run the appropriate utility to initialize this data set.

CA$F831E
I/O ERROR ON DSN=data.set.name IOBECBCC=XX

Reason:

An I/O error has occurred. The data set name is data.set.name. The one byte hexadecimal I/O return code is xx. This
message is followed by CA$F832E and CA$F833E.

Action:

This data set may not be properly formatted. Refer to message CA$F832E for more information.

CA$F832E
SENSE=sense

Reason:

An I/O error has occurred. The CA$F831E message identified the data set where the error occurred. The 32 byte sense
data is displayed.

Action:

The sense information is device specific and can be used to determine the exact cause of the error.

CA$F833E
SEEK ADDR=cccchhhhrr STATUS=xxxx

Reason:

An I/O error has occurred. The CA$F831E message identified the data set where the error occurred. The seek address
used during the failed operation is provided with the CSW unit and channel status flags.

Action:

Informational only.

CA$F851E
pppppppp CALLED WITH INVALID PARAMETERS

Reason:

The Common Tape robotic interface program (pppppppp) was called with invalid parameters.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

CA$F852E
pppppppp LINK TO mmmmmmmm FAILED.

Reason:
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The Common Tape interface program (pppppppp) could not LINK to the robot API (mmmmmmmm).

Action:

Ensure that the robot API is installed and in libraries which are available to the Common Tape interface program.

CA$F853E
CA-VTAPE IS NOT ACTIVE.

Reason:

The Common Tape robotic interface program determined that Vtape was not active.

Action:

Start Vtape.

CA$F854E
CA$F854E VOLUME vvvvvv NOT UPDATED IN OAM - CALLER OF CTS3495 NOT AUTHORIZED

Reason:

During CA 1 SCRATCH processing, an attempt to update the volume status in the OAM Tape Catalog Data Base (TCDB)
fails if the CA 1 load library is not authorized.

Action:

Authorize the CA 1 load library and re-attempt scratch.

CA$F859I
ATL=pppppppp CMD=ffffffff VSN=vvvvvv RC=rc

Reason:

The common Tape interface program is running in debug mode. Where pppppppp is the name of the interface program,
ffffffff is the function, vvvvvv is the VOLSER and rc is the return code.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CA$F899I
FN=ffffffff RC=cccccccc RS=ssssssss FB=bbbbbbbb DD=dddddddd

Reason:

This message is issued to give more information about the previous error message. Where ffffffff is the requested function;
cccccccc is the return code (also is R15); ssssssss is the reason code; bbbbbbbb is the feed-back; and ddddddd is the
related ddname. See I/O Module Codes.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F900I
DUMP SPINOFF IS COMPLETE
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Reason:

The dump data set has been spooled to SYSOUT for printing. This can be the result of a SPINOFF DUMP command or
automatically when a task abnormally terminates.

Action:

None. This is an informative message.

CA$F910I
DUMP SPINOFF SUSPENDED BY OPERATOR

Reason:

The spooling of the dump data set to SYSOUT is terminated, because the operator issued a CANCEL DUMP command.

Action:

None. This is an informative message.

CA$F920W
NO DUMP DATA PENDING

Reason:

A SPINOFF DUMP command was issued and the dump data set was empty.

Action:

None. This is an informative message.

CA$F969E
MISSING A REQUIRED PARAMETER.

Reason:

A parameter required for the command was not specified.

Action:

Correct and retry.

CA$F970E
UNKNOWN OR UNEXPECTED PARAMETER.

Reason:

An internal message to task tttt was sent while processing the command. CTSCOM was unable to complete the send.

Action:

Start the task if not active or issue the command to another task.

CA$F971E
PARAMETER IS TOO LARGE.

Reason:
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A parameter value was specified which is too large.

Action:

Correct and retry.

CA$F972E
INVALID CHARACTER IN COMMAND.

Reason:

Only alphanumeric and national characters are permitted on the command line. Special characters must be enclosed in
'....' or (....).

Action:

Correct and retry.

CA$F973E
NO DELIMITER FOUND.

Reason:

No delimiter was found on the command line.

Action:

Correct and retry.

CA$F974E
CLOSING QUOTE NOT FOUND.

Reason:

Single quotes must be used in pairs, before and after the data they enclose '.....'. If you need a single quote within the
data, use (....''...) instead.

Action:

Correct the quote.

CA$F975E
CLOSE OF COMMENT NOT FOUND

Reason:

Comments have the form /*........*/, the ending */ was not found.

Action:

Correct and retry.

CA$F976E
CLOSING '')'' NOT FOUND.

Reason:
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Parentheses must be paired. One or more right parentheses are missing.

Action:

Correct and retry.

CA$F977E
INVALID SYNTAX.

Reason:

The command line syntax does not conform to that known by CTS.

Action:

Correct and retry.

CA$F978E
RETRY MUST BE NUMERIC.

Reason:

RETRY(...) must be the number of times a task is restarted with a nonzero completion.

Action:

Correct and retry.

CA$F979E
LEN MUST BE NUMERIC, AND AT LEAST 64.

Reason:

LEN(....) is the number of bytes to reserve for a CTSB. The first 64 bytes are reserved for CTS.

Action:

Correct and retry.

CA$F980E
COMMAND NOT RECOGNIZED.

Reason:

The command is not known to CTS.

Action:

Correct and retry.

CA$F981E
INVALID SYNTAX FOR CTS COMMAND.

Reason:

The syntax used does not conform to that used for CTS command lines.

Action:
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Correct and retry.

CA$F983E
CTSCMD NOT LAST ACTIVE TASK. IGNORED.

Reason:

A STOP command was issued to CTSCMD but one or more tasks were still active. CTSCMD is required to control CTS, it
cannot stop while other tasks are active.

Action:

Verify that no other tasks are active, then retry.

CA$F984E
TASK ID MISSING.

Reason:

This command requires a unique four-character task ID be specified.

Action:

Correct and retry.

CA$F985E
UNKNOWN TASK ID AND PGM(...) NOT SPECIFIED

Reason:

A START command was issued for a task which is not defined to CTS. Therefore, CTS does not know what program to
attach.

Action:

Correct and retry.

CA$F986E
TASK IS ALREADY ACTIVE.

Reason:

An attempt was made to start a task which is already active.

Action:

None. This is an informative message.

CA$F987I
SEND TO tttt FAILED.

Reason:

An internal message to task tttt was sent while processing the command. CTSCOM was unable to complete the send.

Action:
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Start the task if not active or issue the command to another task.

CA$F989E
VALID TASK ID REQUIRED FOR THIS COMMAND

Reason:

This command requires a unique four-character task ID.

Action:

Correct and retry.

CA$F990E
TID TABLE IS FULL. COMMAND IGNORED.

Reason:

An attempt was made to define a task to CTS, and the table of task definitions is full.

Action:

Issue the DISPLAY TASKS command for a list of defined tasks. Redefine an inactive task or restart the CTS system to
remove extra entries from the task table.

CA$F996E
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TASKS ACTIVE.

Reason:

An attempt was made to start a task and the maximum number of subtasks was already active.

Action:

Wait until a subtask completes or issue a STOP command to an active task.

CA$F997I
tttt STARTING.

Reason:

A START command was issued for a task and CTS has attached the program.

Action:

None. This is an informative message.

CA$F998I
task-id COMPLETE. RC = nnnnnnnn

Reason:

This message is a notification that a task has completed. If RC is not equal to zero, CTS attempts to create a dump. If the
RETRY count is not zero, CTS attempts to restart the task.

• task-id
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Identifies the task ID.
• nnnnnnn

Identifies the return code. The return code is also divided into system and user return codes, RC=xxsssuuu.
– xx

Can be ignored.
– sss

Specifies a return code that is set by the operating system.
– uuu

Specifies the user return code that is set by the program running as a CTS task.

RC=00013000 is a system return indicating a failure opening a data set and resulting in a S013 ABEND.

RC=00000001 is a user return code indicating that CA 1 is not initialized and resulting in a U0001 ABEND.

The Common Tape System (CTS) address space is a generic system for hosting multiple tasks. These tasks do not have
to be related to CTS. CTS does not document the return-codes or messages from these tasks. One exception is a user
111 ABEND. The task ABEND’ed because it received a CANCEL command from CTS.

Action:

Locate the program being run and see documentation for the task that ended.

Follow these steps:

1. Find the CTSSTART member in the CTS PROC.
2. Search the member for the SET TASK statement for the task-id in the message.

For example, if the task-id was APEC, the SET statement is as follows:

SET TASK(APEC) PGM(TMSAPEC) RETRY(0) PARM()

The program is TMSAPEC. See the documentation for TMSAPEC.

CA$F999I
CTS ALREADY ACTIVE

Reason:

An attempt was made to start the Common Tape System task, and one was already active on this CPU.

Action:

None. This is an informative message.

CAGxxxxx
CAG8001E
CAN NOT OBTAIN WORK AREA. BYPASSING API.

Reason:

CA 1 could not obtain an internal work area.

Action:

This may indicate a region issue with this particular job/task.  Increase the region size for the application that received this
message. Verify CA 1 intercepts are active by executing CA 1 utility, TMSCKLVL. 
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CAG8009E
ERROR xxxx INVALID RETURN CODE FROM API R15=nnnnnnnn

Reason:

The OSI specified received an invalid return code from the called API.

Action:

The OSI environment may not have been completely initialized. For assistance, contact Technical Support at http://
ca.com/support.

CAG8011E
CAN NOT OBTAIN WORK AREA. BYPASSING API.

Reason:

The Tape Management System could not obtain an internal work area required for processing a tape request.

Action:

The OSI environment may not have been completely initialized. Verify that CAS9 completed correctly and that TMSINIT
was not started before CAS9 completed. For assistance, contact Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

CAG8018E
CONTROL NOT RECEIVED FROM AN OSIB.

Reason:

The Tape Management System intercept received control from an unexpected source. Results are unpredictable.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom Support for assistance.

CAG8019E
 

ERROR xxxx INVALID RETURN CODE FROM API R15 = nnnnnnn. dddddddd.

Reason:

OSI xxxx received return code nnnnnnnn from the Tape Management System API. The intercept is for ddname dddddddd
and the results are unpredictable.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom Support for assistance.

CAG8201E
ffffffff IS NOT A VALID FUNCTION. ABORTING!

Reason:

Requested function was not STATUS, APPLY, APPLYCHK, RESTORE,ENABLE, or DISABLE.

Action:
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For assistance, contact Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

CAG8202E
tttttttt WAS NOT FOUND. ABORTING!

Reason:

Requested OSI Table was not found. Program cannot continue.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

CAG8203I
ffffffff tttttttt STARTING.

Reason:

Function ffffffff is starting for OSI table tttttttt.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CAG8206E
tttttttt IS CORRUPTED. ffffffff INCOMPLETE!

Reason:

OSI table tttttttt contains invalid data. OSI HEADER or TERMINATOR not found where one is required. The program
cannot continue with function ffffffff.

Action:

Correct and retry.

CAG8207I
INTERCEPTS WERE ALREADY REMOVED.

Reason:

Request was made to remove an OSI Table which is not applied. The OSI table cannot be found.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CAG8208I
INTERCEPTS WERE ALREADY APPLIED.

Reason:

The OSI table requested for an APPLY was found on the system, and is considered as applied.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.
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CAG8209E
CRITICAL ERROR!!! ABENDING WITH U209.

Reason:

A dump is being taken and the program terminated for the reason in previous message.

Action:

Retain this dump for problem determination. For assistance, contact Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

CAG8210E
FUNCTION NOT AVAILABLE.

Reason:

Requested function is not currently available.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

CAG8213E
FLAGS PARM IS INVALID. (8 CHARS O-F)

Reason:

An internal error has occurred during the installation of the OSI for the Tape Management System.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

CAG8214E
UNAPPLIED OSI TABLE FOUND IN MEMORY

Reason:

An internal error has occurred during the installation of the OSI for the Tape Management System.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

CAG8215I
A RESTORE FUNCTION IS RECOMMENDED

Reason:

An internal error has occurred during the installation of the OSI for the Tape Management System.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.
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CAG8227I
OSI EXEC(pppppppp) DYNAMICALLY ADDED FOR xxxx

Reason:

The address of OSI routine pppppppp was dynamically provided for intercept xxxx.

These OSI routines maybe “static link edited” to the OSI tables. When they are not G8UTY will locate or load the routine
and then add its address to all the intercepts which require it.

Action:

This is an informative message.

CAG8245E
SPECIFIED OSI OR OSI TABLE NOT FOUND.

For CA 1 Users:

Reason:

For a STATUS, ENABLE, or DISABLE function, the OSI table was not found in memory or no match was found for the OSI
pattern-mask. This is normal only when a previous RESTORE function has removed the OSI table and the subsequent
STATUS function receives this message. A RESTORE of the OSI is done for batch activation or deactivation of CA 1

Action:

Review other messages issued by L0E0INIT, CAIRIM, and TMSINIT. For assistance, contact Technical Support at
Broadcom Support.

For TLMS Users:

Reason:

For a STATUS, ENABLE, or DISABLE function, the OSI table was not found in memory or no match was found for the OSI
pattern-mask. This is normal only when a previous RESTORE function has removed the OSI table and the subsequent
STATUS function receives this message. A RESTORE of the OSI is done to remove OSIs from the system.

Action:

Review other messages issued by TLMSRIM and CAIRIM. Contact Technical Support at Broadcom Support for
assistance.

CAG8258E
VERIFICATION ERROR FOR INTERCEPT oooo.

Reason:

During OSI verification an error was detected in this OSIB. See accompanying messages.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

CAG8259E
PREVIOUS/NEXT ERROR FOR INTERCEPT xxxx.
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Reason:

The PREVIOUS or NEXT pointer in the OSIB is not correct, where xxxx is the ID of the OSIB. This error indicates a
missing or corrupt intercept.

Action:

Stop tape processing and contact CA Support. Run G8UTY for function STATUS and ensure that DD statements
CAG8MSG and CAG8SNP are in the JCL.

CAG8260I
STATUS FOR oooo OF TABLE ttttttt.

Reason:

The status for the OSIs, selected by oooo in OSI table ttttttt, is ready for display.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CAG8261I
SELECTED ww, ENABLED xx, DISABLED yy, INVALID zz.

Reason:

The status of the selected OSIs. Where ww is the number of OSIs which matched the STATUS request. Of that number xx
had their DISABLE bit off and yy had their DISABLE bit on. Errors where found in zz.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CAG8263I
OSI(xxxx) IS PROBABLY MISSING OR INVALID!

Reason:

This message is issued with message CAG8259E to indicate the likely results of this status. xxxx is the ID of the OSIB.
This condition may result in data loss or failure of programs doing tape I/O.

Action:

See message CAG8259E.

CAG8299I
ffffffff tttttttt COMPLETED. RC = nn

Reason:

This message indicates that function ffffffff for OSI table tttttttt has completed with a return code of nn. Where nn has the
following values:
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• 00 - completed normally
• 04 - completed with a warning
• 08 - error detected before function attempted
• 12 - error detected after function attempted
• 16 - severe error cannot continue

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CAG8701E
INVALID FUNCTION.

Reason:

A CTS I/O program was called with an invalid function code.

Action:

Correct the function code in the calling program.

CAG8702E
IMPROPER SEQUENCE FOR THIS FUNCTION.

Reason:

The I/O module was called with a function out of sequence (for example, a GET before an OPEN).

Action:

Correct the calling program.

CAG8703E
SPECIFIED DDNAME NOT FOUND.

Reason:

The ddname specified in a subsequent message CAG8799I was missing and is required.

Action:

If the ddname is CAG8LIB1, this indicates you have a data set name for the contents of the UA other than SYS1.LPALIB.
You must code that data set name in the CAGLIB1 DD and include the DDD in the CAIRIM procedure (CAS9) and the
TMSINIT procedure. If the ddname is CAG8LIB2, this indicates the operating system data management modules are in an
MLPA library. This MLPA library must be specified in a CAG8LIB2 DD in both the CAS9 and TMSINIT procedures.

Add the DDname to the job.

CAG8704E
DSN=....+....1....+....2....+....3....+. IS NOT DSORG=??

Reason:

The file is not the proper DSORG for this function.

Action:
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Ensure the file is the same DSORG as specified in the message.

CAG8705E
OPEN CCCCCC FAILED FOR FILE.

Reason:

An attempt to open a file failed, where CCCCCC is either INPUT or OUTPUT.

Action:

Check for other messages and ensure it is a good file.

CAG8706E
MEMBER xxxxxxxx NOT FOUND ON FILE

Reason:

During an APPLY of the OSI table, the specified member (which is an operating system data management module) was
not found in the PDS pointed to by the ddname listed in the CAG8799I message. This APPLY of the OSI table can be
initiated by L0E0INIT within the CAIRIM procedure or by TMSINIT.

Action:

If you are doing an MLPA of the operating system's data management modules, you must include the CAG8LIB2 DD in
the CAIRIM and the TMSINIT procedures. Any MLPA data set must be specified in the CAG8LIB2 DD. If you have a data
set name for the contents of LPA other than SYS1.LPALIB, you must put that data set name in the CAG8LIB1 DD and
include the DD in the CAIRIM procedure and the TMSINIT procedure.

If this is not the problem, contact Technical Support at Broadcom Support for assistance. Provide them with the following
information:

• Name of the OSI table being APPLYed
• Your operating system level
• The module name from the CAG8706E message(s)

CAG8707E
FFFFFFFF IS UNKNOWN CTL FUNCTION

Reason:

The I/O program was called with an invalid control function.

Action:

Correct the calling program.

CAG8799I
For CA 1 Users:

FN=xx RC=xx RS=xx FB=xx DD=dsname

Reason:

During an APPLY of the OSI table, the specified function failed for the ddname listed. This APPLY of the OSI table can be
initiated by L0E0INIT within the CAIRIM procedure or by TMSINIT.
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Action:

For an explanation of the function code (FN), the return code (RC), the reason code (RS), and the feedback code (FB),
see I/O Module Codes The values of these codes are in hexadecimal format. This is an informative message and is
accompanied by other CAG8 messages to help identify the error.

 

For TLMS Users:

FN=xx RC=xx RS=xx FB=xx DD=ddname

Reason:

During an APPLY of the OSI table, the specified function failed for the ddname listed. This APPLY of the OSI table can be
initiated by TLMSRIM within the CAIRIM procedure.

Action:

See I/O Module Codes for an explanation of the function code (FN), the return code (RC), the reason code (RS), and
the feedback code (FB). The values of these codes are in hexadecimal format. This is an informative message and is
accompanied by other CAG8 messages to help identify the error.

CAG8801E
INVALID FUNCTION

Reason:

A CTS I/O program was called with an invalid function code.

Action:

Correct the function code in the calling program.

CAG8802E
IMPROPER SEQUENCE FOR THIS FUNCTION.

Reason:

The I/O module was called with a function out of sequence (for example, a GET before an OPEN).

Action:

Correct the calling program.

CAG8803E
SPECIFIED DDNAME NOT FOUND.

Reason:

The DDname for the file being opened was not found for this job. See CAG8899I for DDname.

Action:

Add the DDname to the job.

CAG8804E
DSN=....+....1....+....2....+....3....+. IS NOT DSORG=??.
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Reason:

The file is not the proper DSORG for this function.

Action:

Ensure the file is the same DSORG as specified in the message.

CAG8805E
OPEN CCCCCC FAILED FOR FILE

Reason:

An attempt to OPEN a file failed, where CCCCCC is either INPUT or OUTPUT.

Action:

Check for other messages and ensure it is a good file.

CAG8806W
GET ISSUED AFTER EOF.

Reason:

An attempt was made to GET a record after the end-of-file.

Action:

Correct the calling program.

CAG8807E
FFFFFFFF IS UNKNOWN CTL FUNCTION.

Reason:

The I/O program was called with an invalid control function.

Action:

Correct the calling program.

CAG8708W
GET ISSUED AFTER EOF.

Reason:

An attempt was made to GET a record after the end-of-file.

Action:

Correct the calling program.

 

CAG8709E
MEMBER MMMMMMMM DIRECTORY UPDATE FAIL RC=123.

Reason:
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An attempt was made to update member MMMMMMMM, which is a PDS. The attempt failed with the specified return
code.

Action:

Check the accompanying IBM messages. Verify that the job has write authority for the PDS and that there is enough
space in the PDS.

CAG8899I
FN=xx RC=xx RS=xx FB=xx DD=ddname

Reason:

During an APPLY of the OSI table, the specified function failed for the ddname listed. This APPLY of the OSI table can be
initiated by TLMSRIM within the CAIRIM procedure.

Action:

See I/O Module Codes for an explanation of the function code (FN), the return code (RC), the reason code (RS), and
the feedback code (FB). The values of these codes are in hexadecimal format. This is an informative message and is
accompanied by other CAG8 messages to help identify the error.

CAG8901E
INVALID FUNCTION

Reason:

A CTS I/O program was called with an invalid function code.

Action:

Correct the function code in the calling program.

CAG8902E
IMPROPER SEQUENCE FOR THIS FUNCTION.

Reason:

The I/O module was called with a function out of sequence (for example, a GET before an OPEN).

Action:

Correct the calling program.

CAG8903E
SPECIFIED DDNAME NOT FOUND.

Reason:

The DDname for the file being opened was not found for this job. See CAG8999I for DDname.

Action:

Add the DDname to the job.
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CAG8904E
DSN=....+....1....+....2....+....3....+. IS NOT DSORG=??.

Reason:

The file is not the proper DSORG for this function.

Action:

Ensure the file is the same DSORG as specified in the message.

CAG8905E
OPEN CCCCCC FAILED FOR FILE

Reason:

An attempt to OPEN a file failed, where CCCCCC is either INPUT or OUTPUT.

Action:

Check for other messages and ensure it is a good file.

CAG8906W
GET ISSUED AFTER EOF.

Reason:

An attempt was made to GET a record after the end-of-file.

Action:

Correct the calling program.

CAG8907E
FFFFFFFF IS UNKNOWN CTL FUNCTION.

Reason:

The I/O program was called with an invalid control function.

Action:

Correct the calling program.

CAG8999I
FN=xx RC=xx RS=xx FB=xx DD=ddname

Reason:

During an APPLY of the OSI table, the specified function failed for the ddname listed. This APPLY of the OSI table can be
initiated by TLMSRIM within the CAIRIM procedure.

Action:

See I/O Module Codes for an explanation of the function code (FN), the return code (RC), the reason code (RS), and
the feedback code (FB). The values of these codes are in hexadecimal format. This is an informative message and is
accompanied by other CAG8 messages to help identify the error.
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I/O Module Codes
The following lists the function codes, return codes, reason codes, and feedback codes issued by the Common Tape
System (CTS) and Dynamic OSI I/O routines which interface to IBM data services.

FUNCTION CODES

        +00   00            NOT VALID FUNCTION

        +04   04            OPEN ACCESS TO DATA

        +08   08            CLOSE ACCESS TO DATA

        +12   0C            CONTROL PROCESSING

        +16   10            GET

        +20   14            PUT

        +24   18            POINT TO RECORD BY KEY (NO I/O)

        +28   1C            NOTE RECORD BY KEY (NO I/O)

        +32   20            ADD RECORD TO DATA

        +36   24            UPDATE EXISTING RECORD

        +40   28            DELETE A RECORD

        +44   2C            LOCK ACCESS TO DATA

        +48   30            UNLOCK ACCESS TO DATA

        +52   34            RESERVED

        +56   38            RESERVED

        +60   3C            RESERVED

        +80   40            UNIQUE I/O FUNC START AT 80 X'50'

        +84   44            UNIQUE I/O FUNC - RESERVED

        +88   48            UNIQUE I/O FUNC - RESERVED

        +92   4C            UNIQUE I/O FUNC - RESERVED

RETURN CODES

        +00   00            COMPLETED NORMALLY

        +04   04            COMPLETED WITH WARNING

        +08   08            ERROR BEFORE ATTEMPT

        +12   0C            ERROR AFTER ATTEMPT

        +16   10            CANNOT CONTINUE

REASON CODES

        +00   00            NO REASON AVAILABLE

        +04   04            BAD VALUE FOR A PARM

        +08   08            INCORRECT SEQUENCE

        +12   0C            INCORRECT STATUS

        +16   10            SPECIAL FORMAT

FEEDBACK CODES

        +00   00            NO FEED BACK

        +04   04            RELATES TO FUNCTION

        +08   08            RELATES TO FILE

        +12   0C            RELATES TO KEY

        +16   10            RELATES TO PGM LOGIC

NOTE
This information is available in the online HELP files as message identifier IOCODES.

CTCxxxxx
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CTC0001E
INVALID FUNCTION function PASSED TO module

Reason:

A Copycat Utility module was passed a function code that it did not expect. This is an internal error. The program
terminates.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

CTC0002E

module1 WAS UNABLE TO LOAD MODULE module2

Reason:

The module1 was attempting to load module2 but was unable to do so. The program terminates.

Action:

Verify module2 is in a library pointed to by STEPLIB or located in a library within the link list.

CTC0003I

module ENTRY - FN = nnnn

Reason:

This is a problem determination trace entry. It would only appear if the proper DEBUG statement(s) were given, as
instructed by CA Technical Support.

Action:

Provide the information to CA Technical Support, as requested.

CTC0004I

module EXIT - RC = rc, RS = rs

Reason:

This is a problem determination trace entry. It would only appear if the proper DEBUG statement(s) were given, as
instructed by CA Technical Support.

Action:

Provide the information to CA Technical Support, as requested.

CTC0301E

TAPE SYSTEM NOT ACTIVE

Reason:

The product requires that the tape system be active.
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Action:

Initialize the tape system and resubmit the job.

CTC1003E

INVALID HEX VALUE SPECIFIED FOR FILESEQB

Reason:

The file sequence provided in the input is not a valid two-character hexadecimal value (01-FF).

Action:

Verify that the position number coded is correct.

CTC1004E

INVALID CHARACTER VALUE SPECIFIED FOR FILESEQC

Reason:

The file sequence provided in the input is not a valid four-character numeric value (0001-9999).

Action:

Verify that the position number coded is correct.

CTC1005E

TAPE SYSTEM DSN dsname1 DOES NOT MATCH INPUT DSN dsname2

Reason:

The data set name provided in the input does not match the data set name contained in the tape system catalog volume
record.

Action:

If the volume listed was created outside the control of the tape system, update the tape system catalog to reflect accurate
information for the volume. Otherwise, correct the input.

CTC1006E

VOLSER volser DOES NOT CONTAIN STANDARD LABELS

Reason:

The volume listed shows a label type other than standard.

Action:

If the volume listed was created outside the control of the tape system, update the tape system catalog to contain
accurate information for the volume; otherwise, correct the input.
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CTC1007E

VOLSER volser FILE SEQUENCE fileseq NOT FOUND ON TAPE SYSTEM

Reason:

The file sequence specified in the input is not contained on the volume listed.

Action:

If the volume listed was created outside the control of the tape system, update the tape system catalog to contain
accurate information for the volume; otherwise, correct the input.

CTC1008E

INVALID DATA OF "xxxxxx" ENCOUNTERED FOR FILESEQD

Reason:

Copycat Utility was processing the input designated by the INPUTcontrol statement. The input data field deisgnated by
FILESEQD (the file sequence number) contains non-numeric data or is improperly delimited or it exceeds five digits.

Action:

Verify that FILESEQD designates the correct column number where the file sequence number may be found. Ensure the
numeric data is delimited with a trialing blank or comma.

CTC1009E

RC=rc LOCATE FAILED FOR DSN=dsname

Reason:

A nonzero return code was received from the IBM LOCATE function.

Action:

Ensure that the MVS catalog contains an entry for the data set listed. (Refer to the IBM MVS Catalog documentation for
details on LOCATE return codes.)

CTC1010E

DATA SET NOT CATALOGED ON A TAPE DEVICE - dsname

Reason:

The information received from the IBM LOCATE indicates that the data set shown is not on a tape device.

Action:

Correct the input.

CTC1011E

NO RECORDS TO PROCESS FOR FUNCTION function

Reason:
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No valid tapes or files were found to process.

Action:

Verify the input.

CTC1012E

FILES SELECTED FOR COPY=n, EXCEEDS MAXFILES=x

Reason:

Too many files have been selected. "n" disgnates the numberfile selected. "x" disgnates the current limit. The operation
terminates.

Action:

Verify the desired files are being selected. Reduce the number of files being selected by either splitting them into separate
runs, using the NOMERGE option (if applicable), or increase the MAXFILES value.

NOTE
Your MVS system may not allow more than 32,767 files per tape.

CTC1013E
VOLSER volser CONTAINS NO FILES ON THE TAPE SYSTEM

Reason:

The requested copy volume is an active tape system catalog volume, but contains no files.

Action:

Verify the reason for selecting this volume for copy operation. The system catalog or tape system catalog may be in error
or out of synch. Correct any errors.

CTC1014E

TABLE ENTRIES GENERATED=n, EXCEEDS INTERNAL MAXIMUM OF x

Reason:

There is an internal table limit of "x" number of files that can be processed in a single group. The current input has
produced "n" entries.

Action:

Verify the desired files are being selected. Reduce the number of files being selected by either splitting them into separate
runs or by using the NOMERGE option (if applicable).

CTC1015E

RC=rc FROM CTCOPYM0

Reason:

A nonzero return code was received from module CTCOPYM0.

Action:
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Review the message report for any errors detected.

CTC1016I

TOTAL INPUT STATEMENTS READ: nnnn

Reason:

This total reflects the number of records read from the input data set.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.

CTC1017I

INPUT STATEMENTS FOR function

Reason:

The actual input statements read for the TAPECOPY, FILECOPY, or TAPEMAP operation follow this message.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.

CTC1018I

function ENTRIES: nnnn

Reason:

This total reflects the number of records which qualified for the TAPECOPY or FILECOPY operation.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.

CTC1019E

VOLSER volser IS A SCRATCH TAPE AND MAY NOT BE COPIED

Reason:

The volume indicated is a scratch tape and may not be copied using FILECOPY.

Action:

If the volume shown was created outside the control of the tape system, update the tape system catalog to contain
accurate information for the volume; otherwise, correct the input.

CTC1020E

VOLSER volser FILESEQ fileseq DOES NOT HAVE A VALID DSN ON THE TAPE SYSTEM

Reason:
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The tape system catalog does not show a valid data set name for the indicated file sequence of the volume. The file may
not be copied using FILECOPY. The volume may not be copied using TAPECOPY if the first file does not have a valid
DSN.

Action:

Verify the reason for selecting this file/volume for copy operation. If necessary, update the tape system catalog to contain
accurate information for the volume.

CTC1021E

INVALID VALUE OF nn ENCOUNTERED FOR FILESEQD

Reason:

Copycat Utility was processing the input designated by the INPUT control statement. The input data field designated by
FILESEQD (the file sequence number) contains valid numeric data, but this value exceeds the highest possible value for
file sequence numbers. Processing terminates.

Action:

Verify that FILESEQD designates the correct column number where the file sequence number may be found. Ensure the
numeric data is delimited with a trailing blank or comma.

CTC1022E

Files selected for copy=xxxxxx, plus existing files on output tape=yyyyyy, exceeds MAXFILES=mmmmmm

Reason:

Too many files have been selected. "xxxxxx" designates the number of files extracted from the input statements, "yyyyyy"
designates the number of files that already exist on the output tape selected for MERGE=MOD processing. The sum of
these two values exceeds the file count limit "mmmmmm" set by the MAXFILES option.

Action:

Either reduce the number of files being selected, or increase the MAXFILES value.

CTC2001W
MESSAGE xxxxxxxx MISSING FROM RESIDENT TEXT TABLE

Reason:

The candidate text table being compared contains the message whose ID is xxxxxxxx. The currently installed text table,
the resident table, does not contain this message. Processing continues.

Action:

Verify the message ID is correct. If this is a new message being added, ignore this message.

CTC2002W
MESSAGE xxxxxxxx MISSING FROM CANDIDATE TEXT TABLE

Reason:

The candidate text table being compared is missing the message whose ID is xxxxxxxx. The currently installed text table,
the resident table, does contain this message. Processing continues.
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Action:

Normally, this means the message whose ID is xxxxxxxx must be added to the candidate text table before it can be
installed and used properly. The only exception to this is if you intentionally mean to delete this message from the product.

CTC2003W

RESIDENT MESSAGE xxxxxxxx TOTAL LENGTH OF n EXCEEDS THE MAXIMUM OF x

Reason:

The message in the currently installed, resident text table whose ID is xxxxxxxx is longer than the normal output print
line. "n" is the length on this message. "x" is the normal output length limit. If there are no imbedded symbolic parameters
the message will be truncated. If imbedded, variable length symbolic parameters are imbedded, then it will probably be
displayed in its entirety.

Action:

None.

CTC2004W

CANDIDATE MESSAGE xxxxxxxx TOTAL LENGTH OF n EXCEEDS THE MAXIMUM OF x

Reason:

The message in the candidate table being compared whose ID is xxxxxxxx is longer than the normal output print line. "n"
is the length on this message. "x" is the normal output length limit. This may cause truncation of the message when it is
displayed.

Action:

If there are no imbedded symbolic parameters, shorten the text of this message, or it will be truncated. If imbedded,
variable length symbolic parameters are imbedded, then it becomes a judgement call. If the text is only a few characters
longer than the maximum and you are using multiple, variable length symbolic parameters, it will probably be displayed in
its entirety.

CTC2009E
MESSAGE xxxxxxxx VARIABLES HAVE DIFFERENT LENGTHS

Reason:

The message whose ID is xxxxxxxx contains embedded, symbolic parameters, but the number and length of these
embedded, symbolic parameters must exactly match.

Action:

Change the message in candidate text table so that the number of symbolic parameters used and their lengths exactly
match. Since the order of the symbolic parameters is determined internally by Copycat Utility, ensure the sequence of the
parameters remains the same as it is in the currently installed resident text table.

CTC2011W
LABEL xxxxxxxx MISSING FROM RESIDENT TEXT TABLE

Reason:
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The candidate text table being compared contains the label whose ID is xxxxxxxx. The currently installed text table, the
resident table, does not contain this label. Processing continues.

Action:

Verify the label ID is correct. If this is a new label being added, ignore this message.

CTC2012W

LABEL xxxxxxxx MISSING FROM CANDIDATE TEXT TABLE

Reason:

The candidate text table being compared is missing the label whose ID is xxxxxxxx. The currently installed text table, the
resident table, contains this label. Processing continues.

Action:

Normally, this means the label whose ID is xxxxxxxx must be added to the candidate text table before it can be installed
and used properly. The only exception to this is if you intentionally mean to delete this label from the product.

CTC2013W

RESIDENT LABEL xxxxxxxx TOTAL LENGTH OF n EXCEEDS THE MAXIMUM OF x

Reason:

The label in the currently installed, resident text table whose ID is xxxxxxxx is longer than the normal output print line. "n"
is the length on this label. "x" is the normal output length limit. If there are no imbedded symbolic parameters the label
will be truncated. If imbedded, variable length symbolic parameters are imbedded, then it will probably be displayed in its
entirety.

Action:

None.

CTC2014W

CANDIDATE LABEL xxxxxxxx TOTAL LENGTH OF n EXCEEDS THE MAXIMUM OF x

Reason:

The label in the candidate table being compared whose ID is xxxxxxxx is longer than the normal output print line. "n" is the
length of this label. "x" is the normal output length limit. This may cause truncation of the label when it is displayed.

Action:

If there are no imbedded symbolic parameters, shorten the text of this label, or it will be truncated. If imbedded, variable
length symbolic parameters are imbedded, then it becomes a judgement call. If the text is only a few characters longer
than the maximum and you are using multiple, variable length symbolic parameters, it will probably be displayed in its
entirety.

CTC2019E

LABEL xxxxxxxx VARIABLES HAVE DIFFERENT LENGTHS

Reason:
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The label whose ID is xxxxxxxx contains embedded, symbolicparameters, but the number and length of these embedded,
symbolic parameters must exactly match.

Action:

Change the label in candidate text table so that the number of symbolic parameters used and their lengths exactly
match. Since the order of the symbolic parameters is determined internally by Copycat Utility, ensure the sequence of the
parameters remains the same as it is in the currently installed resident text table.

CTC3001E

CA 1 NOT ACTIVE

Reason:

Tape system CA 1 is not active.

Action:

Activate tape system CA 1 and rerun the job.

CTC3002E

SECURITY VIOLATION

Reason:

User does not have READ access to the tape system catalog.

Action:

Correct security authorization.

CTC3003E

VOLSER volser NOT ON TMC

Reason:

The volume shown is not in the tape system catalog.

Action:

Correct control statements to refer to a volume within the tape system catalog and rerun the job.

CTC3004E
ERROR DURING TMMPUTVL - VOLSER volser

Reason:

The CA 1 TMC record listed received an error during the update process.

Action:

Review the message report for additional information.
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CTC3005E

SECURITY VIOLATION - UNAUTHORIZED ACCESS NOT ALLOWED - CHECK ACCESS RULES

Reason:

Not authorized to perform the requested function through tape system SVC processing.

Action:

None unless security access is required. If so, contact the security administrator to get the proper security access needed.

CTC3006E
ERROR DURING TMMGETVL - VOLSER volser

Reason:

The CA 1 TMC record indicated received an error during the READ process

Action:

Review the message report for additional information.

CTC3007E

ERROR DURING TMMGETDB - DSNB dsnbnum

Reason:

The indicated CA 1 data set name block (DSNB) received an error during the READ process.

Action:

Review the message report for additional information.

CTC3008E

ERROR DURING TMMPUTDB - DSNB dsnbnum

Reason:

The indicated CA 1 data set name block (DSNB) received an error during the UPDATE process.

Action:

Review the message report for additional information.

CTC3009E

TMSDBIO RC=XXX, REASON=XXX, FDBK=XXX

Reason:

The CA 1 input/output interface module (TMSDBIO) ended with an unexpected return code.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.
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CTC3050R

CA 1 AUDIT IS FILLING - REPLY 'U' TO CONTINUE, 'W' TO WAIT AND RETRY, OR 'A' TO ABEND

Reason:

The CA 1 audit has reached its warning threshold and is in danger of filling up. The remaining audit space should be
reserved for real time processing. The update that caused this problem has completed and had been written to the audit
file.

Action:

The operator should run TMSCOPY to backup the TMC. This is issued by WTOR. Copycat Utility responds as follows to
the operator's reply:

• U
Continue with the next update. If the audit is still past its threshold when the next update is performed, this message
will be reissued.

• W
Tells Copycat Utility to wait 5 minutes and then try again. If the audit is still past the threshold, then Copycat Utility
automatically waits for another 5 minutes. This is a good reply to make if the TMSCOPY job has already been
submitted to back up the TMC. Once the TMC has been backed up, the audit is cleared. Copycat Utility then resumes
normal TMC update activity.

• A
Tells Copycat Utility to abend with a U008.

CTC3051I

WAITING 5 MINUTES FOR CA 1 AUDIT THRESHOLD CONDITION TO CLEAR BEFORE CONTINUING

Reason:

The operator replied 'w' to the CTC3050R message. This message is issued every 5 minutes until the TMC backup
completes.

Action:

None; this is an informational message.

CTC3059E

REPLY TO CTC3050R IS NOT VALID

Reason:

The operator replied to the CTC3050R message, but the response is not one of the valid choices. The CTC3050R
message is reissued immediately after this message.

Action:

Reply to the CTC3050R message with one of the options listed in the message text.
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CTC3101E

xxxxxxxx ERROR - RC=rc,FDBK=fb

Reason:

An unanticipated error was encountered by one of the tape system interface modules. "xxxxxxxx" is the name of the
module where the error was detected. "rc" in the return code. "fb" is the feedback code.

Action:

All anticipated error conditions are handled internally. Examine the reports and the console log for other messages. Verify
the current status of the tape management system.

CTC3102E

FUNC=function, REASON=reason

Reason:

This message immediately follows CTC3101E and provides additional information.

Action:

Verify if chaining errors exist in the tape database. Call CA Technical Support for assistance.

CTC3103E

TLMSPUT ERROR - CALLKEY=callkey, VOLUME=volser, FILESEQ=fileseq

Reason:

An update request to the TLMS VMF has failed for the indicated volume and file sequence.

Action:

If user exit CTSCPYUX is active, ensure that the update record was not incorrectly altered. Call Broadcom Support for
assistance.

CTC3303E

UNABLE TO LOAD MODULE TLMSIPO

Reason:

The TLMS interface module was not able to load the installation options. Either of the following two causes could be the
reason:

• The TLMS subsystem control block was not found
• The TLMS subsystem control block was found, but the TLMSIPO module to which the control block points does not

appear to be valid.

Action:

Make sure TLMS is started before attempting a Copycat operation.
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CTC4000W

CATALOG VOLUME COUNT DISAGREES WITH TAPE SYSTEM, DSN=dsname

Reason:

The number of tape volumes associated with the data set as shown in the operating system catalog differs from the
number in the tape system catalog. The number in the tape system catalog is higher than that in the operating system
catalog. This message only appears for RECATLG=PREV.

Action:

Perform an IDCAMS LISTCAT for the data set, after the Copycat Utility job has finished. Verify that the volumes are
cataloged correctly. Correct manually, if needed.

CTC4001W

RC=rc RECATALOG FAILED FOR DSN=dsname

Reason:

IBM catalog processing returned a nonzero return code in an attempt to recatalog the data set.

Action:

If necessary, manually recatalog the entry. Refer to the IBM MVS Catalog documentation for details on catalog function
return codes.

CTC4002W

RC=rc CATALOG FAILED FOR DSN=dsname

Reason:

IBM catalog processing returned a nonzero return code in an attempt to catalog the data set.

Action:

If necessary, manually recatalog the entry. Refer to the IBM MVS Catalog documentation for details on catalog function
return codes.

CTC4004E

VOLUME volser MISMATCHED FILESEQ OF fileseq1 AND fileseq2

Reason:

For this TAPECOPY operation, the volume indicated had a discrepancy between file sequence numbers. This is an
internal error and should not occur.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support.
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CTC4005E

UNABLE TO LOCATE FILESEQ fileseq ON VOLUME volser

Reason:

The file sequence indicated could not be found on the tape system catalog.

Action:

Review the tape system catalog volume record and associated secondary records, and then run CA 1 procedure
TMSPTRS or TLMS procedure CATVCVS to verify multivolume and multifile chains in the tape system catalog.

CTC4006W

RECATALOG NOT DONE FOR dsname

Reason:

For dsname RECATLG=PREV, the operating system catalog showed a different volume for dsname than the tape system
catalog. This message is followed by messages CTC4007W and CTC4008W.

Action:

The data set is not recataloged. Manually recatalog the data set, if desired.

CTC4007W

CATALOG INDICATES FIRST VOLUME IS volser

Reason:

This message shows the volser shown in the operating system catalog.

Action:

Manually recatalog the data set, if desired.

CTC4008W

TAPE SYSTEM INDICATES FIRST VOLUME IS volser

Reason:

This message shows the volser shown in the tape system catalog.

Action:

Manually recatalog the data set, if desired.

CTC4009W

RECATLG2 PROCESSING SKIPPED, CONFLICT WITH RECATLG DSN=data.set.name

Reason:
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The duplex file name was the same as the primary copy's file name and both were to be cataloged. In this case the
primary copy of the data set will be cataloged, and the catalog operation for the duplex copy is skipped. The RECATLG2
parameter requests cataloging the files on the duplex copy, based on the catalog status of the original input files. To be
recataloged, the file names on duplex copy must be different than the file names from the primary copy, if both are to be
cataloged.

Action:

Ensure that the primary and duplex copies have unique file names. To change the file names of either the primary copy or
the duplex copy, use PREFIX or PREFIX2, or alternatively, make use of the user exit to change the file names as desired.

CTC4010E

VOLUME volser MISMATCHED DSNS OF dsn1 dsn2

Reason:

For this TAPECOPY operation, the volume indicated had a discrepancy between data set names. This is an internal error
and should not occur.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support.

CTC4011E

FUNCTION=function, RC=rc FROM CTCOPYT8 FOR VOLUME volser

Reason:

An attempt was made to perform an operation with the tape system which returned an unexpected return code. This is an
internal error and should not occur.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support.

CTC4020I

VALIDATING INDISP FOR VOLUME volser FOR POSSIBLE CONFLICT WITH SECONDARY DATA SET RETENTION

Reason:

The current FILECOPY operation uses FILES=SPECIFIC and either INDISP=RETPD=n or INDISP=EXPDT=date. File
sequence 1 for volume volser is being processed and since its expiration date controls the entire volume's expiration,
FILECOPY must ensure that no secondary file will be prematurely expired if INDISP is applied. FILECOPY analyzes the
expiration dates of all secondary files, taking into consideration the secondary files for this volume that are also being
copied in the current set of files. At the conclusion of this analysis, if no secondary files are in jeopardy, CTC4021I is
issued. Otherwise, CTC4022I and CTC4023I are issued.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.
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CTC4021I

INDISP WILL BE APPLIED TO VOLUME volser

Reason:

The current FILECOPY operation uses FILES=SPECIFIC and either INDISP=RETPD=n or INDISP=EXPDT=date. File
sequence 1 of volume volser is being processed. FILECOPY has determined that applying INDISP to this volume does
not prematurely expire any secondary files. The requested INDISP value is applied to this file which causes it to be
applied to the volume as a whole.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.

CTC4022I

APPLYING INDISP TO VOLUME volser WOULD CAUSE n FILES TO PREMATURELY EXPIRE

Reason:

The current FILECOPY operation uses FILES=SPECIFIC and either INDISP=RETPD=n or INDISP=EXPDT=date. File
sequence 1 of volume volser is being processed. The expiration date for file sequence 1 also determines the expiration
date of the volume as a whole. FILECOPY has determined that one or more files on this volume would expire prematurely
if INDISP were applied to file 1. The number of files that would have been prematurely expired is indicated by n. The
requested INDISP is not applied to this file.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.

CTC4023I

INDISP FOR VOLUME volser OVERRIDDEN TO date FROM FILESEQ n EXPIRE

Reason:

FILECOPY has determined the highest expiration date that will still remain on the volume volser after the FILECOPY
operation is completed. The expiration date that will be used is designated by date That expiration date was found in file
sequence n of this volume. For multi-volume sets, volser is always the base volume. That is, file sequence n may actually
be on another volume, but volser is the first volume in the set.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.

CTC4024I

Increasing EXPDT of output/duplex volume vvvvvv from date1 to date2

Reason:

For MERGE=MOD processing, the volume retention resulting from the OUTDISP or OUTDISP2 value is higher than the
previous retention of the output or duplex volume. The EXPDT is updated with the new, higher value.

Action:
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None; this is an informative message.

CTC5007E

VOLUME volser NOT FOUND

Reason:

An attempt was made to set the service indicator to non-scratch for the indicated volume, however it was not found on the
tape system catalog.

Action:

Processing continues. After completion of the job, verify that the service indicator is set to non-scratch for the indicated
volume.

CTC5031E

OPERATOR CANNOT LOCATE THIS TAPE volser

Reason:

This message follows WTOR CTC5307R. The console operator has replied N for NO; tape is not available for mount. The
program terminates.

Action:

Ensure that all tapes are available for the TAPECOPY operation and rerun the job.

CTC5032E
REINITIALIZED TAPE: CONTAINS NO ACCESSIBLE DATA

Reason:

The volume trailer record follows the volume header record, or the records are not present on the input tape; the volume
contains no data. Either condition may indicate that a new or reinitialized volume has been mounted.

Action:

Verify that the correct volume has been selected for the TAPECOPY operation and rerun the job.

CTC5034E

INTERNAL ERROR - FILE TRANSACTION TABLE OVERRUN

Reason:

The data set copy table contains a file or volume sequence error. The program terminates.

Action:

The probable cause is an invalid volume chain on the tape system catalog Check the output report for the last data set
that was copied. The next data set to be selected is in error. Ensure tape system catalog volume and data set chains are
correct for this data set. Correct and rerun the job.
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CTC5040E

SELECT A NEW OUTPUT TAPE AND RECOPY INPUT TAPE

Reason:

An output tape has failed in five retries to write output data. The output tape is probably damaged, or the tape unit may be
malfunctioning. The program terminates.

Action:

If a TAPECOPY operation, rerun the job with a new output tape. If a FILECOPY operation with the MERGE=NO
option, and a complete rerun would be too lengthy, rerun the job beginning with the volume or data sets that were not
successfully copied.

CTC5041E

OUTPUT LABEL NOT OS STANDARD

Reason:

For this TAPECOPY operation, the label processing mode is BLP, but the output tape is not a standard labeled tape.

Action:

Remove the invalid scratch volume and mount the next available scratch volume on the unit.

CTC5042E

BYPASS ERROR BLOCK UNLESS THIS IS THE THIRD HARD ERROR ON THE SAME INPUT TAPE - VOLUME
WON'T COPY.

Reason:

The tape data READ function keeps track of errors by volume. On the third hard read error, the input tape is considered
unreadable and will not be copied. If this is not the third unrecoverable error for this volume, the data block in error has
been skipped. The program terminates.

Action:

Clean the tape and/or tape unit and rerun the job.

CTC5050E

SCRATCH NOT USABLE: PASSWORD PROTECTED (volser)

Reason:

For this TAPECOPY operation, the label processing mode is BLP, but the scratch volume mounted contains a password
protected data set.

Action:

Remove the invalid scratch volume and mount the next available scratch volume on the unit.
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CTC5051E

SCRATCH NOT USABLE: EXPIRATION DATE PROTECTED (volser)

Reason:

For this TAPECOPY operation, the label processing mode is BLP, but the scratch volume mounted has an unexpired
internal label date, or if controlled by the tape system volume is not a scratch volume.

Action:

Remove the invalid scratch volume and mount the next available scratch volume on the unit.

CTC5058E

OUTSER/OUTSER2 IS NOT SCRATCH, TERMINATING

Reason:

You requested a specific output volume through the use of the OUTSER or OUTSER2 parameter. The tape management
system indicates this tape is not a scratch tape and therefore cannot be overwritten. The operation is terminated. The
message appears in the TAPECOPY processing log. The accompanying CTC5310E message is then written to the
system console.

Action:

If you really want to write on the tape volume, you must first mark it as a scratch tape in the tape management system.
Otherwise, select a volume the tape management system considers to be scratch tape. Alternately, you can omit the
OUTSER and/or the OUTSER2 parameter and allow the operator to mount a scratch tape from the tape pool.

CTC5059E

REFLECTOR SPOT SENSED ON OUTPUT TAPE volser

Reason:

The copy operation has detected EOT (end-of-tape) before either EOF or EOV was encountered. The copy operation for
this volume is terminated; the program continues. EOT indicated on OUTPUT when the operation is TAPECOPY is not
valid. This normally means the output volume was too short to contain all of the input data.

Action:

Validate the copy operation results. If the output tape was too short, reexecute the operation with a longer scratch tape.

CTC5060I

REFLECTOR SPOT SENSED ON INPUT TAPE volser

Reason:

The copy operation has detected EOT (end-of-tape) before either EOF or EOV was encountered. The copy operation for
this volume is terminated; the program continues. EOT indicated on INPUT is valid when copying multivolume data sets.

Action:

Validate the copy results by verifying input and output block counts for the data set(s), and rerun the job if necessary.
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CTC5061I

nnnnnnn BLOCKS CONTAINED IN DATA SET

Reason:

This message reports the number of data blocks read for the data set that was copied. This information can be used to
validate the copy results.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.

CTC5062E

EOD REACHED BEFORE EOF FOR THE ABOVE DATA SET, DATA SET COPY INCOMPLETE

Reason:

End of data hit on input copy data set, not end of file. FILECOPY switches data sets or terminates the copy operation
based on end of file. End of file has not been encountered on the input data set.

Action:

FILECOPY, MERGE=NO option will terminate the copy request and continue with the next data set copy operation.
FILECOPY without MERGE=NO (or with MERGE=YES) will terminate all remaining copy requests. The probable cause is
an incomplete volume chain on the tape system catalog.

CTC5063I

COPYING DSN=dsn, FILESEQ=n

Reason:

During a TAPECOPY operation, as each file header label is encountered, this message is issued to inform you of the
TAPECOPY process. dsn is the 17-character data set name from the file's tape label. n is the file sequence number for
this file. This message is issued even when LIST=NO is specified so you will have a listing of all the files processed.

Action:

None.

CTC5064E

Filecopy incomplete, input chain of volume vvvvvv was expanded while being copied

Reason:

The input set of base volume vvvvvv was still open for output while being copied. Either additional files or new volumes
were added to the chain since Copycat Utility extracted information from the database. The newly added data was not
copied. The Filecopy operation terminates with RC=16.

Action:

Recopy the input set after the creation job has completed.
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CTC5100I

OUTPUT DATA SET NAME = dsname

Reason:

This message informs of the output data set name being used.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.

CTC5101I

INPUT DATA SET NAME = dsname

Reason:

This message reports the name of the data set being read on the copy operation.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.

CTC5103E

SENSE COMMAND TO INPUT TAPE HAS FAILED

Reason:

An unknown read or positioning error has occurred on the input tape volume. A sense or "status" request to determine the
type of error has failed. The program terminates. This message typically indicates physical tape damage or a probable
hardware malfunction. Other error messages may be issued.

Action:

Check job output and/or system log for channel, controller or device errors. Also check the tape volume for visible
damage. Correct the condition(s) and rerun the job.

CTC5104I

NUMBER OF FILES PROCESSED ON INPUT TAPE: nnnn

Reason:

This message follows message CTC5060I, and reports the number of files processed prior to the EOT indicator. The
program continues, but input processing is terminated for the current input volume. The file count can be used to verify
that all files have been processed on input.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.
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CTC5105I

CURRENT DATA SET BEING PROCESSED: dsname

Reason:

This message precedes message CTC5106E, and reports the 17-byte tape HDR1 file name for the file that is currently
being processed.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.

CTC5106E

* * * I/O ERROR ON ddname, TAPE volser

Reason:

A permanent I/O error has occurred on the ddname/tape volume identified in this message. Additional error messages
follow. The program continues.

Action:

This is an informative message. See messages CTC5107I, CTC5108I, and CTC5109E for additional information.

CTC5107I

CURRENT BLOCK NO. ON INPUT TAPE: nnnn

Reason:

This message follows message CTC5106E. A READ is currently being attempted on the tape block number shown in this
message.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.

CTC5109E

PERMANENT I/O ERRORS ON INPUT TAPE

Reason:

This message follows message CTC5108I. Device sense and status information messages CTC5203E and/or CTC5205E
will precede this message. An unrecoverable error has occurred on the input. Message CTC5200E follows this message.
This message typically indicates physical tape damage or a probable hardware malfunction.

Action:

Corrective action depends on the contents of the device sense and status messages. Correct the condition(s) and rerun
the job.
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CTC5110I

ddname TAPE VOLSER=volser,DEVICE TYPE=type

Reason:

The output ddname was opened with the volume indicated by the message. This message is followed by CTC5111I.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.

CTC5111I

UNIT ADDRESS = addr -compaction status

Reason:

The output ddname mentioned in message CTC5110I is using the unit shown here. If shown, compaction status is one of
the following:

• Compaction is ON because input is compacted.
• Compaction is ON, COMP=YES (or COMP2=YES) coded.
• Compaction is OFF, COMP=NO (or COMP2=NO) coded.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.

CTC5130I

BLP PROCESSING MODE

Reason:

This message reports that, during a TAPECOPY operation, input and output tapes are being read and written using
bypass label processing. This is the default label processing mode for TAPECOPY.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.

CTC5131I

SL PROCESSING MODE

Reason:

This message reports that, during a FILECOPY operation, input and output tapes are being read and written using
standard label processing. This is the default label processing mode for FILECOPY.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.
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CTC5132I

ABOUT TO OPEN ddname

Reason:

This message reports that ddname is about to be opened for processing. The naming convention for ddname is as
follows: The ddname is CCxtnnnn, where x is 1 for primary or 2 for secondary, t is I for input or O for output, and nnnn is
an assigned sequence number.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.

CTC5133E

INSUFFICIENT MEMORY FOR I/O BUFFER - INCREASE REGION

Reason:

Memory was not available for use as an I/O buffer. The program terminates.

Action:

Increase the region size and rerun the job.

CTC5134I

ABOUT TO OPEN ddname1 AND ddname2

Reason:

DUPLEX=YES was specified. This message reports that the output tapes assigned to ddname1 and ddname2 are about
to be opened for processing. The naming convention for ddname is as follows: The ddname is CCxOnnnn, where x is 1
for primary or 2 for secondary, and nnnn is an assigned sequence number.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.

CTC5140I

Initialization complete for nnnn / single block buffering

Reason:

Parameters have been set up to copy a data set with BUFFER=MULTIPLE. nnnn is the number of blocks that will be
processed in one I/O execution. Single block buffering is indicated when BUFFER=MULTIPLE was specified but the large
block size of the data set prevented multiple block buffering.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.
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CTC5141I

Unable to determine RECFM / BLKSIZE of dddddddd

Reason:

DCB information of an input data set could not be processed.

Action:

Verify that the input tape has valid standard labels.

CTC5142E

Initialization for multiple block I/O failed

Reason:

A severe error prevented multiple block buffering.

Action:

Review preceding error messages. If necessary, contact Technical Support.

CTC5143E

Internal error during multiple block I/O processing, reason=x

Reason:

An internal processing error occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

CTC5144I

Due to option BUFFER=MULTIPLE, EOV will be processed asynchronously on primary and duplex output tapes

Reason:

Primary and duplex multivolume output chains may not be in sync. The data on corresponding tapes of the primary and
duplex chains may notbe identical.

Action:

Use option BUFFER=SINGLE if multivolume output must be created and if identical primary and secondary volumes are
required.

CTC5145E

Data set dddddddd incomplete - nnnnnnn blocks copied

Reason:

The number nnnnnnn of blocks written to the output data set does not match the block count of the input data set.
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Action:

Check the report for error messages; contact Technical Support.

CTC5150I

Requesting new scratch tape for output

Reason:

For MERGE=MOD processing, either MODVOL=SCRTCH was specified, or MODVOL was omitted and Copycat Utility
could not determine a specific output volume from the system catalog. The Filecopy operation will start a new output
scratch volume.

Action:

None, this is an informative message.

CTC5151I

Output/Duplex volume vvvvvv selected from option MODVOL(2)

Reason:

Option MODVOL or MODVOL2 was used to obtain the specific volser of the output or duplex tape to be used for
MERGE=MOD processing. The Filecopy operation will continue stacking output on that volume.

Action:

None, this is an informative message.

CTC5152I

Output/Duplex volume vvvvvv selected from catalog entry xxxx

Reason:

Option MODHLQ was used to build data set name xxxx, which also includes the jobname of the executing Copycat job.
The data set name was located in the system catalog and pointed to volser vvvvvv. This volume will be used as output or
duplex tape for MERGE=MOD processing. The Filecopy operation will continue stacking output on that volume.

Action:

None, this is an informative message.

CTC5153W

The catalog entry of xxxx does not show a valid tape volser and file sequence

Reason:

Data set name xxxx, built from the MODHLQ option, was located in the system catalog, but the catalog entry did not point
to a valid tape volser and file sequence.

Action:

Use the MODVOL option to request either a scratch tape or a specific Copycat Utility volume. For duplex output, use
option MODVOL2. The invalid catalog entry is deleted automatically.
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CTC5154W

Error reading database chain for volume vvvvvv

Reason:

Due to a chaining error on the tape database, the data sets chained to vvvvvv could not be retrieved.

Action:

Use the appropriate tools of your tape management product to determine and correct the chaining errors. If necessary,
choose a different output volume or a scratch tape.

CTC5155W

Volser vvvvvv is not a valid Copycat volume

Reason:

Volume vvvvvv was selected as output volume for MERGE=MOD processing, or it is chained to the selected volume. The
volume is not usable because it cannot be found in the tape database, or it is in scratch status or out of service, or it was
not created by Copycat Utility or not closed successfully.

Action:

Verify the selected volume. Either correct the error or choose a different output volume or a scratch tape.

CTC5156W
First file on output/duplex chain does not match option CTLFILE(2)=xxxxx

Reason:

Options MERGE=MOD and CTLFILE=xxxxx or CTLFILE2=xxxxx were specified, but the first file on the selected output
volume has a different data set name.

Action:

Verify if a control file should be created and correct the control statement accordingly.

CTC5157W

Volser vvvvvv is not last volume of existing chain

Reason:

Volume vvvvvv was selected as output volume for MERGE=MOD processing, but it is a multi-volume tape and not the last
volume of the chain.

Action:

Verify the output volume and correct any chaining errors. If necessary, select a different output volume or a scratch tape.

CTC5158W

Volser vvvvvv file count xxxxx on the tape system does not match the cataloged file sequence yyyyy'

Reason:
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The file sequence of catalog entry "modhlq.COPYCAT(2).jobname" does not point to the last data set chained to volume
vvvvvv on the tape database.

Action:

Check if the catalog entry is in error. Verify if data sets were added to the tape which were not created by Copycat Utility
or not closed successfully. If necessary, choose a different output volume or a scratch tape.

CTC5159W

Option OUTDISP(2)=xxxxxx does not match the retention of volume vvvvvv

Reason:

EXPDT= or RETPD= was specified for option OUTDISP or OUTDISP2, but the active output volume selected for
MERGE=MOD processing shows a higher EXPDT or a different retention type.

Action:

Modify the OUTDISP(2) option to match the selected volume, or choose a different output volume or a scratch tape.

CTC5160E

No valid output volume found for MERGE=MOD processing

Reason:

A specific output volume was determined from option MODVOL or MODHLQ, but the volume is not usable. The Filecopy
operation terminates with RC=16.

Action:

Review the preceding messages, correct the error accordingly and resubmit the job.

CTC5161E

Primary and duplex output must either both use MOD processing or both start on new scratch tapes

Reason:

DUPLEX=YES and MERGE=MOD was specified,and either an active volume was requested for the primary output and a
scratch tape for the duplex output, or vice versa.

Action:

Correct the control statements to synchronize primary and duplex creation.

CTC5162E

Output volume vvvvvv file count xxxxx and duplex volume wwwwww file count yyyyy do not match

Reason:

DUPLEX=YES and MERGE=MOD was specified, and the active volumes selected for output do not show the same file
count.

Action:
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Find a matching pair of output volumes or choose creation of new scratch tapes. Specify appropriate MODVOL and
MODVOL2 options and resubmit the job.

CTC5170I

Restarting data set copy on new scratch tape to prevent multivolume chaining

Reason:

VOLCHAIN=NO was specified for a Filecopy operation which creates a multifile chain on cartridge. The output has
reached end of tape, and Copycat Utility prevents multivolume chaining by recopying the current data set from the
beginning to a scratch tape as file sequence 1, starting a new multifile chain.

Action:

None, this is an informative message.

CTC5171I

Incomplete output data set on volume vvvvvv has been expired on the tape system

Reason:

According to option VOLCHAIN=NO, Copycat Utility has started a new output chain at end of volume instead of chaining a
secondary volume. The data set which was partially copied when EOV was encountered has been expired on the original
output volume. It will be recopied from the beginning to the new scratch tape as file sequence 1.

Action:

None, this is an informative message.

CTC5201E

OPEN FAILURE, DDNAME=ddname, VOLSER=volser

Reason:

The input or output ddname for the volume identified in the message has failed during OPEN processing. The program
terminates.

Action:

Check the console log for possible messages.

CTC5202E

I/O ERROR READING OUTPUT LABEL, EXPECTED VOLSER WAS: volser

Reason:

The operation is TAPECOPY, processing mode is BLP. Output header labels are read before being overwritten. An error
has occurred reading the output tape header labels. volser identifies the volume that was mounted at OPEN time.

Action:

Ensure that the scratch tape is a standard labeled tape. Otherwise, reinitialize the tape and rerun the job.
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CTC5203E

SYNADRLS ROUTINE HAS FAILED

Reason:

The macro that releases the SYNADAF buffer and save areas (SYNADRLS) has failed. SYNADAF is used to analyze
EXCP read and write errors. The SYNADRLS cleanup routine has failed. The program terminates. Other error messages
may have previously been issued that could indicate another problem.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support.

CTC5205E

* * * I/O ERROR - jobname,stepname,addr,type,ddname,operation, error desc.,relative block no.,access method

Reason:

SYNADAF was entered to determine the type of error that was encountered during a READ or WRITE function. The
program terminates. The error information should identify the type of problem.

Action:

Correct the condition(s) and rerun the job.

CTC5206W

OPERATOR REQUESTED BYPASS FOR dsname

Reason:

BYPASS was entered in response to message CTC7303R.

Action:

If desired, rerun the job when the resource mentioned by the message preceding CTC7303R is available.

CTC5301A

REMOVE volser FROM addr: PASSWORD PROTECTED

Reason:

During this TAPECOPY operation, message CTC5050E has been issued to indicate that the scratch volume is not usable
because it is password protected. addr is the unit address. The program continues.

Action:

Remove the invalid scratch volume and mount the next available scratch on the unit identified in the message.

CTC5302A

REMOVE volser FROM addr: EXPIRATION DATE PROTECTED

Reason:
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During this TAPECOPY operation, message CTC5051E has been issued to indicate that the scratch volume is not usable
because it is protected by the expiration date, or if controlled by the tape system the volume is not a scratch volume. addr
is the unit address. The program continues.

Action:

Remove the invalid scratch volume and mount the next available scratch volume on the unit identified in the message.

CTC5303A

REMOUNT volser, UNABLE TO READ LABEL LAST TIME

Reason:

During this TAPECOPY operation, volume label or header label(s) has not been read before encountering data. Other
messages may precede this one. The program continues. (A rewind demount has been requested from the system.)

Action:

Remount the volume.

CTC5304A

WRONG TAPE MOUNTED ON UNIT, VOLSER WAS volser1

WHEN TAPE volser2 LOCATED, PLEASE REPLY 'Y'.

Reason:

For this TAPECOPY operation, an incorrect volume has been mounted on the unit shown. "unit" is the tape device
address where the incorrect volume is currently mounted. volser1 is the volser on the tape header label. volser2 is the
correct volume requested for mount. The program continues; WTOR CTC5307R follows.

Action:

Mount the requested volume and reply to the outstanding message.

CTC5305E

TAPE volser NOT PROCESSED, COULD NOT BE FOUND

Reason:

During a TAPECOPY operation, a WTO is issued when the reply to CTC5307R is N. volser is the requested volume to be
mounted for input. The program terminates.

Action:

Locate the requested volume, or change the tape volume serial number of the tape to be copied, and then rerun the job.

CTC5306E
JOB jobname, RETURN CODE 16 IN COPY FUNCTION STEP

Reason:

Other messages are issued to indicate the reason for the copy operation failure. jobname is the execution job name. The
function is either TAPECOPY or FILECOPY. The program terminates.
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Action:

Correct the problem(s) indicated prior to the WTO and rerun the job.

CTC5307R

IF TAPE volser CANNOT BE FOUND, REPLY 'N'

Reason:

During a TAPECOPY operation, this WTOR is preceded by CTC5304A. volser is the requested volume to be mounted.
The program terminates if the reply is N, or continues if the reply is Y.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.

CTC5308A

I/O ERROR READING OUTPUT LABEL, REMOUNT OR TRY ANOTHER TAPE

Reason:

During a TAPECOPY operation, an I/O error was detected while trying to read the internal tape label of an output volume.

Action:

The tape is rewound and unloaded. Mount the same tape again or try another output tape.

CTC5309I

REMAINDER OF TAPE VOLUME volser IS BEING ERASED

Reason:

All data on the tape from the end of the last file copied to the end of the tape is being erased because ERASE=YES was
specified.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.

CTC5310E

OUTSER/OUTSER2 IS NOT SCRATCH, TERMINATING

Reason:

The user requested a specific output volume through the use of the OUTSER or OUTSER2 parameter. The tape
management system indicates this tape is not a scratch tape and therefore cannot be overwritten. The operation is being
terminated. This message is written to the system console for the tape operator's information.

Action:

Refer to the associated CTC5058E error message in the TAPECOPY processing log.
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CTC6001I

*** START COPYCAT GENLEVEL=glvl ***

Reason:

This message is generated once Copycat Utility processing begins. "glvl"is the current genlevel for the product.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.

CTC6002I

*** END COPYCAT ***

Reason:

This message is generated once Copycat Utility processing ends.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.

CTC6003I

DATEFMT HAS BEEN SET TO "datefmt"

Reason:

This message is generated when an EXEC PARM overriding the DATEFMT has been successfully processed.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.

CTC6004E

INPUT KEYWORD MUST BE * OR VALID DDNAME

Reason:

The INPUT parameter value entered is invalid. INPUT must contain an asterisk (*) or a valid ddname.

Action:

Correct the control statement by supplying a valid INPUT parameter value.

CTC6005E

VALUE IS INVALID OR OUT OF RANGE FOR keyword

Reason:

The numeric value specified for the DSN, VOL, FILESEQB, FILESEQC, FILESEQD, or MAXFILES parameter is invalid.
For MAXFILES, the numeric value must be from 1 to 65535. For DSN, VOL, the FILESEQx parameters, the value must be
in the range of 1 to 255 if INPUT=ddname was specified, or in the range of 1 to 80 if INPUT=* was specified.
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Action:

Correct the control statement by supplying a valid value.

CTC6006E

KEYWORD HAS BEEN PREVIOUSLY ENTERED - keyword

Reason:

The keyword listed has been previously entered.

Action:

Remove the duplicate keyword from the control statement.

CTC6007E

FUNCTION MUST BE functlist

Reason:

The function code must be entered as the first, noncomment control statement. "functlist" is the list of valid functions that
may be entered.

Action:

Correct the first control statement by supplying a function code from the "functlist" list.

CTC6008E

CONTROL STATEMENT CONTAINS NO VALID KEYWORD

Reason:

The control statement listed contains no valid keywords.

Action:

Correct the control statement by supplying a valid keyword.

CTC6009E

NO KEYWORDS WERE FOUND IN INPUT

Reason:

No valid keywords were found in the input.

Action:

Correct the input by supplying valid keywords.
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CTC6012E

PARAMETER PREVIOUSLY ENTERED - parameter

Reason:

The parameter listed has been previously entered.

Action:

Correct the control statement by removing the duplicate parameter.

CTC6015E

INPUT KEYWORD REQUIRED AND IS MISSING

Reason:

INPUT is a required keyword and it has not been supplied.

Action:

Correct the control statement by supplying a valid INPUT keyword.

CTC6016E

FILESEQB, FILESEQC, FILESEQD ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE

Reason:

The INPUT statement parameters FILESEQB, FILESEQC, and FILESEQD are mutually exclusive.

Action:

Correct the control statement by supplying FILESEQB, FILESEQC, or FILESEQD parameters.

CTC6017E

DSN AND VOL ARE REQUIRED WITH FILESEQx

Reason:

In the INPUT statement, both the DSN and VOL parameters are required when either FILESEQB, FILESEQC, or
FILESEQD are specified.

Action:

Correct the INPUT control statement by supplying the DSN and VOL parameters.

CTC6018E

INPUT DSN REQUIRED WITH FILES=SPECIFIC

Reason:

The INPUT statement DSN parameter is required when FILES=SPECIFIC is requested.

Action:
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Correct the INPUT control statement by supplying the DSN parameter.

CTC6019E

ERROR IN EXPDT DATE FORMAT - RC=rc,FEEDBACK=fc

Reason:

An error has occurred while processing the expiration date using the default or supplied date format and the value entered
for the EXPDT parameter.

Action:

See the TMMDATE macro in the CA 1 documentation, or the TLMDATE macro in the TLMS documentation, for return
code and feedback definitions. Verify the date format being used or correct the EXPDT value in the control statement.

CTC6020E

ERROR OCCURRED OPENING INPUT DDNAME - ddname

Reason:

The input selection list file referenced by INPUT=ddname could not be opened.

Action:

Correct the INPUT control statement by supplying a valid ddname and ensure that a DD statement is present in the
execution JCL with the same ddname.

CTC6021E

FAILURE OCCURRED PROCESSING EXPDT - RC=rc

Reason:

A failure has occurred while processing the expiration date using the default or supplied date format and the value entered
for the EXPDT parameter.

Action:

See the TMMDATE macro in the CA 1 documentation, or the TLMDATE macro in the TLMS documentation, for return
code definitions. Verify the date format being used or correct the EXPDT value in the control statement.

CTC6022E

INVALID PARM ENTERED ON EXEC STATEMENT

Reason:

The PARM entered on the EXEC statement is invalid.

Action:

Correct the execution JCL parameter and rerun the job.
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CTC6024E

INVALID DATEFMT ENTERED ON EXEC PARM

Reason:

The DATEFMT entered on the EXEC PARM is blank or invalid. See the CA 1 or TLMS documentation for valid DATEFMT
specifications.

Action:

Correct the DATEFMT on the EXEC PARM and rerun the job.

CTC6025I

TOTAL INPUT FILES: nnnnn

Reason:

This total reflects the number of input files being processed in this run.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.

CTC6026I

TOTAL OUTPUT FILES: nnnnn

Reason:

This total reflects the number of output files being processed in this run.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.

CTC6027I

TOTAL INPUT TAPES: nnnnn

Reason:

This total reflects the number of input tapes being processed in this run.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.

CTC6028I

TOTAL OUTPUT TAPES: nnnnn

Reason:

This total reflects the number of output tapes being processed in this run.

Action:
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None; this is an informative message.

CTC6029E

UNABLE TO LOAD USEREXIT CTCOPYUX

Reason:

Control statement USEREXIT is coded as YES, and module CTSCPYUX could not be loaded.

Action:

Check STEPLIB or LINKLIST data set to ensure the user exit can be located.

CTC6030E

CONTROL STATEMENT ERRORS FOUND - RUN ABORTED

Reason:

One or more control statement errors were found in this run.

Action:

Correct the control statement(s) listed and rerun the job.

CTC6042E

REQUIRED KEYWORD IS MISSING - keyword

Reason:

The keyword shown is required but was not supplied with the control statements.

Action:

Provide the required keyword and rerun the job.

CTC6044E

INVALID CHARACTER IN ABOVE STATEMENT

Reason:

The control statement shown above contains an invalid character.

Action:

Examine the control statement in hexadecimal mode, and correct to have only valid letters and numbers.

CTC6045E

CTCOPYS3 RC=rc, REASON=rs, FDBK=fc

Reason:

The parsing module detected an error.
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Return Code Description

• 4
Expects continuation

• 8
Parm truncations

• 12
Critical error

Reason Code Description

• 4
Parms with no matching elements

• 8
Truncation with loss of value

• 12
Invalid character in source

• 16
Required parm missing

• 20
Invalid function (internal error)

• 24
Invalid element class (internal error)

• 28
End of source before end of parm (internal error)

• 32
Closing quote not found

• 36
Closing comment not found

• 40
Closing ')' not found

• 44
Nested keyword

• 48
Invalid source length (internal error)

• 52
Invalid parm syntax

Feedback Code Description

• 4
Comment only in source

• 8
Spaces only in source

Action:

Correct the control statement and rerun the job.

CTC6046E

ABOVE STATEMENT HAS INVALID KEYWORD AT COLUMN nn

Reason:
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The control statement contains an unrecognized keyword starting at column nn.

Action:

Correct the control statement and rerun the job.

CTC6047E

OUTUNIT2 REQUIRED IF DUPLEX=YES

Reason:

Control statement OUTUNIT2 must be supplied if DUPLEX=YES is used.

Action:

For DUPLEX=YES, add the missing control statement and rerun the job.

CTC6048W

KEYWORD ONLY VALID WITH FILECOPY OR TAPECOPY - keyword

Reason:

The keyword shown is not valid with the TAPEMAP function.

Action:

The keyword is ignored and processing continues.

CTC6049W

KEYWORD ONLY VALID WITH FILECOPY - keyword

Reason:

The keyword shown is not valid with the TAPEMAP or TAPECOPY function.

Action:

The keyword is ignored and processing continues.

CTC6050W

KEYWORD ONLY VALID WITH TAPECOPY - keyword

Reason:

The keyword shown is not valid with the TAPEMAP or FILECOPY function.

Action:

The keyword is ignored and processing continues.
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CTC6051W

KEYWORD ONLY VALID WITH TAPEMAP - keyword

Reason:

The keyword shown is not valid with the FILECOPY or TAPECOPY function.

Action:

The keyword is ignored and processing continues.

CTC6052W

KEYWORD ONLY VALID WITH DUPLEX=YES - keyword

Reason:

The keyword shown can only be used if a duplex output tape is to be created.

Action:

The keyword is ignored and processing continues.

CTC6053E

INVALID DATE SPECIFIED FOR KEYWORD - keyword

Reason:

An invalid date was detected following EXPDT=.

Action:

Correct the date and rerun the job.

CTC6054W

RECATLG=PREV IS NOT VALID WITH A PREFIX

Reason:

The RECATLG=PREV is not a valid option if PREFIX= was specified.

Action:

Correct the control statement.

CTC6055W

CTLFILE REQUIRED IF CTLFILE2 IS SPECIFIED

Reason:

The duplex copy must be a mirror image of the primary copy. If control files are to be written, they must be written to both
primary and duplex copies.

Action:
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Either use CTLFILE to add a control file on the primary copy, or remove the CTLFILE2 parameter so that neither the
primary nor the duplex will have control files.

CTC6056I

USAGE OF RECATLG AND RECATLG2 MAY RESULT IN FAILED CATALOG ATTEMPTS

Reason:

The RECATLG2 parameter requests cataloging the files on the duplexcopy, based on the catalog status of the original
input files. To be recataloged, the file names on the duplex copy must be different than the file names from the primary
copy. Since RECATLG was not coded with PREFIX, and RECATLG2 was not coded with PREFIX2, the names will not be
different. However, since USEREXIT=YES is coded, it is possible the names may be different at the time when cataloging
occurs.Processing continues.

Action:

If the user exit is employed to change the name of either the primary or duplex file names, there should not be a problem.
Otherwise, CTC4009W messages will result and the duplex files will not get cataloged. Ensure that the primary and
duplex copies have unique file names. To change the file names of either the primary copy or the duplex copy, use
PREFIX or PREFIX2, or alternately, make use of the user exit to change the file names as desired.

CTC6057E
USAGE OF RECATLG AND RECATLG2 WILL RESULT IN FAILED CATALOG ATTEMPTS

Reason:

The RECATLG2 parameter requests cataloging the files on the duplexcopy, based on the catalog status of the original
input files. To be recataloged, the file names on the duplex copy must be different than the file names from the primary
copy. Since RECATLG was not coded with PREFIX, and RECATLG2 was not coded with PREFIX2, the names will not be
different. Since USEREXIT=NO is in effect, there is no possibility the names will be different at the time when cataloging
occurs, so processing is terminated.

Action:

Ensure that the primary and duplex copies have unique file names. To change the file names of either the primary copy or
the duplex copy, use PREFIX or PREFIX2, or alternatively, make use of the user exit to change the file names as desired.

CTC6058E

KEYWORD keyword1 CANNOT BE USED WITH keyword2 ,keyword3,...

Reason:

The control parameter identified by "keyword1" is mutually exclusive with one or more other control parameters that were
also specified. The specific keywords that cannot be used with "keyword1" are listed.

Action:

Revise the control parameters being used by removing one of them.
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CTC6059E

OUTUNIT or STORCLAS is required for function ffffffff

Reason:

OUTUNIT and STORCLAS were both omitted from the FILECOPY or TAPECOPY control statements.

Action:

Add either an appropriate OUTUNIT or STORCLAS.

CTC6060E

OUTUNIT2 or STORCLA2 is required if DUPLEX=YES

Reason:

OUTUNIT2 and STORCLA2 were both omitted from the FILECOPY control statements, but DUPLEX=YES was specified.

Action:

Add either an appropriate OUTUNIT2 or STORCLA2.

CTC6061E

xxxxxxxx and yyyyyyyy are mutually exclusive

Reason:

The mutually exclusive keywords xxxxxxxx and yyyyyyyy were both included in the control statements.

Action:

Remove either of the two parameters.

CTC6301E

UNABLE TO OPEN MODULE CTCOPYT2

Reason:

The module listed could not be opened. The program terminates.

Action:

Verify that JCL statements DD SYSPRINT and DD CCRPT are present with correct spelling. Rerun the job.

CTC6302E

UNABLE TO LOAD MODULE CTCOPYT2

Reason:

The module listed could not be loaded. The program terminates.

Action:
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Check the STEPLIB or LINKLIST data set to ensure the module can be loaded.

CTC7001E

DYNAMIC ALLOCATION OF ddname REASON CODE rs

Reason:

A dynamic allocation was being attempted on ddname. A problem was detected as described by dynamic allocation
(SVC99) reason code rs.

Action:

Refer to the IBM SPL: Application Development documentation.

CTC7002E

ddname ALLOCATION DENIED BY INSTALLATION VALIDATION

Reason:

The dynamic allocation installation validation routine denied this request.

Action:

Consult with your system programmer to determine whether the dynamic allocation function can be made available.

CTC7003E

DYNAMIC UNALLOCATION OF ddname REASON CODE rs

Reason:

A dynamic unallocation (free) was being attempted on ddname. A problem was detected as described by dynamic
allocation (SVC99) reason code rs.

Action:

Refer to the IBM SPL: Application Development documentation.

CTC7004I

DYNAMIC ALLOCATION START FOR ddname [VOL=volser] FS=fileseq

Reason:

This is an information message saying that dynamic allocation is about to be attempted for ddname with a file sequence
number of fileseq. If the volser is known, it will also be shown.

Action:

None; This is an informative message.
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CTC7005I

DYNAMIC UNALLOCATION START FOR ddname

Reason:

This is an information message saying that dynamic unallocation is about to be attempted for ddname.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.

CTC7006I

DEQ START FOR VOLUME volser

Reason:

This is an information message saying that a dequeue of volume serial number volser is about to be attempted.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.

CTC7301A

DATA SET CURRENTLY IN USE - dsname

Reason:

A dynamic allocation was being attempted on dsname, which is currently being used by another job or task. Message
CTC7303R follows. The program continues.

Action:

See message CTC7303R.

CTC7302A

VOLUME CURRENTLY IN USE - volser

Reason:

A dynamic allocation was being attempted on volume volser, which is currently being used by another job or task.
Message CTC7303R follows. The program continues.

Action:

See message CTC7303R.

CTC7303R

REPLY 'RETRY', 'WAIT', 'ABEND', OR 'BYPASS'

Reason:
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A dynamic allocation was being attempted, however the resource identified by preceding message CTC7301A,
CTC7302A, CTC7305A, or CTC7307I is currently being used by another job or task.

Action:

Respond to the console message with either RETRY, WAIT, ABEND, or BYPASS. If you respond RETRY, the allocation
will be attempted again immediately. If you respond WAIT, Copycat Utility issues message CTC7306R, wait for the
number of minutes specified by the WAITTIME parameter, and then issue the dynamic allocation request again. It will
automatically continue to retry until either (a) the allocation request is successful or (b) you reply to the CTC7306R
message. If you respond ABEND, the job will be terminated immediately. If you respond BYPASS, the current resource
being requested (file or volume) will be bypassed and NOT COPIED and Copycat Utility will continue to process the next
file or volume.

CTC7304E

INVALID RESPONSE

Reason:

An incorrect response was given for message CTC7303R.

Action:

Respond to the console message with one of the choices given for message CTC7303R.

CTC7305A

UNIT CURRENTLY IN USE - unit

Reason:

A dynamic allocation was being attempted on unit unit, which is currently being used by another job or task. Message
CTC7303R follows. The program continues.

Action:

See message CTC7303R.

CTC7306R

REPLY 'U' TO CANCEL WAIT AND CHOOSE DIFFERENT ALTERNATIVE

Reason:

You replied WAIT to the CTC7303R message. Copycat Utility leaves this message outstanding until it successfully
allocates the resource for which it is waiting.

Action:

If you do not reply to this message, Copycat Utility will go into a cycle of waiting and then automatically retrying the
allocation. It will continue this wait/retry cycle until the dynamic allocation is successful. The length of the wait interval is
controlled by the WAITTIME parameter. If you reply to this message, Copycat Utility will immediately break out of the wait
cycle and reissue CTC7301A, CTC7302A, CTC7305A, or CTC7307I message, followed by the CTC7303R message, thus
giving you the opportunity to choose a different alternative from the CTC7303R response options.
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CTC7307I

SYSZTIOT IS CURRENTLY UNAVAILABLE, RETRY INTERVAL IS n SECONDS

Reason:

A dynamic allocation request has failed because another task holds an ENQ on SYSZTIOT. The dynamic allocation will
be attempted every n seconds until the allocation succeeds. During this time, the CTC7306R console message is left
outstanding. If the operator replies to the CTC7306R message, the CTC7303R message is presented which gives the
operator the opportunity to change the way this problem is handled.

Action:

No response is required.

CTC8301A

NONSTANDARD LABELS FOUND ON TAPE volser

Reason:

TAPEMAP detected that the volume requested did not have standard tape labels (SL).

Action:

Only run the TAPEMAP function with standard labeled volumes.

CTC8302E

RETURN CODE 16 IN TAPEMAP FUNCTION STEP.

Reason:

TAPEMAP did not complete normally.

Action:

Examine other messages to determine the cause of the problem.

CTC8303I

TAPE MAP COMPLETE : VOLUME volser CONTAINS nnnnn FILES ***

Reason:

This total reflects the number of files contained on the input volume.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.

CTC9301W

EXCP ERASE CCW WAS REJECTED

Reason:
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ERASE=YES was specified and a command reject was sensed while attempting to write a tapemark on the output tape
prior to erasing the rest of the volume. This message is followed by message CTC9305W.

Action:

See message CTC9305W.

CTC9302W

TAPE IS WRITE PROTECTED

Reason:

ERASE=YES was specified and it was determined that the output tape is write protected. This message is followed by
messages CTC9303W and CTC9304W.

Action:

See messages CTC9303W and CTC9304W.

CTC9303W

3420 - RING IS MISSING OR ...

Reason:

This message follows message CTC9302W. It gives a way of correcting the problem if a reel (3420) tape is being used.

Action:

If a reel (3420) tape is being used, insert a write protect ring.

CTC9304W

3480 - WRITE INHIBIT INDICATOR ON

Reason:

This message follows message CTC9302W. It gives a way of correcting the problem if a cartridge (3480) tape is being
used.

Action:

If a cartridge (3480) tape is being used, set the write inhibit indicator off.

CTC9305W

ERASE CANNOT BE PERFORMED

Reason:

This message follows message CTC9301W, or messages CTC9302W, CTC9303W, and CTC9304W. It gives a warning
that the requested erase (ERASE=YES) cannot be performed.

Action:

Operation continues without the erase taking place.
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CTC9306I

CTC9306I ENHANCED DATA STREAMING TECHNOLOGY DETECTED IN DEVICE unit-addr WILL BE UTILIZED

Reason:

The TAPECOPY function has detected enhanced data streaming capabilities in the output device whose device address
is unit-addr. Normally, the control unit will synchronize the control unit cache with the device at the end of each file. This
breaks the data stream. TAPECOPY generates channel programs that instruct the control unit not to synchronize the
control unit cache at the end of each file. The synchronization is deferred until the end of the volume is reached. This
capability is especially beneficial when performing a TAPECOPY operation on tapes with many files.

Action:

None; this is an informational message.

CTSxxxxx
CTS001
(mount message)

Reason:

The requested mount does not fall under the Tape Management System scratch pools election.

Action:

Mount the tape specified in the VOLSER portion of the system message.

CTS002
(modified mount message)

Reason:

The requested mount is under the Tape Management System scratch pool selection.

Action:

Mount the tape from the Tape Management System scratch tape pool as specified in the VOLSER portion of the system
message.

CTS004
(IBM JES3 mount message)

Reason:

The requested mount does not fall under the Tape Management System scratch pools election.

Action:

Mount the tape specified in the VOLSER portion of the IBM message.

CTS005
(modified IBM JES3 mount message)
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Reason:

The requested mount is under the Tape Management System scratch pool selection.

Action:

Mount the tape from the Tape Management System scratch tape pool as specified in the VOLSER portion of the IBM
message.

CTS007
(modified mount message)

For CA 1 Users:

Reason:

A specifically requested CA 1 controlled volume is marked out-of-area in the TMC. The out-of-area location and slot
number is noted in the text of the mount message.

Action:

The action taken depends on where the volume physically resides at the time of the request. Tapes under Vault
Management System (VMS) control should be checked in before using them for input (or they will not appear on the Vault
Management System (VMS) picking list). Tapes marked out-of-area to a non-vault location are automatically checked in
when read for input. It is possible that the volume could be nonresident; however, there is not a way to distinguish that at
this point in OPEN processing. Use JES '/*SETUP' statements to assist operations for nonresident volumes that happen
to correspond to CA 1 controlled volume serial numbers.

 

For TLMS Users:

Reason:

A specifically requested TLMS controlled volume is marked out-of-area in the VMF. The out-of-area location is noted in the
text of the mount message.

Action:

The action taken depends on where the volume physically resides at the time of the request. If you can obtain the tape,
mount the tape, otherwise cancel the job. Tapes marked out-of-area to a nonvault location are automatically checked
in when read for input. It is possible that the volume could be nonresident; however, there is not a way to distinguish
that at this point in OPEN processing. Use JES '/*SETUP' statements to assist operations for nonresident volumes that
correspond to TLMS controlled volume serial numbers.

CTS008
(mount message)

Reason:

For CA 1 users, a specifically requested volume is not defined to CA 1 control. (There is no volume record in the TMC for
the requested volume.)

For TLMS users, a specifically requested volume is not defined to TLMS control. (There is no volume record in the VMF
for the requested volume.)

Action:

Mount the requested volume.
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CTS009
(mount message)

Reason:

A specifically requested volume is assigned to Tape Management System control. (There is a record for the requested
VOLSER in the TMC or VMF.)

Action:

Mount the requested volume. It is possible that the volume could be nonresident; however, there is not a way to
distinguish that at this point in OPEN processing. Use JES '/*SETUP' statements to assist operations for nonresident
volumes that happen to correspond to the Tape Management System controlled volume serial numbers.

CTS010
(modified mount message)

Reason:

An AIVS volume was requested for input processing. This message will contain the internal VOLSER.

Action:

Mount the requested volume.

CTS011
(modified mount message)

Reason:

An AIVS volume was requested for input processing but is marked out-of-area in the TMC. The out-of-area code, slot
number, and internal VOLSER are all noted in the text of the mount message.

Action:

The action taken depends on where the volume physically resides at the time of the request. Tapes under Vault
Management System (VMS) control should be checked in before using them for input or they will not appear on the Vault
Management System (VMS) picking list. Tapes marked out-of-area to a non-vault location are automatically checked in
when read for input. It is possible that the volume could be nonresident; however, there is not a way to distinguish that at
this point in OPEN processing. Use JES '/*SETUP' statements to assist operations for nonresident volumes that happen
to correspond to Tape Management System-controlled volume serial numbers.

CTS014
(dismount message)

Reason:

A volume was dismounted.

Action:

None. Message is for information only.

CTS016
(mount message)
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Reason:

CTSMSGPR: A specifically requested volume is a virtual tape which has been exported from the automatic tape library.
This volume cannot be mounted. The actual volume which contains the virtual volume may also contain one or more
additional virtual volumes. The mount message has been modified to show the actual (physical) volume. The volser in the
message is replaced by the following:

'vvvvvv(ACTL=pppppp)'

Where vvvvvv is the virtual volume and pppppp is the ACTUAL (physical) volume.

Action:

This tape cannot be mounted directly. Stop the job. The virtual volume must be IMPORTed and the job rerun.

CTS017
(mount message)

Reason:

CTSMSGPR: A specifically requested volume is a virtual tape which was exported from the automatic tape library. This
volume cannot be mounted. The actual volume which contains the virtual volume may also contain one or more additional
virtual volumes. The actual volume is marked out-of-area and may reside in another location. The mount message was
modified to show the actual (physical) volume. The volser in the message is replaced by the following:

'vvvvvv(ACTL=pppppp)(aaaa;sssssss)'

Where

vvvvvv is the virtual volume

• pppppp is actual (physical) volume,
• aaaa is the location of the volume,
• sssssss is the cabin/slot the volume

Action:

This tape cannot be mounted directly. Stop the job. The virtual volume must be IMPORTed and the job rerun.

CTS0101I
Virtual volume RECALL issued for vvvvvv

Reason:

A volume mounted that is part of a multivolume set is being recalled to CACHE.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CTS0102P
CTS0102P CA TAPE ENCRYPTION LABEL DETECTED BUT BES TASK IS NOT ACTIVE  - REPLY 'C' TO CANCEL
OR 'R' TO RETRY  

Reason:
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Common Tape Services detected that Tape Encryption has encrypted the tape data set that is being opened; but the Tape
Encryption task, BES, is not active. The tape data cannot be decrypted.

Action:

Reply 'C' to cancel the job with a U0222 or start a BES subsystem and reply 'R' to retry.

                         

CTS987E
CTS987E CTSQSTS IS NOT AT THE CORRECT SUPPORTED LEVEL

Reason:

The load module CTSQSTS (alias of TMSQSTS) is not in the linklist at the correct maintenance level

Action:

Ensure the correct version of TMSQSTS and its alias of CTSQSTS is in a linklist library and that no other versions exist
ahead of it in the linklist concatenation.

CTS988E
CTS988E UNKNOWN VOLUME XXXXXX IS NEEDED IN LIBRARY ZZZZZZZZ

Reason:

A volume not defined to CA 1 (volume xxxxxx) is needed in library zzzzzzzz.

Action:

Depending on the coding of your CBRUXVNL exit, the job either allocates the requested cartridge outside the library, or
the task fails allocation processing.

CTS989E
VIRTUAL VOLUME XXXXXX ON STACKED VOLUME YYYYYY IS NEEDED IN LIBRARY ZZZZZZZZ

Reason:

CBRUXVNL detected that a virtual volume requested is not available in the ZZZZZZZZ library.

Action:

Enter the virtual volume XXXXXX from the stacked volume YYYYYY in to the ZZZZZZZZ library.

CTS990D
CTS990D VOLUME XXXXXX IS NOT IN THE CORRECT LIBRARY LOCATION; REPLY C, R, A, DISABLE, OR HELP

Reason:

CBRUXVNL detected that a volume requested is not available in the correct library, but has determined that the volume is
in a different library.

Action:

A reply of "C" will continue normal processing, a reply of "R" will retry the cartridge allocation process (if you have moved
the cartridge to the correct library), a reply of "A" will abort (abend) the job and a reply of "DISABLE" will disable the exit
completely.
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CTS991E
CTS991E VOLUME XXXXXX IS OFFSITE AT LOCATION YYYY IN SLOT ZZZZZZZ

Reason:

CBRUXVNL detected that a volume requested is not available in the current library. CBRUXVNL has determined that the
volume is offsite at location yyyy and in slot zzzzzzz.

Action:

Depending on the coding of your CBRUXVNL exit, the job either allocates the requested cartridge outside the library, or
the task fails allocation processing.

CTS992E
CTS992E VOLUME XXXXXX IS NEEDED IN LIBRARY ZZZZZZZZ

Reason:

CBRUXVNL detected that a volume requested is not available in the current library, but has determined that the volume is
not out of area.

Action:

Enter volume XXXXXX into library ZZZZZZZZ to satisfy the request.

NOTE

This message only pertains to IBM robotic devices and volumes.   

NOTE

• Install an SMS Managed IBM Tape Library

CTS993E
CTS993E VOLUME XXXXXX IS CURRENTLY BEING EJECTED

Reason:

CBRUXVNL detected that a volume requested is not available in the current library because it is being ejected from the
library.

Action:

Depending on the coding of your CBRUXVNL exit, the job either allocates the requested cartridge outside the library, or
the task fails allocation processing.

CTS994E
For CA1 Users:

CTS994E VOLUME XXXXXX IS IN LIBRARY YYYYYYYY AND IS NEEDED IN LIBRARY ZZZZZZZZ

Reason:

CBRUXVNL detected that a volume requested is not available in the current library because it is currently in a different
library.

Action:
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Depending on the coding of your CBRUXVNL exit, the job either allocates the requested cartridge outside the library, or
the task fails allocation processing.

 

For TLMS Users:

CA TAPE MANAGEMENT WAS NOT ACTIVE WHEN CBRUXEJC (TAPE CARTRIDGE EJECT PROCESS) WAS
INVOKED AND TAPE ACTIVITY IS NOT RECORDED! CTS996D WILL BE ISSUED FOR EACH TAPE EJECT, REPLY
U, R, C, OR DISABLE.

U TO USE THE TAPE WITHOUT TAPE MANAGEMENT.

C TO CANCEL THE TAPE EJECT PROCESS.

R TO RETRY THE TAPE EJECT PROCESS.

DISABLE TO STOP ALL FURTHER CALLS TO EXIT.

Reason:

CBRUXEJC: The EJECT exit for an IBM 3495 has made a service call to Tape management routines and the tape
management system is not active. Tape activity is not being recorded.

Action:

Select an option and reply to the CTS996D prompt.

CTSDATE01
CTSDATE RC=xx RSN=xx FUNC=xx FDBK=xx

Reason:

An error occurred during a call to CTSDATE.

Action:

See the following return and reason codes.

RC=8

• RSN=4
DATE FIELD NOT PACKED

• RSN=8
NOT IN ACCEPTABLE DATE RANGE

• RSN=12
UNDEFINED KEYWORD

• RSN=16
BINARY VALUE NOT IN VALID RANGE

• RSN=20
COMPUTED DATE NOT IN RANGE

• RSN=24
DDD FOR KEYWORD NOT IN RANGE

• RSN=28
DDD FOR DATE NOT IN RANGE

• RSN=32
INVALID FORMAT PARM

• RSN=36
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EXT DATE IN UNKNOWN FORMAT (WON'T MAP)
• RSN=40

KWD USE NOT APPROPRIATE FOR FUNC
• RSN=44

NOT VALID HDR1 DATE
• RSN=48

DD INVALID FOR MM
• RSN=52

MM INVALID (NOT 1-12)
• RSN=56

MMM INVALID (NOT VALID ABBREV)

RC=12

• RSN=4
KEY= NOT 'YES' OR 'NO'

• RSN=8
WRONG SEQUENCE FOR FUNCTIONS

CTSOCE01
IECUCBCX Could Not Be Found

Reason:

The UCB Common Extension cannot be found with the pointer in the UCB.

Action:

This information message indicates that the Bytes-Used Percentage field may not be accurate for this file or volume.

CTSOCE02
Device is NOT READY

Reason:

This informational message lets you know that the tape device just dismounted is not currently ready.

Action:

Because the device is not READY, we cannot determine the Bytes-Used Percentage or the Compression Ratio. These
fields will be reported as zero.

CTSOCE03
Close for a non-tape device detected

Reason:

The device going through Tape-Close processing is not a Tape Device.

Action:

Contact CA 1 or TLMS Support for assistance in determining why a non-tape device is going through Tape-Close
processing.
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CTSOCE04
Read-Buffered-Log had an overflow

Reason: 

The Read-Buffered-Log had an overflow in one of the 3-byte fields (x'FFFFFF') used to determine the Bytes-Used
Percentage and Compression Ratio. 

Action:

This message is for information purposes. If the device going through CLOSE processing is an IBM TS7700 (VTS) device,
you are most likely missing microcode support to address this particular overflow condition (the reporting of X'FFFFFF').
Verify that the clusters in your TS7700 grid are at R4.2 PGA2 (8.42.2.12), the base 5.0 release or higher. If not, work with
your hardware support team to update your microcode. With this issue, after the read buffered log (RBL) counters reach
their maximum value, (X'FFFFFF') the counters stay at that value and do not overflow. This can affect statistical data that
is being kept about the volume such as a compression ratio and the actual host bytes read or written to the volume. After
applying the needed support, read buffered log overflows should occur as expected and this message should no longer be
issued.

CTSOCE05
4KDBW is non-zero, 4KCBW is zero

Reason:

The UCBCX_ATT3490_4KDBW field in the UCB Tape Extension is non-zero but the UCBCX_ATT3490_4KCBW field is
zero.

Action:

This message indicates that two fields that should always be either zero or non-zero at the same time are out of sync with
each other. Verify that IBM APAR OA52915 has been applied to all LPARs sharing the TS77xx VTS Library.

CTSPM001
CTSPM RC=xx RSN=xx FUNC=xx error.msg

Reason:

CTSPM detected an error while processing a pattern masking request.

Action:

For a description of the error see error.msg text. Correct the control statement and resubmit the request.

CTSSMS01
CTSSMS .. RC=xx RSN=xx FUNC=xx FDBK=xx

Reason:

An error was detected during an attempt to obtain information from SMS.

Action:

See the IBM macro IEFSSSA (field SSSARSN) for RSN=xx codes returned by SMS.
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CTSSMS02
CTSSMS .. WARNING - SMS IS NOT ACTIVE BUT OPTIONS INDICATE ITSHOULD BE CALLED

Reason:

An attempt was made to send a request to SMS, but the subsystem was not installed or active. The Tape Management
System made the request because the option SMS was set to YES.

Action:

If SMS services are desired, start the SMS subsystem. Otherwise, set the SMS option to NO and rerun TMSINIT.
Processing continues regardless of the status of SMS.

CBRUXENT and CBRUXEJC Messages
CTS995E
CA TAPE MANAGEMENT WAS NOT ACTIVE WHEN CBRUXxxx (TAPE CARTRIDGE ENTRY PROCESS) WAS
INVOKED AND TAPE ACTIVITY IS NOT RECORDED! CTS996D WILL BE ISSUED FOR EACH TAPE ENTRY, REPLY
U, R, C, OR DISABLE. U TO USE THE TAPE WITHOUT TAPE MANAGEMENT.C TO CANCEL THE TAPE ENTRY
PROCESS.R TO RETRY THE TAPE ENTRY PROCESS.DISABLE TO STOP ALL FURTHER CALLS TO EXIT.

Reason:

This indicates that you are trying to enter eject, import, or export a tape in an IBM robot and CA 1 is not active. CBRUXxxx
in the message can be CBRUXENT or CBRUXEJC.

Action:

CTS996D
REPLY U, C, R, DISABLE OR HELP.

Reason:

This indicates that the Tape Management System is not active and you are trying to enter a tape into an IBM robot.

Action:

Determine why the Tape Management System is not active and then reply with:

• U
To use the tape without tape management

• C
To cancel or deny the request to enter the cartridge. The cartridge is ejected from the library.

• R
To retry the tape entry process after activating the Tape Management System

• DISABLE
To stop all further calls to the CBRUXENT exit.

CTS997E
CTS997E CA TAPE MGMT INTERCEPTS MAY NOT BE ACTIVE!!

   A FOREIGN TAPE IS REQUESTED, TAPE ACTIVITY MAY  

   NOT BE RECORDING! CTS999D WILL BE ISSUED FOR    
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   EACH TAPE MOUNT, REPLY U, M, OR C.              

                                                    

   U TO USE THE TAPE WITHOUT TAPE MANAGEMENT.      

   C TO CANCEL THE JOB WITH A SYSTEM ABEND.        

   M TO REJECT THE TAPE.     

Reason:

A volume is being opened with EXPDT=98000 and the Tape Management System intercepts are not installed.

Action:

Reply to message appropriately.

CTS998E
CA TAPE MGMT INTERCEPTS ARE NOT ACTIVE!! TAPES ARE NOT PROTECTED AND TAPE ACTIVITY IS NOT
BEING RECORDED! CTS999D WILL BE ISSUED FOR EACH TAPE MOUNT, REPLY U, M, OR C.

U TO USE THE TAPE WITHOUT TAPE MANAGEMENT.

C TO CANCEL THE JOB WITH A USER 222.

M TO REJECT THE TAPE.

Reason:

The dynamic Tape intercepts are not applied and the FAILSAFE exit has received control at volume mount time. This
prevents tape jobs from running without tape management control.

Action:

Start tape management if desired, and reply to CTS999D. After you start the tape management system, reply “M” if the
mount was for a scratch volume, and reply “U” if the mount was for an existing specific volume.

CTS999D
vvvvvv,dsname

Reason:

The dynamic Tape intercepts are not applied and the FAILSAFE exit received control at volume mount time. This prevents
tape jobs from running without tape management control.

Action:

Reply U to continue processing this tape; reply M to reject it, or C to cause the job to abend with a S413-xx abend. Tape
management should always be active under normal conditions, and should be started now unless deliberately stopped.

CTSDEU Messages
CA$F205W
VOLUME IS A VIRTUAL TAPE

Reason:

CTSDEU cannot erase virtual tapes.
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Action:

The virtual volume is demounted and CTSDEU ends.

CA$F206E
TAPE DATABASE AND TAPE HDR DSN ARE NOT EQUAL

Reason:

The tape label data set name is compared to the last 17 positions in the tape database data set name, are not equal. If the
tape contains multiple data sets, all tape label data set names are compared.

Action:

Verify that the correct volume was mounted. If so, update the tape database record.

CA$F208E
TAPE IS WRITE PROTECTED3420 - RING IS MISSING OR3480 - WRITE INHIBIT INDICATOR ON

Reason:

The write-ring or write indicator is missing.

Action:

Insert a write-ring or turn on write indicator.

CA$F209E
TAPE EXCP CCW WAS REJECTED.

Reason:

Tape is missing the second tape mark or end of volume label.

Action:

Permanent I/O error on the tape.

CA$F211E
ERROR UPDATING TAPE DATABASE

Reason:

The Tape Management System tape database could not be updated.

Action:

Verify that Tape Management System is fully active.

CA$F212E
TAPE COULD NOT BE PROCESSED

Reason:

The tape read was not successful.

Action:
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Determine the cause of failure by dumping or direct examination of the tape. Possible causes are incorrect density,
incorrect recording (7-track versus 9-track) or a damaged tape. Correct and resubmit the job.

CA$F220R
xxxxxxxx, ENTER VSN

Reason:

This message is issued with the ERASE option. The volume serial number is unknown. Supply the volume serial number
to CTSDEU.

Action:

Enter the required volume serial number.

CA$F221E
TAPE EXCP CCW WAS REJECTED

Reason:

The Channel Command Word 97 (CCW 97) issued to erase the tape was rejected. This problem is rare and only occurs
on tape devices emulating IBM drives that do not fully support all CCWs.

Action:

Check with the vendor of the tape unit as to why the erase CCW is not supported. If possible try to run the job on a
different tape unit.

CA$F222E
TAPE IS OUT OF RANGE

Reason:

The volume serial number requested was not found to be part of the tape database valid volume range or is in Inactive
(DELETE) status.

Action:

The volume cannot be erased. Return the volume to another location where it is properly defined to the tape management
system.

CA$F223E
TAPE MOUNTED IS NOT FIRST OF SET

Reason:

The volume serial number that is mounted is not the first volume of a multivolume set. The volume is demounted.

Action:

Specify the first volume serial number in the set.

CTSPMTST Messages
This page contains the CTSPMTST messages. 
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PM00-00: NORMAL COMPLETION 

 Reason: 

Either the pattern was valid, or the object and pattern were valid.

 Action: 

None. This message is informational.

 

PM04-00: PATTERN AND OBJECT DO NOT MATCH 

 Reason: 

The object does not match the pattern.

 Action: 

None. This message is informational.

 

PM08-04: OBJECT IS EMPTY 

 Reason: 

No object was specified in the SYSOBJ DD.

 Action: 

Correct the objects and resubmit the job.

 

PM12-04: '\' NOT ALLOWED AT END OF PATTERN 

 Reason: 

The last character of a pattern cannot be a backslash (\).

 Action: 

Correct the patterns and resubmit the job.

 

PM12-08: INVALID PATTERN COMBINATION 

 Reason: 

An invalid combination of pattern characters was found in a pattern.

 Action: 

For a list of invalid pattern character combinations, see CTSPMTST Utility - Validate Pattern Definitions . Correct the
pattern and resubmit the job.
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PM12-12: PATTERN IS EMPTY 

 Reason: 

No pattern was specified in the SYSPATT DD.

 Action: 

Correct the patterns and resubmit the job.

  

PM12-16: PATTERN IS TOO LONG 

 Reason: 

The pattern is longer than allowed.

 Action: 

Reduce the size of the pattern and resubmit the job.

 

PM20-16: UNKNOWN OBJECT CLASS 

 Reason: 

The object class that is specified in the parameter for the program was not MVSFILE or MVSJOB.

 Action: 

Correct the JCL and resubmit the job.

CTSTAPER Messages
This section contains the CTSPAPER messages.

xxxxxxxx ABOUT TO BE CLOSED

Reason:

The program is about to perform CLOSE processing for the ddname listed.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

 

 

xxxxxxxx ABOUT TO BE OPENED

Reason:

The program is about to perform OPEN processing for the ddname listed.

Action:

None. This message is informational.
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PARAMETER ON EXECUTE CARD WAS IN ERROR - PARM=JFCB WAS ASSUMED

Reason:

The parameter that is specified on the execute card was either JFCB or ABEND.

Action:

An assumption of JFCB was made and processing continued.

User Abends
There are situations where processing cannot continue because of a processing problem. When such a situation is
encountered, Copycat Utility terminates processing with a user ABEND. This section lists the user ABEND codes and their
causes.

U0016 - U0204

U0016

Reason:

A file has been encountered whose block size exceeds the allowable maximum. The maximum block size is 262144 bytes
(256 KB).

U0020

Reason:

The user has specified the ERASE=YES parameter for either a TAPECOPY or a FILECOPY operation. The operation was
attempted, but the tape device failed to complete the operation. The reason code associated with this ABEND is the error
return code posted to the ECB by the EXCP process.

U0204

Reason:

The user has OUTSER and/or OUTSER2, and one or both of these volume serial numbers is not in scratch status. The
operation could not be performed. This ABEND is accompanied by the CTC5310E error message.
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Additional Resources
The following Broadcom products are related to Common Tape Services:

•  TLMS Tape Management 
•  CA 1 Tape Management System 
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
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